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Preface
This dissertation is submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirement of
the degree of Philosophiae Doctor (PhD) at the University of Stavanger,
Norway. The research has been conducted at the University of Stavanger,
Norway from June 2018 to June 2021, including research visits to com-
puter science department of ETH Zurich, Switzerland (January 2020 to
April 2020) and Leibniz University Hannover, Germany (June 2019 to
June 2019).

This dissertation consists of a collection of 5 research articles, which are
included within the dissertation after required transformations and realign-
ments to adhere to the requisite format. The content of the originally
published articles has been kept intact.

Rahul Mishra, June 2021
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Abstract

At present the influence of social media on society is so much that without
it life seems to have no meaning for many. This kind of over-reliance on
social media gives an opportunity to the anarchic elements to take undue
advantage. Online misinformation and deception are vivid examples of
such phenomenon. The misinformation or fake news spreads faster and
wider than the true news [32]. The need of the hour is to identify and curb
the spread of misinformation and misleading content automatically at the
earliest.

Several machine learning models have been proposed by the researchers to
detect and prevent misinformation and deceptive content. However, these
prior works suffer from some limitations: First, they either use feature
engineering heavy methods or use intricate deep neural architectures,
which are not so transparent in terms of their internal working and decision
making. Second, they do not incorporate and learn the available auxiliary
and latent cues and patterns, which can be very useful in forming the
adequate context for the misinformation. Third, Most of the former
methods perform poorly in early detection accuracy measures because
of their reliance on features that are usually absent at the initial stage of
news or social media posts on social networks.

In this dissertation, we propose suitable deep neural attention based so-
lutions to overcome these limitations. For instance, we propose a claim
verification model, which learns embddings for the latent aspects such
as author and subject of the claim and domain of the external evidence
document. This enables the model to learn important additional context
other than the textual content. In addition, we also propose an algorithm
to extract evidential snippets out of external evidence documents, which
serves as explanation of the model’s decisions. Next, we improve this
model by using improved claim driven attention mechanism and also gen-
erate a topically diverse and non-redundant multi-document fact-checking
summary for the claims, which helps to further interpret the model’s
decision making. Subsequently, we introduce a novel method to learn
influence and affinity relationships among the social media users present
on the propagation paths of the news items. By modeling the complex
influence relationship among the users, in addition to textual content,
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we learn the significant patterns pertaining to the diffusion of the news
item on social network. The evaluation shows that the proposed model
outperforms the other related methods in early detection performance with
significant gains.

Next, we propose a synthetic headline generation based headline incongru-
ence detection model. Which uses a word-to-word mutual attention based
deep semantic matching between original and synthetic news headline
to detect incongruence. Further, we investigate and define a new task
of incongruence detection in presence of important cardinal values in
headline. For this new task, we propose a part-of-speech pattern driven
attention based method, which learns requisite context for cardinal values.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

But thou hast only the right to work, but none to the fruit thereof. Let not
then the fruit of thy action be thy motive; nor yet be thou enamored of

inaction.

Lord Krishna
Srimad Bhagavad Gita

Chapter 2, Verse 47

We are living in a digital world, which is seamlessly connected. The
technological revolutions in the field of communication and information
science, catalysed by the inception of social media platforms and hand
held communication contrivances are unprecedented. These technological
breakthroughs and advancements have led to a paradigm shift in the
way people consume information. This expeditious magnification in
digital information consumption has also resulted in some loopholes and
shortcomings withal, such as proliferation of misinformation/fake news
and deceptive contents. The recent surge in misinformation can be largely
attributed to the rise of technology mediated communication mediums [12,
69, 40, 77].
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: A fake news wiped out billions in the US stock market a

ahttps://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/markets/10013768/B
ogus-AP-tweet-about-explosion-at-the-White-House-wipes-b
illions-off-US-markets.html

1.1 Amiss Content

Fake news or misinformation is a kind of misrepresentation or dissemi-
nation of amiss information to be deceived and get economic or political
benefits 1. The spread of misinformation is not a modern phenomenon
but the precise beginning is hard to contemplate and it might predate the
historical recordings. Around 31 BC, after the death of Julius Caesar, his
adopted son Octavian conspired against Mark Antony, the loyal general
of Julius and spread many rumors and misinformation regarding his char-
acter and association with Cleopatra, which resulted in the defeat of Mark
Antony 2.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fake_news
2https://www.ft.com/content/aaf2bb08-dca2-11e6-86ac-f25

3db7791c6

2
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1.1. Amiss Content

Figure 1.2: Excerpt from a news article, which covers the speech of
director-general of WHO on seriousness of infodemic.

In the present era however, misinformation has become more catastrophic
due to it’s scale and reach [40, 21]. Some of the most striking examples
of adversity caused by misinformation are the USA stock market crash3,
which costed $130 billion in stock value due to a fake tweet regarding
explosion at the White House and the spread of a large amount of misinfor-
mation in the event of the Covid19 pandemic, which could lead to serious
social and fatal health effects. The world health organization (WHO) has
coined a new term "Infodemic4" for rapid spread of deceptive, fabricated
and misleading content.

Deceptive contents are appetizing social media posts or news items that
are by design exaggerated to appear more sensational and attractive to the
users. Incongruent news headlines and clickbaits are some of the most
popular form of deceptive contents. In a typical clickbait scenario, users
are tempted by a very catchy news headline and once they click to read the
rest of the news; They are dismayed to see that they have been deceived
by the title and the news does not match its title. This is a serious problem
pertaining to user experience and user friendliness.

In this thesis, we call both misinformation/fake news and deceptive con-
tents together as "Amiss Content", for sake of brevity.

3https://business.time.com/2013/04/24/how-does-one-fake
-tweet-cause-a-stock-market-crash/

4https://www.who.int/news-room/feature-stories/detail/i
mmunizing-the-public-against-misinformation

3
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.3: An excerpt from a CNN News article in which the headline
has been sensationalized by portraying people’s demand for the removal
of a suspicious statue from a museum as if people are demanding the
dismantling of all museums a.

ahttps://edition.cnn.com/style/article/natural-history-
museum-whitewashing-monuments-statues-trnd/index.html

1.2 Automated Amiss Content Detection
Keeping track of the veracity of humongous amount of social media
posts and news items manually, seems beyond the bounds of possibility.
Manual fact checking or veracity prediction is very tedious and time
taking task[24], therefore automated misinformation detection or fact
verification is the need of the hour. Machine learning methods have been
used extensively in curbing the misinformation and deceptive contents
online by major social media players and search engines such as Twitter,
Facebook and Google. The research community has shown a lot of interest
and dedication towards maintaining the sanity of the Web by proposing
techniques and models to detect the amiss content online. These proposed
and bench-marked methods are utilized by social media platforms and
content driven industries such as digital news media. The other major
objective of the automation of the amiss content detection is to aid and
equip web users with tools, which can help them decide the truthfulness
of a news piece or social media post themselves.

4
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1.3. Challenges

The main objective of this dissertation is to curb the spread of misinfor-
mation and deceptive content on the Web by automated detection and
generation of the explanation in form of convincing evidences. To this end,
by and large our research focuses on (a) to learn and utilize the contextual
representations for the latent aspects or side information pertaining to
the social media posts or news items such as users, who interacted with
the news on social platform, the source or publisher of the news, and
propagation path of the news on social network etc., (b) to extract an
evidential excerpt or summary for explaining the verdict of the model,
and (c) to come up with novel and suitable neural attention mechanisms
to cater to the needs of (a) and (b).

1.3 Challenges
In a research study conducted by Frank et. al. [85], related to social
psychology and communications, authors reveal that the accuracy range
of detecting deception and misinformation by a normal human being
(non-expert) is only 55–58%, which is only slightly better than a guess. In
recent years, many fact-verification and news debunking websites such as
"FactCheck.org" and "Snopes.com", etc., have sprung up rapidly, where
trained credibility assessment experts and domain experts sit together and
try to make consensus about veracity of news. A typical fact or news
review process at these organisations5 involves a very exhaustive Web
search; consulting with many of the experts; a thorough review of publi-
cations and available evidences. Referring to all such disparate sources
and related information provides required context needed to establish the
truth-fullness or correctness of news or social media posts. This manual
verification of amiss content is a very slow and not a scalable process. To
address the scalability issue, automated misinformation detection and fact
verification techniques are proposed.

However, the automatic veracity prediction is a very challenging task, and
constitutes of several underlying challenges. First, finding the evidences
for a news item or social media post is not a trivial task. It requires

5https://www.politifact.com/article/2018/feb/12/princip
les-truth-o-meter-politifacts-methodology-i/

5
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Chapter 1. Introduction

great time and effort to curate and annotate a labelled dataset comprising
of multiple evidential records, originating from various sources, corre-
sponding to news items and social media posts. Second, modelling the
adequate context for the news piece is very crucial for the detection ac-
curacy, as mostly only a textual description of a news or social media
post lacks required cues pertaining to it’s verity. Third, the black box
nature of the machine learning oriented amiss content detection methods
poses a serious challenge in terms of understanding the decisions made by
the methods. Insights related to inner working of the model can provide
significant indications about the reasoning performed by the model for a
particular case. Fourth, the early detection of the amiss content is highly
desirable, as we want to curb it’s spread as soon as possible. In early
stages however, the social media post or news may not have sufficient
features and user interactions, for a detection method to perform well.

1.4 Research Questions
The research objectives and research questions (RQs) of this thesis are
identified and set by reckoning with the challenges figured in Sec 1.3.
Some of the RQs have observably a direct link to the outlined challenges
and some have an indirect association.

As discussed in Sec 1.3, evidences are very crucial for veracity prediction
but it is a very daunting task to congregate evidences for a sufficiently
large dataset. We pose a research question RQ1 that whether it is possible
to curate and use external evidences for already available public datasets.
Further, we want to investigate if such arrangement is indeed beneficial
and has potential to subsume the need of manual handcrafting of evidence
sources.

RQ1: How effective are the external evidences
in addition to labeled dataset?

The textual content is the indispensable source of context pertaining to
the core theme of the news or social media post. The writing-style and
vocabulary usage, divulge significant insights about the intent of the
writer to deceive. Most of the initial works have successfully utilized the
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linguistic cues and stylistic features [37, 26] for amiss content detection.
However, natural language comprehension is not a trivial task, largely
due to inherent ambiguity of the natural languages. Our models can
definitely get benefited by incorporating the other relevant information
(side information such as author of web claims, social context, etc.) along
with the textual content, which provides additional context. The modelling
of the various other attributes and information with the text content needs
to be readdressed as simple concatenation of additional features is not
very effective. Hence, with an objective to devise a new method to model
the side information, we raise research question RQ2.

RQ2: How to model disparate side informa-
tion or attributes with text content?

Research questions RQ3 and RQ4, are both purposed to address the chal-
lenge related to the black-box nature of the machine learning models. The
misinformation detection task is primarily a classification task, which
involves approximation of a mapping function from input variables to
output variables. Principally, the classification task produces the proba-
bility for each class for an instance, which is a very abstract output and
it does not provide any insights related to, How did the model arrive at
this decision? Machine learning models tend to learn different biases
and prejudices [11] from the training data, such as ethnic bias, which can
result in unfair decisions in many application scenarios such as image
classification and recommendations. If we can generate explanations for
the model’s decisions, it would give us a tool to peek inside and observe
the inner-working of the model so that we can get rid of these biases.

If we talk about the misinformation detection particularly, explanations
may include the extraction of words or sentences from the evidences,
based on which the model has decided to refute or accept the credibility of
the news or social media post. Further, we can also provide users with a
concrete summary of explanatory sentences, extracted from various source
documents. The explanations also serve the purpose of user friendliness
for a fact-verification or debunking system, deployed at a traditional news
media or hosted as a service on the Web, to be used by the users.
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RQ3: Can we generate meaningful and coher-
ent evidential summaries for amiss contents?

RQ4: Can we generate explanations for
model’s decisions?

The generative adversarial methods such as Generative adversarial net-
work (GAN) [65], are very popular at present. Specifically, GANs are
being utilized in many interesting use-cases such as data augmentation
and synthetic text and image generation. Research question RQ5 aims at
investigating the suitability and usage of synthetic data generation in case
of amiss content detection.

RQ5: Can we use generative adversarial meth-
ods to improve the model performance?

It is important to detect and curb all of the amiss content circulating on
the Web but it’s futile to detect a stale news, which has already spread all
around. It is very prudent and productive to detect and check the misin-
formation as soon as possible so that it does not reach many people [23].
Nonetheless, it is overly strenuous to predict the veracity in early stages
of the news propagation. In particular, misinformation detection methods
for social media platforms perform poorly in early stage of news as they
utilize various social network features and temporal characteristics such as
user stance, user interaction and response etc. [27], which are often absent
in early stages. Thus, we formulate a research question RQ6, which deals
with the challenges related to early detection of amiss content.

RQ6: How early can we detect the misinfor-
mation propagation on social media?

Patterns of user interactions with news item provide significant signals
regarding it’s credibility [29]. Specifically, in case of proliferation of
rumors and misinformation on social media platforms, we need more
contextual cues and signals than just simple textual content. Features like
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topology and dynamics of the propagation, social network attributes of
the users involved in the news propagation, influence relationships among
the users are very useful, if modelled in addition to text. Affinity and
influence relationships are crucial for information propagation [74]. By
answering the research question RQ7:, we envision to devise a method to
model the influence relationships among the users, which would provide
us with better contextual information related news propagation on social
media platforms. In addition, modelling affinity relationship can also
reveal, which influencer or high prestige user is mostly responsible for
the propagation. In essence, the research question RQ7: not only acts
towards serving the "adequate context" challenge, discussed in Sec 1.3
but also it deals with "black-box" nature of the models by providing clear
insights from the learned model.

RQ7: How to model the behaviour of the users
and communities with respect to spread of fake
news?

Research question RQ8 is directed towards a specific challenge related
to modelling the context for significant numerical values present in news
headlines or social media posts. These cardinal values can be currency
amount, counts of people, months, years or objects, etc. For an example,
consider a news headline “£100 to play truant! Schools accused of bribing
worst pupils to stay away when Ofsted inspectors call”6, which holds a
contextually important figure i.e. “£100”. Most of the prior works in case
of deception detection, fail to capture context pertaining to the cardinal
values. By asking the research question RQ8, we want to investigate the
importance of cardinal values in case of deception or clickbait detection
and propose a potential solution for the same.

RQ8: How to capture context related to impor-
tant cardinal values?

6https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2082885/Schoo
ls-accused-bribing-worst-pupils-stay-away-Ofsted-inspect
ors-call.html
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Figure 1.4: Mapping research questions with the papers.

1.5 Main Contributions
In this section, we present the main contributions of this thesis. In nutshell,
the major contributions in terms of 5 research papers and their relation-
ships (as depicted in Fig 1.5) with the 8 identified research questions as
discussed in sec 1.4 are outlined as follows:

C1. We propose a method to model the latent aspects (side informa-
tion) with the news text content and extract evidence snippets
for interpretability. (Paper I):

We introduce a novel approach to jointly learn the latent aspects
of the news using hierarchical attention mechanism in presence
of external evidences extracted from the Web (caters to research
questions RQ1 and RQ2). These learned latent aspects provide
auxiliary context associated with the news items apart from the
text content, which helps in veracity prediction. We also extract
evidential text snippets from the external evidences for the sake of
interpretability and transparency of the model (caters to research
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question RQ4). The effort in this paper, also resulted in a patent7

(US Patent 10,803,387) and a startup (https://www.factiverse.no).

C2. We devise a mechanism to model the influence relationships
among the users. (Paper II):

We invent a mechanism to learn direct influence and affinity
relationships among the users, present in propagation path of the
news on social media (caters to research questions RQ2 and RQ7).
Further, we propose an extension of the proposed model to capture
the indirect influence relationships. We learn the user embeddings
using follower and re-tweet networks via network representation
learning methods. Considering the interpretability of the model, we
envision to visualize the attention maps to gain some insights
concerning the importance of influencers in news dissemination on
social media (caters to research question RQ4). The proposed
model also outperforms the other methods on early detection
performance by significant margin (caters to research question
RQ6).

C3. We present an approach to generate topically diverse
multi-document summaries for the misinformation. (Paper
III):

We propose a model, which incorporates a claim text and a title text
driven hierarchical attention by utilizing external evidences to
predict the veracity of the Web claims(caters to research questions
RQ1). Furthermore, we present an algorithm to generate topically
diverse, multi-document, and explainable extractive summaries of
the evidences for the misinformation (caters to research questions
RQ3 and RQ4). We also release a test-collection for
misinformation detection, pertaining to climate change and health
care.

C4. We investigate the usability of synthetic headline generation
and propose a semantic matching based solution for news
headline incongruence detection. (Paper IV):

We explore the generative adversarial methods such as GANs, to

7https://patents.google.com/patent/US10803387B1/en
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generate synthetic headlines using the news body content and
propose a deep mutual attention based semantic matching to detect
the in-congruence with the original news headline (caters to
research questions RQ5). This proposed architecture resolves
several shortcomings and limitations of prior works. We suggest
two other variants of the model and a clubbed model, which
outperforms all the individual models.

C5. We define the task of news headline incongruence detection in
presence of cardinal values and propose a solution. (Paper V):

We introduce a task of news headline in-congruence detection in
presence of the significant numerical values in the headline. We
propose a baseline and a solution, which employs a part-of-speech
patterns guided attention mechanism to capture the context
specifically related to cardinal values (caters to research questions
RQ4) and RQ8). To showcase the efficacy of the proposed scheme,
we conduct an ablation study and extract the attention maps (caters
to research questions RQ4). We release the derived version of the
dataset in which all the news headlines contain cardinal values.
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1.6 Origins
There are 5 research papers listed and included in the thesis, out of which
4 papers are published already in international conference proceedings
and the 5th paper has been accepted and is currently in publication.

1.6.1 Papers
Paper I Rahul Mishra ( UiS, Norway ) and Vinay Setty ( UiS, Norway

). SADHAN: Hierarchical Attention Networks to Learn Latent
Aspect Embeddings for Fake News Detection, in proceedings of
the 9th ACM SIGIR International Conference on the Theory of
Information Retrieval ( ICTIR ’19 ), October 2–5, 2019, Santa
Clara, CA, USA.
[ Associated with RQ1, RQ2, RQ4 and C1 ]

Paper II Rahul Mishra ( UiS, Norway ). Fake News Detection using
Higher-order User to User Mutual-attention Progression in Prop-
agation Paths, in proceedings of the 2020 The 33rd IEEE/CVF
Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition Work-
shops ( CVPRW ), Seattle, Washington, USA.
[ Associated with RQ2, RQ4, RQ6, RQ7 and C2 ]

Paper III Rahul Mishra ( UiS, Norway ) , Dhruv Gupta ( MPI, Germany
) and Markus Leippold ( UZH, Switzerland ). Generating Fact
Checking Summaries for Web Claims, in proceedings of the the
2020 EMNLP Workshop W-NUT: The Sixth Workshop on Noisy
User-generated Text. Punta Cana, Dominican Republic.
[ Associated with RQ1, RQ3, RQ4 and C3 ]

Paper IV Rahul Mishra ( UiS, Norway ), Piyush Yadav ( Lero, NUI, Ireland
), Remi Calizzano ( DFKI, Germany ) and Markus Leippold ( UZH,
Switzerland ). MuSeM: Detecting Incongruent News Headlines
using Mutual Attentive Semantic Matching, in the proceedings
of the 2020 19th IEEE International Conference on Machine Learn-
ing and Applications (ICMLA), Miami, Florida, USA.
[ Associated with RQ5 and C4 ]

Paper V Rahul Mishra ( UiS, Norway ) and Shuo Zhang ( Bloomberg,
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United Kingdom ). POSHAN: Cardinal POS Pattern Guided At-
tention for News Headline Incongruence, Accepted ( in publica-
tion ) in the 30th ACM International Conference on Information and
Knowledge Management ( CIKM 2021 ), Queensland, Australia.
[ Associated with RQ2, RQ4, RQ8 and C5 ]

1.6.2 Patents
Patent I Vinay Setty ( UiS, Norway ), Rahul Mishra ( UiS, Norway ). Deep

neural architectures for detecting false claims., 2020, US Patent
10,803,38.

1.7 Thesis Outline
The rest of this thesis is arranged as follows: In Chapter 2, we discuss
the background and research gaps in related works pertaining to amiss
content detection. Chapter 3 outlines the research contributions made
in this dissertation, with adherence to the limitations and gaps identified
in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 delineates the overall framework of the whole
amiss content detection system and discusses possible use-case scenarios
as road-map for real world application. Chapter 5 contains the key find-
ings obtained in the dissertation, possible limitations and future research
directions. Finally, all 5 papers have been attached with some realignment
and changes to fit the required format of the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

That which is not, shall never be; that which is, shall never cease to be.
To the wise, these truths are self-evident.

Lord Krishna
Srimad Bhagavad Gita

Chapter 2, Verse 16

Most people in the contemporary world rely on the Web to satisfy their
conscious or unconscious information needs. However, blind belief on
the information retrieved from the Web can be dicey [80] and can have
detrimental effects on financial, political and social spheres. The research
community has acknowledged the necessity of contrivances and tools,
which can prevail the trustworthiness and factual purity on the Web. To
this end, researchers have proposed various automated amiss content
detection methods in literature. In this chapter, first we provide pointers to
some important recent works that analyze and study amiss contents online,
which are related to social science domains such as politics, journalism,
and psychology, etc. Further, we discuss an overview of automated
misinformation and deception detection tasks, related works and trace
their limitations. We also discuss the suitability and reasons behind the
superior performance of deep neural attention based models as compared
to other standard models.
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2.1 Amiss Content as a Social Science Prob-
lem

There has been an increased interest in the social science research commu-
nity toward analyzing, identifying and combating the spread of misinfor-
mation/deception online. The social scientists have studied and analyzed
various factors and aspects related to amiss content such as behavioral,
political, economic and psychological factors [33, 8, 13]. Researchers
conducted experimental studies with people and observed that confir-
mation bias and motivated reasoning are the driving forces behind the
recklessness shown by people towards misinformation or deceptive mate-
rial because of their strong prior beliefs or political orientation [47]. The
cognitive psychologists suggest two classes of motivations, which drive
people to consume any information; namely Accuracy-driven and Goal-
driven motivations [1]. People with goal-driven motivations eagerly
satisfy their information needs without caring much about the authenticity
or factual correctness of the information, while those with accuracy-driven
motivations focus on the correctness of the information [4].

Prebunking or Inoculation intervention theory [36] for countering
amiss content suggests two steps to counter amiss content; First, by
giving preemptive warning to the people regarding the potential political
or illicit motivations behind the spread of misinformation. Second, a
rebuttal of an expected argument that exposes an impending fallacy [35].
The prebunking or inoculation theory has been very successful in real
world scenarios [14], such as award-winning Bad News game in which
users can play a browser based game of generating misinformation (post
short text) and try to entice a lot of followers by creating trust. Inoculation
messages are sent from time to time to make them aware of potential
misinformation [5].

Digital media literacy interventions [6, 9, 22] are simple suggestions
and tips on how to spot amiss content to the users (such as "beware of
sensational headlines"), which proves to be very effective in increasing
the discernment between fake and true news. The inoculation-based tech-
niques are usually domain specific, therefore they do not scale to a very
diverse real world scenarios. On the contrary, digital media literacy inter-
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ventions are simple rules in form of quick tips to use digital media, which
are more generic and scalable. The three major drawbacks of digital
media literacy interventions are: 1) It does not alter the belief of the user
(due to political bias). 2) The impact of digital media literacy interventions
tends to diminish over time. 3) These tips can also have negative effects
on genuine news consumption, such as the tip like "beware of sensational
headlines" can affect the accuracy of genuine but sensational headlines.

Journalistic interventions [34] such as Fact-checking websites have
brought about unprecedented changes and improvements in awareness
of the factual correctness of digital information. Fact-checking websites
such as "factcheck.org" and politifact.com are very popular. The major
objectives of fact-checking are: First, educating web users about potential
factors related to misinformation and dissemination. Second, encouraging
factual clarity in political speeches and campaigns [59]. Third, reforming
journalistic practices to accommodate a greater inclination towards the
pursuit of truth.

Scope of this dissertation for amiss content as a social science prob-
lem is very limited by design and the main research focus is confined to
"Automatic" detection of amiss content online by proposing machine
learning-based solutions. Furthermore, one of the key objectives and
motivations of this dissertation is to automatically detect amiss content
online in a domain agnostic fashion (not performing any feature engineer-
ing or coming up with handcrafted attributes based on any psychological
or journalistic social study performed) by devising specialized machine
learning models. The primary target users of the proposed system are the
general web users (without any experience in journalistic or media domain
experience and capabilities) but the social scientists belonging to domains
such as politics, journalism, media communication, etc. can easily utilize
the developed system either to get the secondary confirmation regarding
their manual findings or to scale their experiments to a larger sample size.

2.2 Automatic Misinformation Detection
In the literature, researchers have defined the misinformation based on
various factors such as intention behind the news etc., and also they have
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proposed many related concepts such as Fake news, Disinformation and
Rumor. However, there is no standard and widely accepted definition for
these concepts. For sake of simplicity and to avoid ambiguity due to very
subtle difference between them, we define the misinformation broadly in
very simple terms:

"Misinformation is the spread of false
content online."

The purpose of misinformation detection is to identify factually incorrect
or misleading material on the web, either to thwart before it reaches mass
or to remove it from the Web, if it has already spread. There is a host
of tasks proposed in the literature, which are either considered as the
misinformation detection task or have significant overlap such as Claim
Verification [38], Text Entailment [50] or Natural Language Inference
(NLI) [56], Stance Detection [72], Question Answering (QA) and Rumor
Detection [63, 48] etc.

Claim Verification: In a typical claim verification or fact checking
task [30], we are provided with a textual claim or fact and a collection
of textual sources. The claim needs to be verified as supported or re-
futed, against the given sources. The claim verification task is the closest
matching task to a typical fake news or misinformation detection as it
mimics a routine procedure followed by a Web user, who wants to check
the credibility of a news item or a social media post by going through
multiple news portals and information sources.

Text Entailment: Unlike claim verification, in a text entailment or nat-
ural language inference task, we are given a pair of assertion/fact and
the relevant textual source and we need to predict the label as entailmen-
t/contradiction/neutral. Therefore, mostly in NLI tasks, there is a pair
of sentences comprising of an assertion statement and a corresponding
evidence statement rather than a large collection of sources [76, 30]. The
text entailment task can be considered as a sub-task of the misinformation
detection. As once we have zeroed in on most suitable evidence source
for news or social media post, we can apply text entailment techniques to
establish it’s credibility.
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Question Answering (QA): The question answering (QA) task is one
of the classical natural language understanding (NLU) benchmark tasks,
which may include text passages and question pairs of the reading com-
prehension type [52]. Some of the question answering datasets may have
some additional information such as potential answer options for a ques-
tion. The QA task looks very similar to the fact verification task but there
are few differences: First, questions in QA task contain sufficient context
to identify the right answers from the source passage. On the contrary,
a fact or claim may require additional information and cues to predict
it’s veracity. Second, fact-checking or veracity prediction presents more
stringent requirement than QA system in a sense that not only we need to
find the evidences, which support or refute the claim but also we need to
establish if it’s factually correct.

Stance Detection: The stance detection task is to a great extent identical
to the natural language inference or text entailment [15]. Given a target
hypothesis statement (rumor or news in case of misinformation detection)
and user generated text, we need to predict the opinion or stance of the
users regarding the target hypothesis statement. Similar to the text entail-
ment, stance detection is also often used as a sub-task of misinformation
detection. Specifically, in case of rumor detection on social media plat-
forms, stance detection is frequently used to collect the attitude of the
users towards the social media post, which is a very significant feature for
rumor detection models [79, 83].

Rumor Detection: In simple words, rumors are spread of false informa-
tion on social media networks like Twitter and Facebook etc. A typical
rumor detection task may involve various sub-tasks such as stance detec-
tion and veracity prediction, etc. [54]. In contrast to claim verification
task, rumor detection exploits social contexts in form of user engagement
and actions [10].

Now we discuss various misinformation detection strategies, their applica-
bility, limitations, and research gaps. We can categorize the misinforma-
tion detection methods largely in to two categories, namely: Content-based
and Social context based. These broader categories can be further divided
into several sub-categories.
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2.2.1 Content and Style based Methods

The original content of news items and social media posts, be it text or
associated images, are the primary and most crucial source of informa-
tion for misinformation detection. The textual content and the images
contained by misinformation are usually deliberately made captivating
and arousing to leverage the sentimental vulnerability of the people [40].
content-based methods extract various kinds of features from the news
content to capture the underlying intent of the author of the news or social
media user. For claim verification or fact-checking form of misinforma-
tion detection methods also, textual content forms the basis of factual
correctness of the claims. Most of the early proposed solutions [75, 81,
78] for misinformation use Content-based features as these are easily and
readily available. The content-based methods typically utilize features
like subjectivity lexicons, linguistic cues such as lexical and syntactic
information contained in the text.

Many initial works for misinformation detection used a lexicon oriented
method, where a handcrafted list of lexicons are maintained to capture the
patterns related to truthfulness [16]. These lexicons could include some
specific terms, identified as frequently used in fake news, certain verbs
and pronouns etc. Lexicons are still getting used in some of the recent
works [38]. The limitations of lexicons oriented methods are: 1) less
generalizability, as usually lexicons are too domain and use case specific
and can not be used in cross domain use cases; 2) less scalability, as it
requires manual labor to create lexicons and automation is not possible.
Some rule based methods are also proposed in the literature [64] for
stance detection and fake news detection. These rule based methods
use regular expression (RegEx) patterns to extract the features from the
text. The limitation of rule based methods is scalability, as making rules
exhaustively for all significant patterns is not possible.

Lexical and syntactic information based methods [71], derive lexical and
syntactic features from the news text such as Part-of-Speech (PoS), char-
acter n-grams, word n-grams, and word count etc. Character n-grams and
word n-grams are contiguous sequence of characters and words respec-
tively, which are usually used to measure the text similarity between two
texts. The limitations of these methods is that these features do not cap-
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ture the semantic context and semantic dependencies with in the text [16],
which is crucial for the model to understand the core theme of the news.

In recent years, content-based deep learning methods [66, 41] are in-
troduced for fake news detection and related tasks, which outperform
traditional content-based methods with a significant margin. Reasons for
better performance of deep learning methods over classical content-based
methods are: 1) deep learning methods do not require manual feature
extraction and feature engineering and can learn very complex features
from the text easily [16]; 2) deep learning techniques learn better context
and interdependence among the constituent words of text description of
the news. The limitations of the content oriented deep learning methods
are: 1) using only textual content information is not sufficient to learn the
all important signals pertaining to veracity of the news or claim (corre-
sponds to the first and second challenge in Sec 1.3), we need to model
the auxiliary information (it forms the basis for research questions RQ1
and RQ2) such as source reliability, author of the social media post or
news item; 2) the black box nature of these models is a roadblock in
understanding the model’s decisions and inner-working (corresponds to
the third challenge in Sec 1.3), we need to extract evidential explanations
for the model’s decisions (it forms the basis for research questions RQ3
and RQ4).

2.2.2 Social Context-based Methods

Social context-based methods are commonly employed in the case of mis-
information and rumor detection on social networks such as micro-blogs
and discussion forums, as many additional features (side information)
are readily available in addition to textual content on these platforms.
Researchers have proposed several techniques for misinformation detec-
tion on social media, which benefit from various auxiliary information
besides the textual content of news, which is collectively called as so-
cial context such as user profile, user response/action, social network
attributes, temporal pattern features, and propagation path of the news, etc.
Most of the early works have presented handcrafted feature engineering-
based solutions to use social context [73], which is not scalable and also
time-consuming.
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The user response/action based methods make use of textual comments
and utterances made by users on a social media or forum post [31, 17].
These methods usually model the stance of the users for the news item
using stance detection techniques and aggregate all the stances to con-
clude it’s veracity. In addition to stance of the users, user sentiments are
also used in user response/action based methods as sentiments provide
additional information regarding the attitude of user towards the news [49].
The major limitation of the user response/action based methods is poor
performance in early detection evaluation. Early detection of the fake
news on social media is one of the desirable characteristics of the fake
news detection models (corresponds to the fourth challenge in Sec 1.3).
User feedback and actions are either missing or have a very limited pres-
ence during the initial dissemination phase of news on social networks,
which are unable to form intricate context needed for verity prediction (it
forms the basis for research question RQ6).

The interim/temporal pattern-based methods [58, 16] leverage the alter-
ations occurring in the attributes of the social media user or the posts in
different intervals, these alterations show association with the fake news
propagation on social network. The potential limitation of these methods
is the need of heavy feature engineering to extract and compute interim
patterns, which is not so scalable and requires domain expertise.

The propagation/diffusion path oriented methods [3, 62] leverage prop-
agation paths of the news or social media posts on the social networks to
identify the misinformation. These works use the "retweets" or "shares"
trees/cascades to differentiate between the propagation of fake news and
true news. The basic assumption and rationale behind using propagation
paths to predict rumors or fake news is that the propagation patterns of
fake news will differ significantly from the patterns of real news. The
limitation of diffusion path-oriented methods is that these models are too
abstract and do not provide clear insights concerning potential influencers
or hubs. In addition, they also do not take into account the affinity and
influence relationships between users present in the cascade and miss
important context (corresponds to the second challenge in Sec 1.3), which
is a very important factor in the dissemination of information on social
networks(it forms the basis for research question RQ7).
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2.3. Automatic Deception Detection

2.3 Automatic Deception Detection
The emergence of web technologies have given an unprecedented oppor-
tunity to various industries like news/media houses, e-commerce/retail
and content oriented industries like micro-blog platforms etc., to develop
and leverage large client-base. However, some of these businesses seem
to be trying to lure more crowds by resorting to illicit means and methods.
Deception is one of such illegal practices, which is used by many content
oriented businesses to increase the incoming traffic and clicks. Sensational
and catchy lines with factual inconsistencies are written to trick people
into reading irrelevant material to drive their hidden agenda. There are
many definitions of deception in literature but in very simple terms, we
can define deception as:

"Online deception is the act of writing
and spreading the illusive and

misleading content with the intention of
defrauding users"

The underlying concept at work behind a successful deceptive content
is curiosity or information gap [51]. Curiosity gap is a phenomenon in
which people fear that they may miss out on some important information
if they skip this news. Deceptive contents exploit this information gap to
reap financial or political gains [45]. In this thesis, we focus on a specific
kind of deception called as clickbait or news headline incongruence.

Clickbait or Headline Incongruence: The clickbaits or incongruent
headlines are the most popular form of deceptive contents online. A
clickbait news usually flaunts a sensational, appealing and exaggerating
headline text, which is not in tandem with the news body text. Users
are tempted to click on catchy news stories and are disappointed when
they read the news body and find that they have been fooled by the news.
Consequently, this discourages them to use the same news portal or source
again in the future. In a typical clickbait detection task, we are given a
news headline and body pair and we need to predict whether or not they
coincide with each other [39, 18].

Several methods and schemes are proposed by researchers in the literature
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for detecting deceptive contents. There are three major directions in prior
works: 1) Linguistic and stylistic feature based methods. 2) Text similarity
oriented methods. 3) User behaviour based methods

The linguistic and stylistic feature-based methods use handcrafted lexi-
cons, text length, word count and part-of speech and various other lexical
and syntactic features to learn a classifier for clickbait prediction [55, 57,
45]. The limitation of linguistic and stylistic feature based methods is
the need of manual feature engineering, which is not scalable and very
time consuming. Apart from this, it is required to have some training
before one can understand the nuances and significance of these features.
Deep learning based methods easily outperform linguistic and stylistic fea-
ture based methods, as they can learn more intricate patterns and context
without any feature engineering.

The text similarity-based methods rely on textual content of news head-
line and news body, to identify the cues related to their semantic similarity
or coincidence. Some of the initial works leverage the simple lexical
similarity between the headline and the news body, using standard simi-
larity measures such as cosine similarity and jaccard similarity etc. Many
recent works utilize deep learning-based methods to learn the congruence
between headline and the news body by applying various neural attention
mechanisms [18, 44]. There are three primary limitations of the text simi-
larity based methods: 1) the textual similarity techniques work well with
short text pairs but in case of clickbaits or news headline incongruence
problem, usually news body contains lengthy textual content. If we can
generate a parallel shorter text for the long news body text then the perfor-
mance of the text similarity based methods can be improved significantly
(it forms the basis for research question RQ5). 2) The other important
challenge is the non-overlapping vocabulary between news headline and
the body text, therefore lexical similarity based measure can not be used.
We need to model the similarity in semantic space, the potential solution
is to use the contextualized pre-trained language models such as BERT [7].
3) The prior works fail to capture the context related to some specific
concepts present in the headline such as presence of an important cardinal
value or number (corresponds to the second challenge in Sec 1.3), which
can play a significant role in deciding the congruence of the headline (it
forms the basis for research question RQ8).
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Recently, some researchers have proposed user behaviour-based methods
for clickbait detection, which model user tendencies and attention span to
clickbait news [42]. User tendencies can be captured via user’s interaction
with the news like likes, up-vote and comments etc. There are two major
limitations of the user behaviour based methods: 1) User interaction
statistics and insights are not available for very fresh news and even many
older news articles do not receive any user interaction often. 2) Capturing
attention span is very useful for clickbait detection but required hardware
and settings to collect user’s eye gaze data is possible only in laboratory
settings and it is a big bottleneck for a commercial deployment of this
model.

2.4 Why Deep Neural Attention?
Deep learning has recently enjoyed a resurgence, offering an bewildering
array of models with state-of-the-art performance and their applications
in various application scenarios such as misinformation detection and
prevention. However, deep neural models are often criticized for being
a black box. Model explainability is not only a desirable feature for
better understanding of model decision, but it is also very important in
terms of user-friendliness of natural language processing (NLP) tools for
non-expert users. Deep neural attention mechanisms [2] have not only
played an important role in current state-of-the-art NLP breakthroughs
and helped solve many challenges in sequence modeling, but they have
also proven to be an effective tool for gathering insights related to the
model’s decision-making process.

The sequence modeling is a very crucial sub-field in machine learning,
where we model and learn from sequential data such as time series data,
speech recognition, and natural language processing (NLP). Modelling
and capturing long term dependencies in the sentences or sequences is
very crucial for most of the NLP tasks but for the tasks such as fact
verification, stance detection and textual entailment, it is ardently needed.

The recurrent neural network (RNN) models were go-to models for
sequence modelling until very recently, but they got replaced by cell state
oriented models like long short term memory (LSTM) [87] and gated
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recurrent unit (GRU) [60] because of some limitations such as vanishing
gradient and exploding gradient. For long text sequences RNN models
fail to remember the initial words in the sequence, specifically if we need
to model the long term dependencies in the sentences. Because in back-
propagation through time, when we calculate the gradients for the initial
layers, we use the chain rule by applying a multiplicative equation on the
gradients computed for the subsequent layers. If the gradients from the
subsequent layers are too small, then the gradients for the initial layers
become negligible or they vanish1 [86].

The cell state based models like long short term memory (LSTM) use
a dedicated memory mechanism called as cell state, which holds the
information pertaining to long term dependencies. The information on the
cell state is controlled by a special mechanism called as gate such as forget
gate. Due to persistent cell state controlled by gates, these models can
learn longer sequence of texts easily and perform significantly better than
vanilla RNN. However, the vanishing gradient problem still not solved
fully, only it’s less acute than vanilla RNN2. In addition, LSTM also
suffers from a very serious limitation of encoding and compressing the
entire sequence information into a single representation, which is the final
hidden state of the LSTM. This design is not very efficient and scalable,
and it limits the LSTM’s ability to learn very long sequences.

The neural attention mechanism offers a reasonable solution for learning
very long sequences with LSTM. With neural attention, we don’t just rely
on the last hidden state of the LSTM, instead we use all the hidden states
in forming the overall representation. Using a single layer neural network,
we learn weights for each hidden state of LSTM, which is called attention
score. The attention weight or score for a hidden state signifies the degree
of importance of corresponding word in the sequence for the particular
task.

In addition, neural attention also gives us the tools to peek inside the
decision-making process of the model. By extracting and visualizing the

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vanishing_gradient_probl
em

2https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LS
TMs/
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attention weights assigned to individual words or sentences [53], we can
discover which patterns are responsible for the particular judgment of
the model. Furthermore, neural attention can help to take advantage of
ancillary and side-information, in addition to textual content, to create
better contextual representations.
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Chapter 3

Our Tryst with Amiss Content

It was not born; It will never die, nor once having been, can It cease to be.
Unborn, Eternal, Ever-enduring, yet Most Ancient, the Spirit dies not

when the body is dead.

Lord Krishna
Srimad Bhagavad Gita

Chapter 2, Verse 20

The challenges and research questions identified in Chapter 1 form the ba-
sis of contributions to this dissertation. In this chapter, we briefly describe
the proposed methods and solutions to illustrate how they overcome the
mentioned challenges and satisfy research questions. The details presented
in this section will be indicative in nature, please refer the respective pa-
per for more details and analysis. At first, we present the contribution
in Paper I, which proposes a method to learn latest aspect embeddings
for misinformation and coupled with research questions RQ1, RQ2, and
RQ4. Next, we introduce a technique for mutual-attention progression in
propagation paths in Paper II, which deals with research questions RQ2,
RQ4, RQ6 and RQ7. Subsequently, we describe a scheme to generate
fact checking summaries for web claims, which satisfies research ques-
tions RQ1, RQ3, and RQ4. Next, we explain a mutual attentive semantic
matching for headline incongruence, which is linked to research question
RQ5. Towards the end, we describe cardinal POS patterns for headline
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Author
Subject

Domain

Claim

Doc

"The Obama administration 
 was begging for a meeting"  
with Kim Jong Un.” 

"However Former Deputy National Security 
Adviser Ben Rhodes refuted  the president’s  
claim, saying “Trump is lying. 
Obama expressed no interest in trying to meet  
the North Korean leader during his six years  
in the administration. North Korea’s nuclear 
program has grown since Trump first met with 
 Kim. Kim knows Trump just wants photo ops.

Donald 
Trump

www.washingtonpost.com

Nuclear

Context pertaining to 
Author of the claim

Context pertaining to 
Topic of the claim

Context pertaining  
to Domain of the 
document retrieved 
from web

Figure 3.1: Capturing the context related to author, topic and domain in
external evidence for the Web claim verification.

incongruence, which answers research questions RQ2, RQ4 and RQ8.

3.1 Latent Aspect Embeddings for Misinfor-
mation (Paper I)

Objective and Background: The objective of this work is to predict
the veracity of the Web claims. Apart from the textual content of the
claim, there are some other attributes also available such as author and
subject of the claim. We also utilize textual contents and domain or source
information of search results from the Web, which are retrieved using
claim text as a query on the Web ( to use them as external evidences as
mentioned in outlined challenges in sec 1.3). The key objectives of this
work are: 1) To use the retrieved search results as external evidences
and investigate their usefulness (RQ1). 2) To leverage the latent or side
information such as author, subject and domain to learn better context for
the claim (RQ2). 3) To extract the evidential snippets from the external
evidences, which can explain the decisions of the model (RQ4).
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Method: We propose a Bi-LSTM [82] based hierarchical attention net-
work, in which attention is guided by the latent aspects; author, topic and
domain. By using latent attribute guided attention mechanism (answers
the research question RQ2), we envisage to learn the intricate contextual
cues related to these latent attributes as depicted in fig 3.1. We create three
parallel models of hierarchical attention networks; one for each latent at-
tribute and call them author model, subject model and domain model. We
concatenate all the three encoded and hierarchically attended document
representations, one from each model and apply a softmax classifier on
top of this overall document representation, to predict the label. We also
propose an algorithm to extract an evidential snippet from the external
evidences based on attentions weights learned for words at the word level
attention and for sentences at the sentence level attention (answers the
research question RQ4). Please refer to Paper I for more details.

nytimes.com 

Huffingtonpost 
.com

bbc.com

reuters.combreitbart.com
thegaurdian.c

om

washingtonpost.com 
dailycaller.com

buzzfeed.com

infowars.com
wikipedia.com 

redstate.com

t-
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m
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t-SNE component 2

Figure 3.2: Visualization of domain embeddings: We can see clearly
separated clusters of trusted and non-trusted domains.

Discussion: The proposed model with latent aspect guided attention
and external evidence retrieved from the Web outperforms the baselines
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and state-of-the-art methods with significant margin for both the publicly
available datasets used in evaluation (answers the research question RQ1).
We also benchmark the performance of the model for textual entailment
task, which is a closely related task to claim verification. We visualize the
word and sentence level attention weights to investigate the efficacy of the
model. Additionally, we extract a snippet from the retrieved document
from the web corresponding to the claim. The evidential snippet and
attention weight visualization shows that the proposed model captures
the useful auxiliary context via latent aspect guided attention. We also
visualize the learned embeddings for author, subject and domain attributes
and notice that these embeddings learn inherent nuances such as ideology
and beliefs of authors in case of author embeddings and trustworthiness
in case of domain embeddings as depicted in fig 3.5.

3.2 Mutual-attention Progression in Propaga-
tion Paths (Paper II)

Objective and Background: The purpose of this work is to detect
rumors or misinformation on social media platforms like Twitter as quickly
as possible ( caters to early detection challenge defined in sec 1.3). Apart
from the news text, we also have follower network and retweet network (
trees ) available. The propagation or diffusion path of the news in terms
of retweet cascades is represented as a variable length multivariate time
series of users who retweeted the news. The major objectives of this
work are: 1) To propose a model, which performs better in early detection
performance compared to the baselines and state-of-the-art (RQ6). 2) To
model the behaviour and influence relationship of the users with respect
to misinformation propagation (RQ7). 3) To utilize the social network
information related to users such as follower-following and tweet-retweet
relationships along with news text for veracity prediction (RQ2). 4) To
extract insights pertaining to users, who are influencers in the propagation
path of misinformation (RQ4).

Method: To begin with, we learn embeddings for all users present in
propagation path of the news. We use unsupervised network represen-
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u0 u1 u2 u4 u5u3

Learned User 
Embeddings

u0

u1

u2

u4

u5

u3

User-User Mutual 
Attention

Higher order User-
User Mutual 
Attention

Figure 3.3: Depiction of user-to-user mutual attention and higher or-
der mutual attention computation, using learned user embeddings from
retweet and follower networks.

tation learning methods such as DeepWalk [68] and Node2Vec [46], to
learn the user embeddings in both follower and retweet network. For
each user, we concatenate the corresponding embeddings learned using
follower and retweet network, to get the overall embeddings for the users
(answers the research question RQ2). Next, we use a dense layer to get
a score for all possible pairs of the users ( represented in terms of their
overall embeddings ) present on the propagation path, which gives us a
score matrix. We apply a row wise max pooling on score matrix to get
the mutual attention score for each pair of users. We call this mutual
attention score as affinity or influence scores or weights (answers the re-
search question RQ7). These learned attention weights are multiplied with
original sequence of user embeddings to get the attended representation.
In addition, we encode the original sequence of user embeddings using
a LSTM unit and this encoded sequence is concatenated with attended
representation of the sequence to get the final representation. Next, we
apply softmax classifier on the final representation to predict the label.
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Figure 3.4: Early detection performance comparison with other models

We also introduce an extension to our model, which captures indirect in-
fluence relationship among users. For sake of explanability, we visualize
mutual attention weights, which reveals which users are influential and
have played a significant role in news dissemination (answers the research
question RQ4). Please refer to Paper II for more details.

Discussion: Our model performs well in early detection performance
compared to other methods with both the twitter datasets (answers the
research question RQ6). The proposed higher order mutual attention cap-
tures new and uncovered patterns. The visualization of mutual attention
scores suggests that users with more number of followers play a key role
in misinformation diffusion on the social network. The proposed higher
order mutual attention trick can also be useful in various other applications
such as mutual attention among the words of a sentence.

3.3 Fact Checking Summaries for Web Claims
(Paper III)

Objective and Background: The objective of this paper is to generate
a topically diverse, multi-document, and explainable extractive summary
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for the misinformation, in addition to predicting the correctness. We
have a very similar settings as Paper I; the Web claims to be verified,
Web documents retrieved as external evidence using claim text as query,
additional attributes such as domains and titles of the retrieved documents,
subject and author of the claims, etc. The salient objectives of this work
are: 1) To generate an explainable summary of the supporting or refuting
evidences for the claims ( caters to black-box challenge defined in sec
1.3), which reveals the basis for the model’s decisions (RQ3 and RQ4).
2) Improve the usage of claim text (compared to Paper I), to capture
better claim related context in external documents (caters to better context
challenge in sec 1.3). 3) To utilize the retrieved external documents
effectively (RQ1).

Method: With the objectives of this work in mind, first, we suggest an
improvement to Paper I, which simply concatenates the claim text with
external document text. We introduce claim driven hierarchical attention
to attend salient words and sentences, which are related to the claim .
Second, in addition to the claim driven attention, we also use external
document’s title to guide the hierarchical attention so that we can capture
important sections in the document, which are related to title. We also use
hierarchical self attention apart from the claim and title driven attention.
We calculate the average of the attention scores obtained from all three
hierarchical attention mechanisms to obtain an overall attention weight at
both the word and sentence levels. Third, we use the overall document
representation to predict the label, using a softmax layer. We propose a
set cover based algorithm with a diversification objective to generate a
topically diverse, multi-document explainable summary of evidences for
the web claims using attention weights learned for words and sentences
(answers the research questions RQ3 and RQ4). Please refer to Paper III
for more details.

Discussion: Using external documents retrieved form the Web, we gen-
erate a topically diverse multi-document evidential summaries for claims,
which fairs well compared to the baselines in terms of ROUGE [84]
metrics (answers the research question RQ1 as external evidences are
indeed helpful). The veracity prediction performance of the model is
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also good compared to other more complex models and can be attributed
to better claim driven attention and additional headline driven attention
mechanisms. The multi-document evidential summaries are more user
friendly and insightful compared to snippets extracted in Paper I.

3.4 Mutual Attentive Semantic Matching for
Headline Incongruence (Paper IV)

Objective and Background: This work deals with the deception detec-
tion on the Web, specifically the objective is to solve news news headline
incongruence. We have pairs of news headline/title and corresponding
news body content along with manually annotated labels as "Congruent"
or "Incongruent" in the datasets. The key objectives of this paper are: 1)
To propose a solution for the problem of news body lengthiness, which is a
bottleneck for textual and semantic similarity computation. 2) To leverage
generative adversarial network based synthetic generation for clickbait
detection (RQ5). 3) To come up with a semantic matching approach to
compute the congruence between news headline and news body.

Method: This paper borrows some of the techniques from Paper II;
user-to-user mutual attention is adapted to the word-to-word mutual at-
tention in this work, with an expectation learn the complex contextual
relationship among the words present in given sequences (caters to better
context challenge defined in sec 1.3). The word-to-word mutual attention
is computed by utilizing GloVe [67] embedding of the words in very
similar fashion as in Paper II, user-to-user mutual attention is computed.
Therefore, for the sake of brevity, we are leaving out the same details here.
In contrast to Paper II, where user-to-user mutual attention was computed
within the users present on propagation path, in this work we compute the
word-to-word mutual attention between the pair of words coming from
two different sequence of words. The first word sequence is the original
headline of the news item and the second word sequence is synthetically
generated headline via generative adversarial network using news body
text (answers the research question RQ5). Please refer to Paper IV for
more details.
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Discussion: The word-to-word mutual attention learns intricate pattern
related to semantic matching between the original and synthetic headline,
which results in better incongruence detection accuracy, when compared
with other methods. Generative adversarial network based synthetic head-
line generation proves to be critical to the success of this proposed model
as it significantly reduces the length of news body content by creating
parallel synthetic headlines. We experiment with different headline gen-
eration techniques and notice that performance of the model changes
significantly with different headline generation technique.

3.5 Cardinal POS Patterns for Headline Incon-
gruence (Paper V)

Objective and Background: The purpose of this paper is to investigate
and solve a specific case in clickbaits or news headline incongreunce task,
identified during experiments of Paper IV. We notice that our model in
Paper IV and also other models are performing poorly in a particular
case, when news headline contains an important cardinal value. We create
some new features form the original publicly available datasets such as
cardinal phrase and cardinal part-of-speech patterns, rest of the settings
are very similar to the Paper IV. The main goals of this paper are: 1) To
propose a model, which can perform well in presence of cardinal values in
news headlines (RQ8). 2) To investigate the usefulness of part-of-speech
patterns and cardinal phrases in clickbait detection (RQ2). 3) Generate
the explanations for the model’s decisions (RQ4).

Method: This paper adapts the techniques developed in Paper I to the
clickbait detection settings; we learn the embeddings for part-of-speech
patterns in a very similar fashion as we learned the embddings for latent
attributes (author, subject and domain) in Paper I. We use cardinal phrase
and part-of-speech pattern guided hierarchical attention in addition to the
self hierarchical attention to capture the context pertaining to the cardinal
values (answers the research questions RQ2 and RQ8). Overall attention
score at both the word level and sentence level is calculated by averaging
the individual attention scores from all the three attention mechanisms.
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We fine tune and use pre-trained language model BERT [7] and extract
the word embeddings for the words present in the headline and the body
of the news. Please refer to Paper V for more details.

Discussion: The proposed model outperforms the other methods as it
gives adequate importance to cardinal values present in the news head-
lines, by incorporating cardinal part-of-speech pattern and cardinal phrase
driven attention mechanism. We conduct an ablation study of the model,
which reveals the significance of part-of-speech pattern based attention
mechanism. We also visualize the attention weights learned using overall
attention, which shows the effectiveness of the model and provides evi-
dential insights related to the decisions made by the model (answers the
research question RQ4).
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Chapter 4

The Comprehensive Framework

He who has no love on any side, who when he finds good or evil, neither
rejoices nor hates - his wisdom is firmly set.

Lord Krishna
Srimad Bhagavad Gita

Chapter 2, Verse 57

In this chapter, we define an overall framework of the contributions made
to this dissertation, delineating the broad contextual settings and problem
description. The objective of this framework is to describe and formalize
the amalgamation of all the constituent individual components/contribu-
tions with an underlying road-map to perform amiss content detection. We
also discuss a user journey mapping/user flow scenario with the help of a
flow diagram, to depict and trace the overall process of amiss content de-
tection with respect to the requirement of the target users. In addition, we
also discuss potential commercial and social factors and perspectives that
we envisage with respect to the real world application of the developed
system.
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Web Claims/ 
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Propagation 
Path

Domain

Figure 4.1: The Overall Framework of Amiss Content Detection System

4.1 The Overall Framework

We present a high level architecture of amiss content detection system
in Fig 4.1. Given a Web claim or news item or social media post in
textual form, along with some auxiliary information (side information)
such as latent aspects (such as topic, author, domain, etc.), propagation or
diffusion path on social media platform and linguistic patterns (such as
part-of-speech patterns), we need to asses and predict whether the content
is ’Fair’ or ’Amiss’. Further, to enhance and capture the contextual
information pertaining to the news or social media posts, we also collect
and utilize external evidences and features not present in original content
(such as retrieval of the textual content of search results or candidate
relevant documents from the Web for textual claims and social network
features for social media posts). All of these input elements (original
textual content, auxiliary information and contextual features) are fed to
amiss content detection model.

The amiss content detection model uses novel neural attention-based deep
neural networks specially designed to cater to various challenges and
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research questions identified in Sec 1.3 and Sec 1.4 respectively. The
amiss content detection model not only classifies the news item or social
media post as ’Fair’ or ’Amiss’ but also produces explainable evidential
summaries and visualizations for the users to interpret the decisions made
by the model.

We now discuss the framework in depth and in a more holistic manner,
as depicted in Fig 4.2. We introduce various underlying components or
modules as mentioned in the overall pipeline in Fig 4.2. First of all, we
explain and present the sources of the bench-marking datasets used in
the whole system and argue about their suitability. Next, we describe
data preprocessing and transformations, which are necessary to maintain
the sanity of the dataset. Furthermore, we present the Representation
Learning module, which is used to learn better contextual representations
for the data. Next, we briefly talk about the sequence encoders used in the
system, which are used to learn and encode text sequences in the form of
words and sentences. Subsequently, we present neural attention schemes
developed to overcome the challenges and limitations identified in Sec 1.3.
Next, we explain the classification module, which produces the outcome
of the amiss content detection, for a news piece or social media post as
’Fair’ or ’Amiss’. Finally, we discuss about the evaluation and analysis of
the results in terms of important parameters such as explainability of the
model’s decision.

4.1.1 Data Collection
As discussed in Sec 2.2, there are many types and flavors of amiss content
prevalent online therefore evaluation of amiss content detection model
can not be limited to a particular kind of amiss content detection dataset.
To this end, we use and evaluate the models with a variety of datasets and
settings. All the underlying methods/components developed in this disser-
tation are benchmarked with publicly available and research community
standard datasets for evaluation and performance comparison purposes.

Web Claim and Entailment Datasets: We use two publicly avail-
able datasets containing political Web claims from the two popular fact-
checking websites; Snopes.com and Politifact.com, which are manually
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4.1. The Overall Framework

handcrafted and annotated by the experts. Popat et al. [24] release these
datasets along with corresponding retrieved documents from the Web,
using claim text as query. These datasets are very suitable for Web claim
veracity prediction task as the presence of Web retrieved documents as
external evidence (related to research question RQ1) gives us opportunity
to extract evidential and explainable snippets to support the model’s de-
cision (related to research questions RQ3 and RQ4). Textual entailment
task is a sub-task of misinformation detection as discussed in Sec 2.2. We
use the Fever dataset released by Thorne et al [30], which is considered
significant and very suitable bench-mark for the entailment task.

Social Media Datasets: Detection of rumors on social media platforms
is one of the most important and crucial tasks of detecting amiss content.
We use two publicly available Twitter datasets called as Twitter15 and
Twitter16, released by Ma et al. [3]. These datasets are particularly impor-
tant and used for tasks related to early detection of rumors on social media
platforms, which is one of the challenges outlined in Sec 1.3 (related
to research question RQ6). Also, the social media setting enables us to
use user behavior and interactions with news or posts to capture relevant
signals of veracity and factuality (related to research question RQ7).

News Headline Incongruence Datasets: News headline incongruence
or clickbait is a very prevalent form of amiss content on the Web. We
make use of two publicly available benchmark datasets; NELA17 and
Click-bait Challenge. The NELA17 dataset is released by Yoon et al. [18]
and the Click-bait Challenge dataset is provided by Potthast et al. [25].
We select these two datasets as they come from two disparate sources.
The NELA17 dataset is created from the news articles and deliberately
curated from reputed and mainstream sources, malignant sources, satire
and hyper-partisan sources [20]. On the hand the Click-bait Challenge
dataset is created and collected from user generated posts from social
media platforms. Consequently, both of these datasets present unique
set of challenges for the amiss content detection model, which gives us
chance to solve interesting research questions such as RQ5 and RQ8.
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4.1.2 Data Preprocessing and Manipulation
The purpose of data preprocessing and manipulation is to make sure that
the underlying dataset is precise, consistent and meaningful. We make
use of various data preprocessing and manipulation steps and techniques
with the datasets (as mentioned in the Sec 4.1.1) used in the system such
as normalization, tokenization, padding, new feature creation etc. For
sake of brevity, here are some of the important data prepossessing and
transformation use-cases from our proposed system:

• In case of Politifact and Snopes datasets, we use cosine similarity
score-based threshold to include only highly relevant parts of the
documents, which are retrieved from the Web as external evidences
for the claim (related to research questions RQ1 and RQ2).

• We use Latent Dirichlet Allocation-based topic model to generate
topics for the textual claims in Fever dataset as topic information
was not present in the original dataset (related to research question
RQ2).

• We augment the Twitter15 and Twitter16 datasets with follower-
following information by crawling the twitter social network for the
users involved in re-tweet paths of the news items present in the
datasets (related to research questions RQ6 and RQ7).

• We use generative adversarial network (GAN) based synthetic news
headline generation methods such as stylistic headline generation
(SHG) [28] to produce auxiliary headlines for both the NELA17 and
Clickbait Challenge datasets (related to research question RQ5).

• We create two new attributes in NELA17 and Clickbait Challenge
datasets called as Cardinal Part-of-speech (POS) Pattern and Cardi-
nal Phrase by using Part-of-speech tagging and regular expression-
based rules (related to research question RQ8).

4.1.3 Representation Learning
The adequate representation of the input features plays a very significant
role in successfully learning from the training dataset for an underlying
task. Representation learning techniques enable us to learn a very low
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dimensional and generalizable representation of an input feature, which
captures various complex contextual aspects related to the input feature
such as the semantics for words. We employ three kinds of semantic
representation learning methods in this dissertation to represent the input
features namely: Word Embedding, Latent Aspect/attribute Embedding,
and Network Representation Learning.

Word Embedding: Word embedding is a technique for obtaining very
low dimensional dense representations or real-valued vectors in the se-
mantic vector space for words occurring in a text sequence. We utilize
and experiment with various word embedding methods in all the contribu-
tions made in this dissertation such as Word2Vec [70], GloVe [67], and
BERT [7] etc. The Word2Vec and GloVe word embedding techniques
are context independent word embedding methods whereas BERT is a
context sensitive word embedding method.

Latent Aspect/attribute Embedding: Auxiliary information/attributes
hold significant hints and pointers relating to the context of the underlying
textual content. In experiments, we observe that simple concatenation
of these auxiliary/latent information with textual content is not very ef-
fective overall representation therefore in this dissertation, we propose to
learn contextual embeddings of these latent information to model them
effectively with textual content (related to research question RQ2). In
case of veracity prediction of Web claims, we learn embeddings for latent
attributes such as Domain of retrieved document (external evidence for
the Web claim) from the Web, Topic of the Web claim and Author of
the Web claim, which are trained during training time using hierarchical
attention mechanism and utilized during test time. In similar fashion, we
learn embeddings for cardinal part-of-speech (POS) patterns for news
headline incongruence detection (related to research question RQ8).

Network Representation Learning Methods: Network representation
learning (NRL) methods are very important recent advances in the field of
network structure learning and modeling. NRL techniques have surpassed
and outperformed handcrafted feature engineering based methods for ex-
tracting features from networks such as social media networks, scholarly
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citation networks, and biological networks. In case of early rumor/mis-
information detection on social media platform, we use and experiment
with various state-of-the-art unsupervised network representation learning
methods such as DeepWalk [68], Node2Vec [46], Line [61], and APP[43],
to learn embeddings for social media users based on both re-tweet and
follower-following networks (related to research question RQ2 and RQ7).
We observe in the experiments that the Line method performs better than
the other node embedding methods for both the twitter datasets.

4.1.4 Sequence Encoding/Modelling
As discussed in Sec 2.4 in detail that sequence modelling is one of the
pivotal sub-field in machine learning. The cell state based models such
as long short term memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent unit (GRU) are
the preferred models to encode text sequences. We use the bi-directional
versions of both LSTM and GRU, because the bi-directional versions
perform better than the uni-directional versions as they learn the context
of both forward and backward directions in the text sequence.

Hierarchical Sequence Encoder: A better overall representation of a
text document can be obtained by incorporating knowledge of document
structure in the model architecture. Hierarchical Encoder provides ac-
curate semantic and structural representation of text documents as text
documents are inherently hierarchical in nature. The sequence of words
is encoded to form the sentence representation and the sequence of the
sentences is encoded to form the overall document representation (related
to research question RQ2).

4.1.5 Neural Attention
Deep neural attention-based models have been proven to be very effective
in modelling and learning in case of long sequential data such as textual
content (as discussed in Sec 2.4). In addition, neural attention-based
mechanisms provide a way to increase the explainability of the model.
In Sec 4.1.4, we discussed the hierarchical encoder and its suitability
for encoding text documents. Similarly , we also use hierarchical neural
attention mechanism in addition to the hierarchical encoder. In a typical
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text document, not all parts are equally relevant to the underlying task,
therefore, it is necessary to determine the relevant and useful sections.
Determining useful sections involves modeling the interactions between
words at the word level and between sentences at the sentence level, not
just their presence in isolation.

The hierarchical neural attention mechanism gives us a tool to model a
text document in such a way that only important and useful parts of the
document are given importance. The hierarchical neural attention also
captures the latent cues hidden in sentence formation and style. In this
dissertation, we propose various novel neural attention mechanisms to
meet many of the challenges identified in section 1.3 and to address many
of the research questions raised in section 1.4. For the sake of brevity and
convenience, we classify the neural attention-based mechanisms proposed
in this dissertation into three categories as listed here:

• Latent Aspect-guided Attention:
As discussed in Sec 4.1.3, the modeling and use of latent aspects
and side information provide important contextual clues in addition
to the textual content. We learn embeddings for latent aspects such
as domain, subject and author in web claim truthfulness prediction
settings using latent-guided hierarchical attention. The purpose of
hierarchical latent aspect-guided attention is to select words at the
word level and sentences at the sentence level, that are associated
and relevant to the latent aspects (e.g. author: Donald Trump;
attended words: United States, President, etc.) (related to research
question RQ2).

In a very similar fashion, we learn embeddings for part-of-speech
(POS) tag patterns (e.g. NN : CD : JJ) related to cardinal values by
using hierarchical attention. The objective of the cardinal POS tag
pattern-guided attention is to attend or select salient words that are
significant and have some connotation with cardinal phrase present
in the text. with the cardinal phrase of the headline (related to
research question RQ8).

• Textual Content-guided Attention:
In predicting the veracity of a Web claim, the claim text itself
provides the most important context. It is very helpful for the pre-
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dictive model to identify and use the sections of external evidence
documents that are relevant to the content of the claim. The claim
text-driven hierarchical attention technique selects key words and
sentences, which are important and related to the claim text.

Likewise, we use textual titles of documents/articles, which are re-
trieved from the Web as external evidences, to guide the hierarchical
attention to capture the sections in the articles which are more criti-
cal and relevant for the title and overall theme of the article (related
to research question RQ2).

• Deep Mutual Attention:
It is important to model intra-relationships within sequential data
such as text sequences, time series data, etc. For example, in the
case of early detection of rumors on social media, it would be very
useful to model the influence relationships among users who are on
the propagation path of a news item. To model such influence/affin-
ity intra-propagation path relationships, we propose user-to-user
mutual attention method, which uses user embeddings learned using
unsupervised network representation learning methods (as discussed
in Sec 4.1.3) for all the users present on propagation path to compute
mutual attention scores. We also propose and use a higher order
mutual attention mechanism, which learns multi-hop relationships
among the users. In multi-hop relationships influence depends on a
group of users rather than a single user (related to research question
RQ7).

We use a very similar approach in the case of the news headline in-
compatibility/incongruence task, in which we have a news body and
an associated news title and the objective is to determine whether
the title matches or coincides with the news body content. We apply
a word-to-word mutual attention mechanism similar to user-to-user
attention to model the congruence between news headline and news
body content. The key difference in the design of these two mutual
attention techniques is that the user-to-user mutual attention is intra-
sequence (within a propagation path) whereas word-to-word mutual
attention is inter-sequence (between two word sequences; one for
news headline and another for news body). The other major differ-
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ence between them is the way we compute mutual attention score;
in case of user-user mutual attention, we concatenate the pairs of
learned user embeddings for attention weight computation whereas
in word-to-word mutual attention, we use difference between the
pairs of word embeddings.

4.1.6 Classification
After getting overall encoded and attended representation, we use softmax
classifier to classify the content as ’Fair’ or ’Amiss’ at coarse granular-
ity level task of amiss content detection, while it can be classified as
True/False or Congruent/Incongruent in finer granularity level tasks of
misinformation/rumor detection and clickbait detection.

We evaluate the classification results of our system by comparing it with
various suitable baseline and state-of-the-art models using various evalu-
ation metrics such as accuracy, F1 score, and area under the ROC curve
(AUC) on publicly available and community standard benchmark dataset
(discussed in Sec 4.1.1). We also evaluate results for some sub-tasks i.e.
summarization of external evidences for a Web claim using appropriate
metrics such as ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L scores. The results
of the proposed system are also tested for statistical significance using a
pairwise Student’s t-test. Evaluation performed using publicly available
and community standard benchmark datasets is a standard and trusted
practice in the machine learning (ML) and natural language processing
(NLP) research communities, which is also practiced and encouraged by
leading researchers.

4.1.7 Explainability and Analysis
We conduct a number of experiments to analyze the interpretability/ex-
plainability and effectiveness of the model by extracting and visualizing
complex insights. As discussed in Sec 2.4, model explainability has be-
come ardent need for analyzing and understanding the model decisions
and neural attention mechanisms enable us to enhance and introspect the
model interpretability. We perform various insightful analysis to reveal
the efficacy of the proposed system, some of them are listed here:
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• Attention Weight Visualization:
We extract attended words and sentences with corresponding atten-
tion weights for an anecdotal example from the publicly available
dataset. We assign a particular color to each kind of hierarchical
attention mechanism (such as domain-driven, author-driven, and
claim text-driven attention etc.). The depth of the colors represents
the distribution of attention weights. By analyzing the attention
scores for different words and sentences in an example, we can infer
the reasoning and patterns related to model decisions (related to
research question RQ4).

• Embedding Visualization:
As discussed in Sec 4.1.3, we learn various latent aspect embeddings
(i.e. domain, topic, author, and pos pattern embeddings) using
hierarchical latent aspect-guided attention mechanisms. We use
t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) to visualize
these latent aspect embeddings in low dimensional space, which
reveals and showcases the effectiveness of the proposed aspect-
guided attention mechanism for learning intricate contextual signals
and cues.

• Evidential Summary:
Different news providers and social media platform users can re-
veal different aspects of the same news with different levels of
depth, granularity and temporality. Hence, it is very user friendly
is to amalgamate multiple sources of information and present a
holistic, coherent, and non-redundant evidential summary for the
Web claims. We propose a summarization algorithm, which uses
attention scores for words/sentences and topical information for
each sentence to generate a ranked list of sentences that are: novel,
non-redundant, and diverse across the topics identified from the text
of the documents (related to research questions RQ3 and RQ4).

• Early Detection Analysis: As discussed in the challenges men-
tioned in section challenges, early detection of misinformation is
the need of the hour. We compare the performance of the proposed
system with state-of-the-art methods for early detection by plot-
ting the overall accuracy vs elapsed time since the original tweet is
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posted. Our model outperforms all the baselines and state-of-the-art
methods with a significant margin (related to research question
RQ6).

4.2 The User Journey Mapping
The target users or consumers of research contributions to this dissertation
are general web users (including social media users) and deployment
platforms are search engine companies (Google, Bing, etc.), social media
platforms (Facebook, Twitter, etc.). As discussed in Sec 2.1 the key objec-
tive of this dissertation is to automatically identify misinformation in a
domain agnostic manner ( not relying on any psychological or journalistic
social study performed). We design the proposed system with the assump-
tion that the target users (general web users) do not have any background
and experience with any news/social media analytics domain capability.

In real world scenario, if a specific web user wants to determine whether
a particular online news/post is ’amiss’ or ’fair’, the road-map to achieve
this may include: issuing a query to a search engine using the text of
the news; going through the top results given by the search engines; and
finally making an informed decision based on the background information
gathered. In a broader sense, with our proposed system, we try to mimic
this scenario using artificial intelligence contrivances and help web users
to make informed decisions.

In Fig 4.3 , a user flow diagram for a typical web user is depicted using the
proposed overall framework. The user starts by providing a news item/web
claim/social media post as input to the system. Next, the system enters
the auxiliary data collection phase, where search results from the web and
social network features from social networks can be collected. After this,
data preprocessing and data transformation steps are performed to convert
the data into the required format. In addition, appropriate embedding
methods are used to represent the data in vector space (word embeddings,
latent aspect embeddings and user embeddings, etc.) before encoding
it through the sequence encoder. Next, the system prompts the user for
his input whether the user wants to check for clickbait or misinformation.
Based on the user’s answer, the system uses pre-trained models of clickbait
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Figure 4.3: A user flow diagram for the overall framework
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detection or misinformation detection. Majority voting mechanism is used
to aggregate the prediction results from multiple models. Finally, the
overall result is shown to the users.

4.3 Potential scenarios for real world deploy-
ments

• Browser Plug-in:
The proposed system can be incorporated with browsers as a browser
plug-in, which is simplest and cost effective deployment of the
system. It is also very user friendly and can support all sort of
web-browsers including their mobile versions.

• Integration with Search Engines:
Search engines are one of the most adequate options for deployment
of the proposed system as a typical web user uses search engines
to find out about the veracity of the news. When searching for a
news item, the search engine will collect information in the form of
external evidence from multiple sources from the web and infer its
veracity and a sufficient evidence summary will be displayed to the
user.

• Integration with Social Media Platforms:
Another very interesting application scenario would be integration
to the popular social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook, as
these platforms are prone to fake news and mis-information more
readily.

4.4 Stakeholders
In any deployment scenario, end-users are one of the most important stake-
holders as the overall success of the system depends on the acceptability
of the system by the end-users. User-friendliness and user awareness are
important factors relating to end-users. Since the normal Web users are
the targeted consumers of the proposed system, they are the major stake-
holders. There is good scope for integration of the system with popular
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search engines such as Google and Bing. Social media, on the other hand,
has become increasingly important for such a system. The integration
of our system with social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook
can be of great help to end users as these platforms are more prone to
fake news and misinformation than traditional news media. Lastly, the
government is an important stakeholder as a policy maker for information
access and IT legislation.

Stakeholders Factors: Based on the various stakeholders identified, we
can define various stakeholder factors that are relevant to our system as
mentioned below:

• User Awareness:
At a time when misinformation is a widespread phenomenon, it is
important to make end-users and other stakeholders aware of the
effectiveness and necessity of such a system.

• Willingness to Accept the Need
All the stakeholders should understand the importance and useful-
ness of such a system.

• Human Intervention required or not:
As the system relies on Artificial Intelligence to generate the ade-
quate results, it could be debatable topic whether to use human in
loop approaches with the proposed system due to ethical concerns.

• Political Correctness:
As the veracity decision and analysis can be prone to hyper-partisan
and biases, we need to have a mechanism to counter the same.

• Intellectual Property Rights (IPR):
Since the system uses information and articles from various on-
line platforms, blogs and portals, we need to incorporate the col-
lected data by following the policies and norms of governments
and content owners. We can filter out content that may result in
infringement.
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4.5 Societal Impacts
There are both positive and negative societal impacts, which are mentioned
below.

• Easier to get Trusted and Crisp News
With the proposed system, it would be easier to access the trust-
worthy content with crisp evidential summaries about the veracity.
Early detection of misinformation using user profiling technique is
the key differentiator of the system.

• User Friendly
The users will not have to search plethora of websites to get gist of
an event story, the system provides users with multi aspects of the
news with evidences on the fly.

• Privacy Concerns
User profiling and learning misinformation dissemination patterns
may raise some eyebrows due to privacy concerns, but this can be
avoided by obfuscating the data as much as possible.

• Changes in Preferences, Trust and Sentiments
As amiss content detection reveals a source of information to be
deceitful/fraudulent. This can bring down the reputation of some
news portals, bloggers and media houses.

4.6 Governance
User Data Confidentiality and Anonymity: The deployed system uses
only anonymized data from news portals and social media platforms. All
personal information relating to the ordinary Web users is appropriately
obscured (such as follower-following information on social media). As
far as the publication of the results is concerned, all insights generated are
privacy-preserving with respect to users and reflect the performance of
our model only.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions, Limitations and
Prospects

He whose mind is not perturbed in pain, who has no longing for
pleasures, who is free from desire, fear and anger - he is called a sage of

firm wisdom.

Lord Krishna
Srimad Bhagavad Gita

Chapter 2, Verse 56

The purpose of this dissertation is to detect online misinformation and
misleading contents. To this end, we identify salient challenges and
research questions and we suggest and experiment with various deep
neural attention based models, which are designed to meet the identified
challenges and research questions.

5.1 Conclusions and Takeaways
The major highlights and takeaways of this dissertation are as follows:

• We propose a method to learn embeddings for latent attributes/aspects
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of the Web claims, which are trained at the train-time and used at the
test-time to guide the attention to select salient words and sentences
relevant for the verity of the claim. The visualization of these latent
aspect embeddings reveals that not only cues related to involvement
of these attributes (such as author of the claim) in misinformation
but also intricate nuances of other concepts such as ideology of
authors are also learned by these embeddings.

• The external evidences are quite helpful in misinformation detec-
tion. We extract evidential snippets from external evidences, which
complements the interpretability of the model.

• We introduce a technique to model influence and affinity relation-
ship among the social media users, which captures the complex
patterns pertaining to diffusion of the news on social network. Our
model does not rely on temporal network patterns and user re-
sponses such as replies and comments, therefore it performs well in
early detection accuracy compared to other methods. Further, we
extend the proposed model to capture the indirect influence relation-
ships using higher order mutual attention trick. The visualization of
the attention maps for a propagation path shows that higher order
mutual attention produces uncovered and novel influence patterns.

• We generate topically diverse multi-document explainable sum-
maries for the Web claims, which not only aids in model trans-
parency and interpretability, but can also provide a good user expe-
rience in fact-checking plugins and tools for non-expert users.

• We present a synthetic headline generation and attentive semantic
matching based headline incongruence detection method. We ex-
periment with various synthetic headline generation methods and
notice that the effectiveness of synthetic headline generation step
plays a key role in overall performance of the method.

• We define a task of news headline incongruence detection in pres-
ence of significant cardinal values in headline. In experiments, we
notice that prior works fail to capture context related to cardinal
values present in news titles. We present a solution, which uses a
novel cardinal part-of-speech pattern driven hierarchical attention
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and cardinal phrase driven attention to attend important words and
sentences relevant for cardinal conditions and values. An ablation
study shows that cardinal part-of-speech pattern driven attention
plays a crucial role in overall performance of the model. The visu-
alization of attention maps verifies the significance of the proposed
techniques and deciphers the decisions of the model.

5.2 Limitations and Implications
We outline the potential limitations and implications of our contributions
included in this dissertation along these lines:

(1) The model proposed in Paper I for Web claim verification outper-
forms other works with significant gains. However, it’s very hard
to train and requires more hardware and training time due to it’s
complex structure. In addition, since the model relies on latent
aspects for auxiliary context learning, the absence of latent aspects
leads to performance degradation. The model also does not include
a provision for adding new/unseen values to the latent features at
the time of testing.

(2) The user-to-user mutual attention technique proposed in Paper II,
suffers from an inherent challenge with long propagation paths. For
very long propagation paths with a large number of users present,
the computation of pair-wise mutual attention scores becomes com-
putationally expensive and time-consuming. Model performance
varies with user embeddings learned using different unsupervised
network representation learning methods, so it’s important to try and
experiment with different network representation learning methods
and find the method that performs best for the dataset, which is very
time consuming.

(3) The diversification objective in the summarization algorithm in
Paper III requires a separate computation of the topic model for
each claim. The topic model is applied on all the sentences attended
by the veracity prediction model originating from multiple external
evidence sources, once for each web claim instance for which we
wish to generate an explanatory summary.
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(4) The synthetic headline generation-based method proposed in Paper
IV uses a low-dimensional representation of the news body text
instead of using the original long content, which is very effective.
However, by generating a smaller and lower dimensional text for
the news body, we may miss out on some important contextual
information, such as important cardinal values.

(5) In Paper V, we notice that the part-of-speech (POS) tagger some-
times misses the cardinal values or does a wrong tag assignment,
therefore model’s performance may vary with different POS taggers.

5.3 Future Prospects
There can be many viable future prospects for the contributions made
in this thesis as the problem of misinformation and deceptive content is
evolving in nature. As a result, methods require novel extensions and
features to keep up with changing landscapes and conditions.

• In Paper I, generating explanations for misinformation using atten-
tion weights is very useful, but at the same time we need to use
additional explainability tools such as learning the disentangled
representations [19] to confirm whether they corroborate with each
other.

• The user-to-user mutual attention method in Paper II takes sequence
of user embeddings learned via follower and retweet networks as
input. Therefore, in essence it utilizes social connection and retweet
connection information of users but it does not use any heuristics
related to user tweet history or liking. This can be very helpful in
deciding user behavior towards misinformation and can be used in
addition to embedding learned using follower and retweet networks.

• For explainable multi-document summarization of evidential doc-
uments for misinformation in Paper III, a user study can be very
beneficial in order to get the useful feed-backs and validations.

• In Paper IV, the proposed model for news headline incongruence
detection has two sequential parts; synthetic headline generation
and mutual attention based semantic matching. We can comp up
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with an end to end version of the model, where synthetic headline
generation and semantic matching steps are seamlessly integrated.

• The Paper IV borrows user-to-user mutual attention technique from
Paper II and adapts it to word-to-word mutual attention. However,
we do not use the higher order mutual attention progression trick in
Paper IV for words, which can be explored in the future.

• In Paper V, we try to capture context related to cardinal values
present in the news headlines. Nonetheless, we do not model or
consider the degree of importance of cardinal values.

• In the future, we also look forward to conducting a detailed user
study on the informativeness and interpretability of evidence snip-
pets and evidence summaries.
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Paper I

Abstract:
Recently false claims and misinformation have become rampant
in the web, affecting election outcomes, societies and economies.
Consequently, fact checking websites such as snopes.com and
politifact.com are becoming popular. However, these websites
require expert analysis which is slow and not scalable. Many
recent works try to solve these challenges using machine learning
models trained on a variety of features and a rich lexicon or more
recently, deep neural networks to avoid feature engineering.
In this paper, we propose hierarchical deep attention networks to
learn embeddings for various latent aspects of news. Contrary to
existing solutions which only apply word-level self-attention, our
model jointly learns the latent aspect embeddings for classifying
false claims by applying hierarchical attention. Using several
manually annotated high quality datasets such as Politifact, Snopes
and Fever we show that these learned aspect embeddings are strong
predictors of false claims. We show that latent aspect embeddings
learned from attention mechanisms improve the accuracy of false
claim detection by up to 13.5% in terms of Macro F1 compared
to a state-of-the-art attention mechanism guided by claim-text
(DeClarE). We also extract and visualize the evidence from the
external articles which supports or disproves the claims.
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1 Introduction
The unprecedented growth of the web, online news and social media has
led to a paradigm shift in the way people consume information. As a
consequence, spread of misinformation or fake news in online media has
become faster and wider than ever before. To counter this, several fact
checking websites such as snopes.com, politifact.com and fullfact.org are
becoming increasingly popular. These websites have dedicated experts
manually classifying the credibility of news articles and claims which is
slow and tedious.

To address these limitations, several automated machine learning mod-
els are proposed in the literature. Early works in this area focused on
the tedious task of curating a rich lexicon and other credibility features
manually to capture the language of deception [11, 5, 12]. More recent
approaches avoid feature engineering by designing deep neural network
models which are able to learn non-trivial patterns from the raw text of
the claims or facts [13]. However, verifying correctness of claims purely
based on the claim text has limited effectiveness due to lack of context
information.

To overcome the above problem, recent works incorporate external ev-
idence retrieved from news media and social media which potentially
either supports or refutes the claim [4, 9]. These works propose a word-
level attention mechanism guided by the claim text to focus on parts
of the external evidence for this purpose. However, it has been shown
that word-level attention alone fails to capture the complex structure of
the documents [18]. Hierarchical attention mechanism which applies
attention at sentence level in addition is shown to be more effective for
document classification. For example, in Figure 1, we can notice that
using word-level attention (in red font) alone makes it hard to determine
if the evidence supports or refutes the claim. However, the sentence level
attention (highlighted text) is able to capture the context better.

While attention guided by the claim text is effective to some extent for
detecting fake news, it has been shown that it is not sufficient [4]. In order
to effectively use external evidence for fake news detection, determining
its credibility in the context of the given claim and its author (source) is
also essential. Popat et. al in [4], propose the use of static representation
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Claim: “The Dems and their committees are going ‘nuts.’ The 
Republicans never did this to President Obama.” 

Author: Donald Trump, Subject: Congress

News Article: While it’s true that Republicans didn’t launch 
investigations into President Barack Obama, there were at least four 
issues that prompted significant congressional investigations into Obama’s 
administration, if not Obama himself.  Domain: washingtonpost.com

Figure 1: Example of a false claim, word and sentence-level attention
using latent aspects (Subject, Author and Domain)

(one-hot encoding) of source information (domains) together with atten-
tion weights for this purpose. However, we postulate that understanding
the context and credibility of the evidence requires learning indicative
and salient vocabulary, writing style and sentence structures specific to
the latent aspects of news. For example, in Figure 1, relying only on
the claim-text attention does not successfully classify that it is a false
claim. Given that the claim is from “Donald Trump” (Author), related
to the Subject “Congress” can guide the attention to a new word such as
“congressional” which is missing in the claim text. In addition, the profes-
sional writing style of journalists from the Domain “washingtonpost.com”
further refutes the claim. We hypothesize that the attention due to latent
aspects is able to capture the necessary patterns to check if the external
evidence supports or refutes the claim. This task is commonly known as
entailment.

To address these limitations, in this paper, we propose a novel model
coined SADHAN1 to jointly learn embeddings for different latent aspects
of news using the hierarchical attention mechanism. Intuitively, the at-
tention mechanism learns a unique global representation (embedding)
for each of the latent aspects. These embeddings capture the necessary
textual patterns needed to distinguish a claim for being true or false. For
example, an embedding learned for the author “Donald Trump” captures
the patterns from discussions about false and true claims made by him.
Similarly, embeddings representing each of the latent aspects capture the

1Subject, Author, Domain Based Hierarchical Attention Network
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necessary patterns from the representative relevant articles to distinguish
the veracity of the claims. We illustrate that these embeddings are indeed
able to distinguish false and true news in Section 6 by visualizing these
embeddings in two dimensions using t-SNE. Note that the latent aspect
embeddings are not limited to the subject, author and domain aspects but
they are general purpose and can be used for any latent aspects which are
relevant for the task.

One of the critical tasks performed by the fact checking websites is to
provide evidence for the veracity of the claim. This is a highly cognitive
task and usually done manually by experts. Therefore, it is not sufficient
to just automate fake news detection but also to automatically extract the
supporting evidence. In previous works, word-level attention weights are
used to extract the evidence and visualize the words in textual snippets [4].
However, just using word level attention weights to visualize evidence
is not very user friendly. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to fuse
the word level and sentence level attention weights guided by various
latent aspect embeddings to extract evidence snippets which are easier for
humans to understand.

In summary, our contributions are:

(1) Hierarchical attention to learn claim and document structure

(2) Jointly learning latent aspects of news using hierarchical attention
mechanism

(3) Extensive experiments using three high quality datasets

(4) Visualization and analysis of latent aspect embeddings

(5) Evidence extraction and visualization of attention mechanism for
interpretability

Our experiments using data crawled from Snopes and Politifact, show
that latent aspect embeddings jointly learned using SADHAN, are very
effective in detecting false claims. Specifically, we gain up to 12% im-
provement in Macro F1 for Politifact and 13.5% for Snopes compared to
the state-of-the-art solution based on claim text attention and source em-
beddings [4]. In addition, we illustrate that the latent aspect embeddings
learned by our model are effective for detecting false claims on their own
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by visualizing them.

2 Related Work
Some of the first methods for detecting fake news have been using lin-
guistic cues [11, 5] and source-based credibility features [12]. However,
identifying the specific linguistic cues that are decisive for fake news is
not yet fully understood.

Deep learning methods to avoid feature engineering have also been pro-
posed [4, 13, 3, 1]. In [4], the authors concatenate the claim text and
content of the article and apply word-level self-attention to detect false
claims. We improve on this architecture to include sentence-level atten-
tion as well as attention guided by the latent aspect embeddings. In [4],
the authors also use word-level attention to extract evidence snippets,
we instead propose an algorithm to select top-K sentences based on the
attention weights both at word and sentence level.

There are also efforts to address some sub-problems of detecting false
claims such as entailment [9, 7]. Another related task is stance detection2.
While these tasks are not the same as detecting fake news, it could be used
for checking the veracity of claims. SADHAN implicitly also depends on
entailment among other patterns to detect fake news. To support this, we
also use our model to evaluate the Fever dataset published by [7].

Several recent works have shown that using context from social network
users and interactions have improved fake news detection [2, 19, 16,
8, 15, 6]. However, these approaches are only suitable when there is
sufficient information from social networks associated with the news
available. We could integrate SADHAN into these models to achieve
further improvements.

The neural architecture of SADHAN is inspired by the hierarchical ar-
chitecture in [18] originally proposed for document classification. While
speaker-based attention has been used before [10], using it for hierarchical
attention and multiple latent aspects has never been tried before for fake
news detection.

2http://www.fakenewschallenge.org
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In summary, we are the first to propose a hierarchical attention network
which jointly learns latent aspect embeddings to detect fake news.

3 Problem Definition and Proposed Model

3.1 Problem Definition
Given a claim c ∈ C in textual form, along with its latent aspects such
as subject, author, domain and a set of candidate relevant documents
D = {d1, ...., dm} as evidence from different domains, the goal is to
classify the claim as either “True” or “False”.

3.2 SADHAN Model
Now we explain the SADHAN model in detail. The overall architecture is
depicted in Figure 2 upper section. Given a training dataset of claims with
their ground-truth labels, our goal is to learn a model based on the evi-
dence from the relevant web documents D. To address the two challenges
mentioned in Section 1, (1) we use a hierarchical Bi-LSTM model to
capture the word-level and sentence-level structure of the documents, (2)
An attention mechanism, which uses both claim text and latent aspect
attribute vector to compute the attention, is then used to learn the embed-
ding weights of the latent aspects. The intuition behind this design is that
each of the latent aspect models jointly guide the attention to vocabulary
and the sentences relevant for classifying claims. This architecture as we
show in the experiments learns an effective model to identify complex
patterns of false claims. For this purpose, SADHAN has different parallel
models, one for each of the latent aspects. The detailed architecture of
these models is shown in Figure 2 (zoomed in lower section). Specifically,
we consider Subject, Author and Domain aspects in this paper but it is
generalizable to any additional aspects of the claims and documents. At a
high level, each claim-document pair {c, d} is passed as the input to each
of the three models, along with respective latent aspects. The outputs of
these models are concatenated and passed to a fully connected softmax
layer for prediction. Losses of all three models are aggregated using a
noisy-or function. Finally, since our models operate on claim-document
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pairs, the classification of the claim ci is done by the majority voting of
outcomes corresponding to each of the {c, d} pairs. We now explain the
architecture of SADHAN in detail.

Embedding Layer: We use pretrained GloVe embeddings to get rep-
resentations for each claim and document pair. We also create trainable
embeddings for subject, author and domain attributes of 100 dimensions
each in size and initialize with uniformly random weights to get the repre-
sentation of latent attributes in vector space. We learn weights for these
embeddings jointly in the model using corresponding hierarchical subject,
author and domain attentions from their respective models as shown in
Figure 2 (lower part). We concatenate each embedded claim ci with the
corresponding embedded document dj , which is denoted as {c, d}. Each
{c, d} pair consists of n sentences of length l, which is depicted as word
sequence w11 to wnl in Figure 2 (lower part).

3.3 Latent Aspect Attention
Different authors, while making claims on different subjects, tend to have
different styles of speech and selection of words. Similarly, writers and
journalists from different domains may have unique style and vocabulary
while writing about claims from a specific author and a specific subject.
It is an extremely difficult task to curate the salient vocabulary and sen-
tence structures for these complex combinations. Therefore, we automate
this task using an attention mechanism which in turn helps in capturing
entailment and sentiments necessary to classify the claim. For example,
in tweets by Donald Trump words like “great”, “democrats” and “obama”
are normally mentioned in specific context and sentiments, which our
attention mechanism is able to capture.

Each claim and document pair {c, d} is associated with a subject vector
~As, author vector ~Aa and domain vector ~Ad. These aspect vectors are used
in addition to claim text to learn attention weights applied to hidden states
at both word level and sentence level. The concatenated word embeddings
of claim and document pair {c, d} are passed on to a Bi-directional LSTM
[21] unit which we use as word encoder, output from these Bi-LSTM units
are concatenations of forward and backward hidden states for each word.
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hij is the hidden state for the ith word of the jth sentence. We compute
values of attention weights α11 to αnl by using single layer neural net with
tanh activation, which uses encoded hidden states of claim and doc pair
and aspect attribute vector ~A as input. We then multiply these attention
weights α11 to αnl with corresponding hidden states to select significant
words, which are used to form sentence representations as s1 to sn. These
sentence representations are then processed by another Bi-LSTM layer,
which outputs hidden states h1 to hn for each sentence, as shown in the
Figure 2(lower part). We compute values of attention weights β1 to βn

by using another single layer neural net with tanh activation, which uses
hidden states of sentences and aspect attribute vector ~A as input. We
then multiply these attention weights β1 to βn with corresponding hidden
states of sentences to select significant sentences, which are used to form
document representations as Dsb/Dau/Ddo in case of subject, author or
domain models correspondingly.

Subject Model: The words which are significant for a specific subject,
can be used in various ways by different authors in claims and by different
columnists or journalists in articles related to claims, therefore subject
attention at the word level tries to learn and attend these words and at the
sentence level tries to capture significant sentence formations used for the
specific subject.

Author Model: Similar to the subject model, we use author guided
aspect attention at word level to select author related words used in articles
and sentence representations are learned by aggregating these words. We
apply author guided aspect attention at the sentence level to select author
specific sentence formations or popular phrases which are frequently
used for a specific author and we get document representation Dau by
aggregating these selected sentences.

Domain Model: Different domains in the web search results may have
a unique way of writing articles like selection of words and sentence
formations. In similar fashion to subject and author aspect attention, to
attend different domains differently and to learn latent patterns, we apply
domain guided aspect attention at the word and sentence level and get
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document representation Ddo.

More formally, in all three models, sentence representation Si after word
sequence encoding by the Bi-LSTM is the weighted sum of the hidden
states of words multiplied by attention weights. Similarly, document rep-
resentation D is the weighted sum of hidden states of sentences multiplied
by attention weights. These are defined as:

Si =

li∑
j=1

αijhij

D =
n∑
i=1

βihi

Where hij is the hidden state for the jth word and ith sentence. αij is
the attention weight. hi is the hidden state for ith sentence and βi is the
attention weight. αij and βi can be defined as:

αij =
exp(e(hij, ~A))∑li
k=1 exp(e(h

s
ik,

~A))

βi =
exp(e(hi, ~A))∑n
k=1 exp(e(hk,

~A))

Where e is a tanh based scoring function which decides weights for
significant words at the word level attention and for significant sentences
at sentence level attention. ~A is the latent aspect vector, which is equal to
subject vector ~As in subject model, author vector ~Aa in author model and
domain vector ~Ad in case of domain model. e(hij, ~A) and e(hi, ~A) can be
defined as:

e(hij, ~A) = (vw)
T tanh(Wwhhij +WwA

~A+ bw)

e(hi, ~A) = (vs)
T tanh(Wshhij +WsA

~A+ bs)

Where vw is weight vector at the word level and vs is weight vector at the
sentence level. Wwh and WwA are the weight matrices for hidden state
and aspect vector and bw is bias at the word level respectively. Wsh and
WsA are the weight matrices for hidden state and aspect vector and bs is
bias at the sentence level respectively.
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3.4 Fusion of Models
Representations for each document D are learned from all three models
as Dsb from subject model, Dau from author model and Ddo from domain
model. We concatenate these three representations for the same document
and form an overall representation. Dsad = Dsb ⊕Dau ⊕Ddo We apply
a non-linear transformation on overall document representation Dsad

using tanh dense layer to transform it to binary target space. Dbin =
tanh(WbinDsad + bbin) where Wbin and bbin are the weight matrix and
bias for dense layer. We apply a softmax layer to obtain the predictions
for each class Pbin as Pbin = softmax(Dbin). Finally, we combine the
losses of all three models with noisy-or gate as below:

Loss = 1− ((1− losso)) ∗ (1− losss) ∗ (1− lossa) ∗ (1− lossd))

where losso, losss,lossa and lossd are the losses for overall merged model,
subject model, author model and domain model respectively.

3.5 Prediction Per Claim
The prediction outcomes for a claim c paired with each corresponding
documents {d1, ...., dm} are then aggregated by majority voting to assign
a class to the claim.

ŷ = mode{y1, y2, ...ym}

Where ŷ is the final predicted label for claim c and y1, y2, ...ym are the
predictions for pairs of claim c and corresponding m documents.

3.6 Evidence Extraction
In this section, we propose a technique to extract evidence snippets sup-
porting or refuting the claim from documents using attention weights at
both the word and sentence level from all three models. The pseudocode
is shown in tab:algo. In line 5, for each word in each sentence of docu-
ment d, we compute the average of attention weights given by all three
models and this gives us overall attention weight for that word. In line
7, we compute the average of overall attention weights for all words in
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Algorithm 1 Evidence Extraction Algorithm
Input: Claim c ∈ C; Document d ∈ D; Wws,Wwa,Wwd are the word level

and Wss,Wsa,Wsd are the sentence level attention weight matrices for
subject, author and domain model respectively; K is number of sentences
in evidence snippet

Output: E, an evidence snippet for claim c
1 S = [] // Initialize an empty list

2 for each sentence si in d do
3 W = [] // Initialize an empty list

4 for each word wij in si do
5 W.append((Wws[i, j] +Wwa[i, j] +Wwd[i, j])/3)
6 end
7 Wavg ← sum(W )/len(W ) S[i]←Wavg + (Wss[i] +Wsa[i] +Wsd[i])/3

8 end
9 indexes ← argsort(S)[−K :] // Get indices of top K elements

from S

10 E ← d[indexes] // Get sentences corresponding to indices

from d

11 return E

a sentence and add this value to the average of sentence level attention
weights for the same sentence from all three models and store this value
to list S. We get indices of top K values in S using argsort (line 9) and
get the corresponding sentence indices from document d (line 10).

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Datasets
We use three datasets–Politifact and Snopes released by Popat et al [4]
and Fever dataset released by Thorne et al [7].

Politifact Dataset Politifact has 3568 claims and 29556 documents as-
sociated with 3028 domains retrieved from the web search using Bing
search API. We discard articles related to fact-checking domains. For each
claim, Politifact has one of these six ratings: ’true’, ’mostly true’, ’half
true’, ’mostly false’, ’false’ and ’pants-on-fire’. Similarly to DeClarE we
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combine ’true’, ’mostly true’ and ’half true’ ratings to ’true’ label and rest
of them to ’false’ label. There are 669 unique authors and 1400 topics in
total.

Snopes Dataset Snopes has around 4341 claims and 29242 documents
associated with 3267 domains retrieved from the web using Bing search
API. Similar to Politifact we discard all the documents which are from fact
checking websites such as Snopes, Politifact, Factcheck and Emergent etc.
For each claim, it has a credibility label as ’True’ or ’False’.

Fever Dataset While Fever dataset is not dedicated for fake news de-
tection in itself, it is widely used for the entailment task, which can be
viewed as a subtask of fake news detection. We use the fever dataset to
illustrate that our model is also effective for the entailment task. This
is to validate our hypothesis that our model performs well because it is
also able to perform entailment task effectively. Fever dataset has 145449
claim-evidence pairs in trainset, 9999 claim-evidence pairs in develop-
ment set and 9999 claim-evidence pairs in test set (for more details see
[7]). In addition to what is already present in Fever dataset, we use Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to get the dominant topic for each claim in
train, validation and test dataset as Fever dataset doesn’t have any aspect
attributes. We use the elbow method with topic coherence score to tune
the number of topics K, as a result we use K = 273.

4.1.1 Data Imbalance

Since Snopes and Politifact datasets have class imbalance, we balance
them by setting the class_weight parameter to “balanced” in scikit–
learn compute_class_weightAPI3. On the other hand Fever dataset
is already balanced.

4.2 Baselines
We compare our model using several baselines both simple baselines and
state-of-the-art techniques:

3https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/skle
arn.utils.class_weight.compute_class_weight.html
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(1) Simple Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model which was
proposed for sentence classification [20]

(2) Hierarchical LSTM Network (Hi-LSTM) for document classifica-
tion (without attention) [18]

(3) Self-attention based Hierarchical Attention Network BiLSTM (HAN)
[18]

(4) DeClarE which applies claim-text based attention and source based
embeddings [4]

To perform ablation testing for our SADHAN model, we incrementally
introduce various latent aspect embeddings over the HAN architecture. We
represent our models as SHAN, AHAN, and DHAN for each of the latent
aspects Subject, Author and Domain respectively. Finally, SADHAN is
our full model with all three aspects. Each of these models perform
classification at the document level. DeClarE on the other hand performs
classification on a per claim basis. Therefore in order to compare the
performance of our model to DeClarE we also evaluate an aggregated
version of our model represented as SADHAN-agg, which uses mean
score from predictions of individual articles to assign a class to the claim.

4.3 SADHAN Implementation
We implement SADHAN using TensorFlow framework. We use 10 fold
cross validation for all the models. We compute per-class accuracy, Macro
F1 score and AUC as performance metrics for evaluation. We use pre-
trained GloVe embeddings of 100 dimensions, trained on 6 billion words.
We extract relevant snippets of text from the web documents using cosine
similarity to include only highly relevant parts of the web documents. We
try different sentence length sizes but we see no noticeable difference in
performance. We tune the parameters 4 using a validation set, as a result
we use softmax cross entropy with logits as the cost function, learning
rate of 0.001 and size of hidden states and cell states of Bi-LSTM units
are kept as 200. For drop out regularization we used keep-prob = 0.3. We
chose these hyperparameters via grid search.

4https://github.com/rahulOmishra/SADHAN
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Figure 3: Visualization of Latent Embeddings (The darker the color higher
the false claim ratio).
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5 Experimental Results

5.1 Results for Politifact Dataset
In Table 5.2 for Politifact dataset, in case of CNN, we get 59.39% Macro
F1 accuracy and 58.56% as AUC. Hi-LSTM performs slightly better
than CNN with 60.11% Macro F1 accuracy and 60.66% as AUC, though
we get better false class accuracy with the Hi-LSTM. The reason for this
improvement is that Hi-LSTM captures the inherent hierarchical structure
of the documents. On the other hand HAN performs significantly better
than Hi-LSTM with 64.80% Macro F1 accuracy and 64.54% as AUC
and provides gain of 6.6% in Macro F1 over Hi-LSTM. The reason for
this is because the documents retrieved from the web are fairly large even
after extracting only relevant snippets using cosine similarity technique. It
is hard for LSTM networks to memorize such long sequences. Moreover,
LSTM with Attention mechanism only remembers attended words at word
level and only attended sentences at sentence level.

As Politifact dataset has all aspect attributes such as subject, author and
domain, we apply all individual models. Each of the SHAN, AHAN and
DHAN models outperform HAN in Macro F1 with Macro F1 as 65.36%,
66.83% and 65.05% respectively. AHAN performs slightly better than
the other two. This is due to the fact that the subject aspects in Politifact
are generic. For each domain in domain attribute, we have high variance
because each domain might have articles written by many different writers
having different writing styles. The full SADHAN model outperforms all
the other models with significant gain of 7.5% in Macro F1. This gain
can be attributed to fusion of three models, which considers all aspects of
the claim and document pair for classification.

5.2 Results for Snopes Dataset
For Snopes, we can see in Table 5.2 that Hi-LSTM with 74.33% Macro
F1 accuracy and 79.20% as AUC outperforms CNN with 72.63% Macro
F1 accuracy and 76.45% as AUC by 2.7% in Macro F1 and similar to
Politifact results, this gain is also attributed to better representation learned
in the form of the hierarchical structure of the documents by Hi-LSTM.
HAN with 77.80% Macro F1 accuracy and 80.33% as AUC gives further
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Table 5.1: Comparison of proposed model with various state of the
art baseline models for False claim detection on Snopes and PolitiFact
datasets

Data Model True
Acc.

False
Acc.

Macro
F1

AUC

CNN 55.92 57.33 59.39 58.56
Hi-LSTM 55.85 65.86 60.11 60.66

PolitiFact HAN 60.32 68.20 64.80 64.54
SHAN 62.29 68.43 65.36 65.23
AHAN 63.25 70.42 66.83 68.66
DHAN 60.34 69.76 65.05 65.03
SADHAN 69.79 75.45 71.34 72.37

CNN 72.05 74.29 72.63 76.45
Hi-LSTM 74.21 74.16 74.33 79.20

Snopes HAN 76.76 79.65 77.80 80.33
DHAN 77.06 81.63 78.73 82.03

Table 5.2: Comparison of proposed model with DeClarE models for
False claim detection on Snopes and PolitiFact datasets. SADHAN-agg is
statistically significant (p− value = 1.05e−4, 2.45e−2 for Politifact and
Snopes respectively using pairwise student’s t-test)

Data Model True
Acc.

False
Acc.

Macro
F1

AUC

DeClarE (full) 68.18 66.01 67.10 72.93
PolitiFact SADHAN-agg 68.37 78.23 75.69 77.43

DeClarE (full) 60.16 80.78 70.47 80.80
Snopes DHAN-agg 79.47 84.26 80.09 85.65

gain of 4% on top of Hi-LSTM, due to hierarchical attention at word
and sentence level. Since Snopes dataset has only domain attribute, we
only use (DHAN) with 78.73% Macro F1 accuracy and 82.03% as AUC,
which outperforms all the baseline methods and gives gain of 1.2% over
HAN.
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5.3 Evaluation of claim-level classification

Since DeClarE classifies claims rather than individual documents, we
compare aggregated model SADHAN-agg with DeClarE (full) model
which applies only claim-text based attention in Table 5.2.

For Politifact data, SADHAN-agg outperforms DeClarE (full) model
by 12% in micro F1. We attribute these gains to the latent aspect level
attention which is able to capture the context better. While only claim-text
based attention learns to attend the words having connotation with claim
at word level only.

For Snopes dataset, DHAN-agg with 80.09% Macro F1 accuracy and
85.65% as AUC outperforms DeClarE (full) model with 70.47% Macro
F1 accuracy and 80.80% as AUC by 13.5% in micro F1. We attribute
these gains to the usage of domain aspect attribute in addition to claim-text
for attention computation.

5.4 Results for Fever Dataset

We used Fever dataset to investigate the effectiveness of our model for the
textual entailment task. Since Fever data doesn’t have any of the three sub-
ject, author or domain attributes, we use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
to get the dominant topic for each claim therefore we apply SHAN model
for textual entailment. We get 79.20% accuracy (p− value = 3.62e−4 in
pairwise student’s t-test) with the testset and 83.09% accuracy with devset
provided with Fever dataset, which outperforms multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) with 73.81% accuracy (Riedel et al. 2017)[14] method used by
authors of Fever dataset paper [7], which uses single hidden layer with
TF-IDF vector based cosine similarity between the claim and evidence.
On the other hand SHAN model could not outperform the decomposable
attention model in [17] with 88.0% accuracy. We hypothesize that this is
because the derived dominant topics learned for claims using LDA topic
model may not be a true representation of original topics of claims. We
could improve the performance by using more concrete set of topics such
as categories from Wikipedia.
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6 Discussion

In this section we analyze the effectiveness of latent aspect embeddings
learned by our model and illustrate the interpretability of our model with
the help of evidence extraction and attention visualization. We compare
snippets extracted by our model to the attention visualization of DeClarE
using anecdotal examples.

Author Embeddings: We use t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Em-
bedding (t-SNE) to visualize author embeddings in lower dimensional
space. We plot only two dimensions from t-SNE with tuned parameters
(perplexity = 10, learningrate = 0.1 and iterations = 2000 ). We
show the fraction of false claims associated with each author using a color
gradient (cf. Figure 3). As we can see in the plot that the authors having
a higher number of false claims are clearly separated from authors having
a lower number of false claims. Interestingly we also notice the formation
of a third cluster, which is related to the authors, who have almost equal
number of false claims and true claims. This is also very interesting to
see that people of similar ideology like ’Obama’, ’Hillary’ and ’Sanders’
are closer in embedding space. This is evident by the visualization that
the author based attention can distinguish very effectively between the
authors with less connotation of false claims and the authors with high
connotation of false claims, which in-turn helps in deciding the credibility
of claims.

Subject Embeddings: Similarly, we plot two dimensions from t-SNE
with tuned parameters (perplexity = 20, learningrate = 1.0 and
iterations = 3000) to visualize the subject embeddings (cf. Figure
3(b)). We can observe in the plot that the subjects with low and high
false claim ratios are separated clearly into clusters. Due to the coarser
granularity of the subjects, the separation is not as pronounced as author
embeddings. It is however, quiet insightful to see that the topics like
’Climate change’ and ’Health care’ have very high percentage of false
claims and are closer in the two-dimensional space. While ’Federal law’
which has very low associated false claims is far away from them.
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Domain Embeddings: For domain embeddings, we use t-SNE with
tuned parameters (perplexity = 20, learningrate = 0.1 and iterations =
2000 ) to plot two dimensions (Figure 3(c)). Notice that the domain em-
beddings clearly separate trustworthy domains like ’washingtonpost.com’,
’nytimes.com’ etc. from non-trustworthy domains like ’inforwars.com’
and ’dailycaller.com’, making the learned domain embeddings good de-
tectors of fake news.

6.1 Attention Visualization

In this section, we visualize the attention weights for two anecdotal ex-
amples (claim and document pairs), both at the word and sentence level
for all three models and compare with state-of-the-art DeClarE model in
Figure 4 and 5. The depth of the colors in rectangle boxes next to each
sentence, represents the distribution of attention weights at the sentence
level. Similarly depth of the color of highlights of the words represents the
distribution of attention weights at the word level. For all the three models
only top 4 sentences in Figure 4 and top 2 sentences in Figure 5 based on
both word and sentence level attention weights are shown. As in each of
the three models we use both claim and document text on top of aspect
attributes to compute attention therefore we get some common trends in
both word level and sentence level attention for all three models. Due to
usage of different aspect attributes namely subject, author and domain in
different models for attention computation, we get very interesting and
relevant words and sentences selected in all three, which is not possible
otherwise.

As we can see in Figure 4(a), for a claim related to Donald Trump that
"U.S. is the most highly taxed nation in the world’", we apply our model
to detect if it’s true or false. We use a document extracted from the web
for which domain is "independent.co.in", author is "Donald Trump" and
subject is "Taxes". In author model, we can observe that in Figure 4(a) first
row, author based attention is able to capture words like "below Germany",
"below the UK" and "Congressional Budget" other than claim oriented
words like ’US’ and ’Taxed’ etc, as these words are highly correlated with
the author "Donald Trump" as ’Germany’, ’UK’ and ’Congressional’ are
some of the frequent words used by ’Donald Trump’ or can be found in
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the articles related to him.

In similar fashion in domain model in Figure 4(a) second row, domain
based attention is able to capture words ’grossly inaccurate’ and ’false-
hood’ and in Figure 5(a) second row, words like ’glaringly empty’ and
’passingly rare’, which are otherwise not possible to get attended with
just claim only attention. As many articles from same domain, might be
written by the same columnist or journalist and hence domain attention
tries to capture their writing style and usage of specific phrases or words.

In case of subject model in Figure 4(a), subject based attention learns
to attend words and sentences which are related to the subject. As we
can see ’Taxes’ as subject captures words ’over-taxed’ and ’income tax
’ etc but also at the sentences level, it is able to capture very interesting
sentences like sentence 2. In case of DeClarE model however, the model
is unable to attend the most important words and sentences except few,
like in sentence 4, though it attends words like ’highly taxed nation’ etc
but fails to attend word ’falsehood’ as we can see in Figure 4(b). As
DeClarE model doesn’t have sentence level attention, it’s therefore not
able to use the evidence provided by sentence 4 to decide the appropriate
label.

Finally, we show a snippet extracted by our evidence extraction algorithm
in Figure 4(a) fourth row and 5(a) fourth row. The value of K is 5 in
Figure 4(a) and 2 in 5(a), which means snippet contains top 5 sentences
and top 2 sentences based on our evidence extraction method. It is evident
that such a sentence extraction technique can be really effective in case of
extractive text summarization tasks.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented an hierarchical attention mechanism to jointly
learn various latent aspect embeddings for news. For example, these
latent aspects can be subject, author and domain related to the claim and
news articles. This allows us to capture salient vocabulary and complex
structure at the document level. Compared to the only claim-text based
attention, the attention weights, which are jointly learned guided by both
claim text and different latent aspects are more effective for detecting if the
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claims are True or False. This is apparent from our experiments conducted
on Snopes, Politifact and Fever dataset. We also propose an algorithm
to extract evidence snippets supporting or refuting the claim from news
articles using attention weights at both the word and sentence level from all
three models. We show a t-SNE visualization that the learned embeddings
are also good predictors of fake news. We also show examples where
the evidence extracted using our latent aspect embeddings are superior
to simple word level attention used in DeClarE. In future, we plan to
conduct a detailed user study on the informativeness and interpretability
of these evidence snippets.
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Paper II

Abstract:
Social media has become a very prominent source of news con-
sumption. It brings forth multifaceted, multimodal and real-time
information on a silver platter for the users. Fake news or rumor
mongering on social media is one of the most challenging issues
pertaining to present web. Previously, researchers have tried to
classify news propagation paths on social media (e.g. Twitter)
to detect fake news. However, they do not utilize latent relation-
ships among users efficiently to model the influence of the users
with high prestige on the other users, which is a very significant
factor in information propagation. In this paper, we propose a
novel Higher-order User to User Mutual-attention Progression
(HiMaP) method to capture the cues related to authority or in-
fluence of the users by modelling direct and indirect (multi-hop)
influence relationships among each pair of users, present in the
propagation sequence. The proposed higher order attention trick
is a novel contribution which can also be very effective in case of
transformer architectures[17]. Our model not only outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods on two publicly available Twitter datasets
but also explains the propagation patterns pertaining to fake news
by visualizing higher order mutual-attentions.
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1 Introduction
Social Media platforms have become part and parcel of our daily lives
and are also being used as a common ground for discussions and debates.
Rumors and fake news on social media platforms have become a common
phenomenon, curbing them is a very challenging and daunting task. The
spread of a viral news item or a tweet can seriously affect the election
outcomes, reputation of some companies or even relationships among
countries, therefore prevailing the sanity in such platforms is the need of
the hour. Several machine learning based solutions are investigated in the
literature to detect and mitigate the effects of fake news.

User D

User A

User B

User C

Direct Latent Influence 

relation

Indirect Latent Relation
Direct Latent Influence 


relation

Twitter User

Connection on Twitter

Direct Influence

Indirect or multihop Influence

Figure 1: Latent Influence Relationships among users

Previous studies in the literature have used many different facets and
aspects related to news items for fake news detection such as the content
of the news, source of the news, user response on news and propagation
patterns on social media platforms. The news content oriented solutions
use handcrafted text or linguistic features to learn a classifier [14, 33, 13],
some other works use deep learning techniques instead, to automatically
learn the representative features [20, 15]. Recently, neural attention based
techniques are also proposed by researchers to detect the misinformation
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and they also extract evidences pertaining to classifier’s decision as a
bi-product [9, 3]. Some of the other interesting works use only temporal
propagation patterns of the news items on social media to detect the ru-
mors [7, 8]. The advantage of the propagation patterns based methods
over news content and user response oriented methods is that they do not
rely on user comments and replies as at an early stage of news propaga-
tion, these features are not available readily. However, there are some
limitations of these approaches, firstly, they use temporal user character-
istics such as number of user followers and followings, the numbers of
tweets and retweets posted, which requires tedious feature engineering
and transformations. Secondly, they do not model the influence or affin-
ity relationships among the users, which is a key factor in information
propagation on social media platforms.

We propose a novel Higher Order User to User Mutual-attention Pro-
gression (HiMaP) method to address the limitations of existing methods.
Rather than using handcrafted user characteristics features, we use user
embeddings, learned via several node embedding techniques. We use
user-to-user mutual-attention method to model latent influence relation-
ship among users in propagation paths, which inherently captures the
patterns and connotations pertaining to rumor and non-rumor propagation.
In figure 1, there are four twitter users A,B,C and D represented as
circles and the blue connection lines represent the way they are connected
on twitter. Let’s assume all of the above mentioned users are the part
of a propagation path of a news item n. We compute two kinds of la-
tent influence relationship among the users A,B,C and D. Firstly, we
compute direct user to user influence relationship using mutual-attention
such as A ↔ B, A ↔ C, A ↔ D, B ↔ C, B ↔ D and so on, which
are depicted as green dotted connection lines in figure 1. Secondly, we
compute indirect user to user influence relationship using higher order
mutual-attention progression method such as A ← C → D, which is
depicted as red stroke lines in figure 1.

We use two publicly available twitter datasets for evaluation and analysis,
the proposed model outperforms all the baselines and state of the art
methods.

In nutshell, major contributions of this paper are:
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(1) We are the first to use the User to User mutual-attention in propaga-
tion paths to model and capture the latent cues related to authority
or influence of the users.

(2) We enhance the User to User mutual-attention by introducing a
novel High Order Mutual-attention Progression method (HiMaP) to
model multi-hop latent relationships among the users.

(3) Contrary to previous works, we use both the follower and the retweet
networks to learn user embeddings rather than representing users
with user characteristics vector.

(4) We achieve significant gains over state-of-the-art models in terms
of accuracy, on two publicly available twitter datasets.

(5) We visualize and analyse the attention weights to check the efficacy
of the attention mechanism.

2 Related Work
We can categorize the previous works related to fake news detection into
three major categories based on what features they utilize, 1. news con-
tent and linguistic feature oriented, 2. user action on news oriented and
3. social context oriented. The first category of works use text content
of the news items, extract several linguistic and statistical features and
learn a classifier to detect whether or not it is a rumor [33, 13, 34, 29].
The authors of [14] use language stylistic feature and source credibility
features to model the credibility of web claims. The second category of
works use user actions on news, such as sentiments, comments, replies
and disapproval. In [5], authors use Bayesian network model (proba-
bilistic graphical model with Gibbs sampling) to capture the conditional
dependencies among the truthfulness of news, the users’ opinions, and the
users’ credibility. Authors of [10] propose a CNN based model with a user
response generator, which learns to generate a synthetic user response to
a news article text from historical user responses, which is used as a user
action feature in fake news detection.

The third kind of works utilize social context in terms of user profile, social
network features and news propagation paths [25, 4, 16]. The authors of
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[7] transform the news propagation into a multivariate time series of user
characteristics and learn a classifier with concatenated representation of
RNN-Based and CNN-Based propagation path representations. Authors
in [8] use tree structured neural networks to represent propagation paths,
recursive nature of their model effectively captures the tree features of
the propagation trees. Authors of [12] propose a new kind of community
preserving user embedding method and convert the news propagation
tree structures into a temporal sequence and then apply RNN with early
stopping for classification.

In contrast to these existing works, HiMaP uses a novel mutual-attention
progression model to learn better propagation path representation along
with RNN based sequence encoder, which contains cues related to both
compositional aspects and latent influence aspects of the propagation
sequence.

3 Problem Definition and Proposed Model

3.1 Problem Definition

Given a news item n ∈ N , along with its propagation path on twitter as
u1 → u2 → u3....um−1 → um, where u1 is the user, who has posted
the original tweet about news n. um is the last user in the sequence, who
has retweeted the same tweet. The goal is to classify the news as one of
these classes:“True (T)” or “False (F)” or “Unverified (U)” or “Debunking
(D)”.

3.2 Retweet Propagation Path Representation

We represent the propagation paths of the news by sequence of users
pertaining to the original (source) tweets and re-tweets as variable length
multivariate time series, very similar to [7]. From the original propagation
trees, we create a flattened representation of the tree as a multivariate time
series comprising user embeddings and timestamp. For a news item ni,
propagation sequence Prop(ni) can be defined as:
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Prop(ni) =< (f(u1), t0)......(f(um), tm) > (5.1)

Where (f(ui), ti) represents ith user, ith timestamp and m is the length
of propagation sequence. In contrast to [7], we represent each user with
learned user embeddings by applying suitable node embedding methods
to follower network and retweet network rather than representing users
as their characteristics vectors, as depicted in figure 2. Usage of node
embeddings instead of characteristics vectors, not only saves the time
required to crawl the characteristic features for each user but also does not
require any feature engineering.

3.3 Learned User Embeddings
We use unsupervised network representation learning methods to learn
user (node) embeddings from both the follower network and the retweet
network and we combine the corresponding embeddings for each user by
concatenating them. Given a follower graph F = (V,E) and a retweet
graph R = (V ′, E ′), we compute user embedding f(v) for each user v by
concatenating user embedding learned from follower network fF (v) ∈ IRd

and the user embedding learned from retweet network fR(v) ∈ IRd as:

f(v) = fF (v) ‖ fR(v) (5.2)

Provided v ∈ V and v ∈ V ′. Specifically we experiment with DeepWalk
[30], Node2vec [19], Line [26] and APP[18] node embedding methods
and select the best performing embedding technique.

• DeepWalk: It is a uniform random walk simulation based method,
which uses SkipGram with hierarchical softmax as optimizer and
objective function as follows:

minφ − logP ({vi−w, ..., vi−1, vi+1, ..., vi+w}|φi) (5.3)

• Node2vec: It is a breadth first (BFS) and depth first search (DFS)
based method, which uses SkipGram with negative sampling and
objective function as follows:
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maxf
∑
u∈V

[− logZu +
∑

ni∈Ns(u)

f(ni).f(u)] (5.4)

• APP: It is a Personalized PageRank Context based method, which
uses negative sampling and objective function as follows:

log σ(~su.~tv) + k.EtnPD[log σ(~su.~tn)] (5.5)

• Line: It is a Adjacency matrix based method, which models neigh-
bourhood proximity using negative sampling and objective function
as follows:

O1 =
∑

(i,j)∈E

wij log p1(vi, vj) (5.6)

For more details about these node embedding methods, please refer to
respective papers.

3.4 LSTM based Propagation Path Sequence Encoder

We use Long short term memory unit (LSTM) [36] to encode the prop-
agation path sequence f(u1) → f(u2) → f(u3)....f(um−1) → f(um)
represented as a sequence of learned user embeddings. At a particular
time-step t, the current hidden state ht is computed using standard LSTM
equations as follows:

ft = σ(Wf .[ht−1, xt] + bf )

it = σ(Wi.[ht−1, xt] + bi)

C̃t = tanh(WC .[ht−1, xt] + bC)

Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t
ot = σ(Wo.[ht−1, xt] + bo)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct),

(5.7)
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Where, ht−1 is previous hidden state and xt is the current input from input
propagation path sequence. We use last hidden state as a compositional
representation of propagation path sequence RC , where

RC = hm (5.8)

3.5 User to User Mutual-attention

We explain the user to user mutual-attention in detail in this section, as
pictorially represented in the figure 2. Neural attention [28] mechanisms
are proven to be very effective in many NLP [17, 22, 2] and computer
vision applications [27, 23, 24]. The key idea behind the neural atten-
tion is to select the important words or sentences in NLP applications
and to gauge the crucial areas or blocks in images in typical computer
vision applications. Many of the previous works use attention mecha-
nisms to detect fake news[9, 3] and to do fact checking[21]. It is well
studied fact that influential users play a very crucial role in information
diffusion on social media platforms[6, 32] on the other hand it’s very
hard to quantify the influence and it’s penetration in a real world social
network. Interpersonal relationships among users are the key factor in
determining the influence [35]. We are the first to propose a User to User
mutual-attention method to model the influence among the users. Previ-
ously, researchers have used mutual-attention mechanism in case of word
to word mutual-attention within a sentence to model intra-relationships
among words, present in same sentence [11]. Given a propagation path
of a news item n, in terms of sequence of learned user embeddings as
f(u1) → f(u2) → f(u3)....f(um−1) → f(um), in the first step we
model the relationship among each pair of users present in the propagation
path. In very similar fashion to[11], We use a dense layer to project the
concatenation of each user embedding pair into a scalar score:

Sij = Wcat([f(ui); f(uj)]) + bcat (5.9)

Where Wcat ∈ R2d×1 is a weight matrix, bcat ∈ R is bias term and Sij is
the latent affinity between users ui and uj . Score matrix is S

m×m
is a square
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matrix. To compute mutual-attention scores, we can consider two options,
either we can apply row-wise max-pooling or row-wise avg-pooling.

AC = Softmax(maxS
row

)

or

AC = Softmax(avgS
row

)

(5.10)

Where AC ∈ Rm is the learned attention weight vector. Finally, user to
user mutuallly-attended representation RA of the propagation path can be
computed as:

RA =
m∑
i=1

f(ui)ACi (5.11)

3.6 Multi-hop Latent Relationships
As of now in user to user mutual-attention, we only consider influence in
terms of attention between each pair of users present in the propagation
path individually, which only models relationship between two users
at a time regardless of the presence of other users in the sequence. In
a real world social network scenario, in some of the cases users only
trust and subsequently retweet the content if and only if some particular
combination of users have already posted or retweeted the content in
their social network fraternity. We call these scenarios as multi-hop latent
relationships, in which influence depends on a group of users rather than
a single user. We can not capture cues related to such multi-hop latent
relationships with the first order user to user mutual-attention described
earlier. We propose a novel higher order mutual-attention progression
method to deal with it.

3.7 Higher Order mutual-attention Progression
The proposed Higher Order attention progression method is a novel theo-
retical contribution in the neural attention domain. The intuition behind
mutual-attention progression is fairly simple. In the equation 5.9, values in
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the score matrix S
m×m

represent the direct influence relationships between

each possible user pairs in the propagation path. Now let’s consider a
matrix S2

m×m
which is computed as:

S2

m×m
= S

m×m
× S

m×m (5.12)

Each value in the matrix S2 represents the indirect influence or affinity
between two given users in the propagation path sequence.

S2
i,j =

∑
k

Si,k × Sk,j (5.13)

This represents the influence between pair of users i and j, encompassing
all other users. In the similar fashion we can compute more higher order
influence matrices.

S3

m×m
= S2

m×m
× S

m×m

S4

m×m
= S3

m×m
× S

m×m

(5.14)

Now to compute attention scores, we use row-wise max pooling similar
to equation 4 as:

A′Co = Softmax(maxS2

row
)

A′′Co = Softmax(maxS3

row
)

A′′′Co = Softmax(maxS4

row
)

(5.15)

Where A′Co, A
′′
Co and A′′′Co are the learned attention weight vectors from

second order, third order and fourth order of mutual-attention progression.
Finally, higher order user to user mutuallly-attended representations R′C ,
R′′C , R′′′C etc can be computed as:
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R′A =
m∑
i=1

f(ui)A′Coi

R′′A =
m∑
i=1

f(ui)A′′Coi

R′′′A =
m∑
i=1

f(ui)A′′′Coi

(5.16)

3.8 Prediction Layer

At the prediction stage, we have two kinds of representations of the propa-
gation path sequence, a representation encoded by LSTM based encoder as
RC and the representations computed using higher order mutual-attention
progression as R′A, R′′A, R′′′A , R′′′′A and so on, representing first order,
second order, third order and fourth order mutual-attention representa-
tions. We compute the cumulative representation from the all higher order
mutual-attention progression representations by concatenating them.

Rf
A = R′A ‖R′′A ‖R′′′A ‖R′′′A (5.17)

We learn a joint representation of Rf
A and RC using a non linear transfor-

mation layer.

R = ReLU(Wp([R
f
A, RC ] + bp) (5.18)

At the end, we use a Softmax layer for the classification.

ŷ = Softmax(WclR + bcl) (5.19)

3.9 Optimization

We use standard Softmax cross-entropy with logits as loss function to
train our model.
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L = −
∑m

i=1
log

ew
T
yi
xi+byi

n∑
j=1

ew
T
j xi+bj

(5.20)

where L is the cost function to be minimized, yi is class label of xi.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Research Questions
We conduct the experiments with objective to find answers to following
research questions:

(1) RQ1: Is the proposed user to user mutual-attention mechanism
useful for the fake news classification?

(2) RQ2: Does the higher order mutual-attention progression provide
useful new and uncovered cues or patterns?

(3) RQ3: Does the proposed models outperform the state of the art
models?

4.2 Datasets

Table 5.1: Dataset Statistics

Statistics Twitter15 Twitter16
News items 1490 818
True news 374 205
fakenews 370 205
Unverified 374 203
Debunking 372 205
Users 276663 173487
Posts 331612 204820
Followers 359385237 225359613
Followings 398394720 249821280
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We use two publicly available twitter datasets5 [1] called Twitter15 and
Twitter16 for the evaluation. Twitter15 dataset contains 1490 news stories
and Twitter16 dataset contains 818 news stories. In table 5.1, some
statistics related to datasets are shown, for more details of the dataset
statistics please refer to [1]. We use Twitter API6, to crawl the user
followers and following as these are not present in datasets.

4.3 Baselines and variants of proposed model

We compare the proposed model with several baseline and state of the art
works.

• DTC: [33] This work uses hand crafted text and other statistical
features with a decision tree classifier to asses credibility of tweets.

• SVM-RBF:[31] This work uses a radial basis function kernel based
SVM model to classify news as rumor or non-rumor.

• SVM-TS:[25] In this paper, authors create a time series of news
characteristics and classify using a SVM model.

• GRU-RNN:[Ma16] A gated recurrent unit based model which
learns propositional representation of rumors and non-rumors.

• TD-RvNN:[8] This work utilizes tree-structured neural networks
for rumor representation learning and classification.

• PPC-RNN+CNN:[7] In this method, authors propose a multivariate
time series representation of news propagation and use combination
of GRU and CNN models for classification.

We compare results of above mentioned models with three variants of our
HiMaP model.

• HiMaP-FO: This is the HiMaP model with first order mutual-
attention, where order O = 1.

5https://www.dropbox.com/s/7ewzdrbelpmrnxu/rumdetect201
7.zip?dl=0

6https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public
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Table 5.2: Comparison of proposed model with various state of the art
baseline models for twitter15 and twitter16 datasets. HiMaP-HO is sta-
tistically significant (p − value = 2.75e−3, 2.03e−4 for Twitter15 and
Twitter16 using pairwise student’s t-test)

Twitter15
Model Acc. T F1 F F1 U F1 D F1
DTC 0.442 0.731 0.351 0.320 0.423
SVM-RBF 0.326 0.442 0.048 0.241 0.273
SVM-TS 0.548 0.773 0.488 0.403 0.479
GRU-RNN 0.641 0.684 0.634 0.688 0.571
TD-RvNN 0.723 0.682 0.758 0.821 0.654
PPC-RNN+CNN 0.842 0.811 0.875 0.790 0.818
HiMaP-FO 0.863 0.822 0.901 0.814 0.826
HiMaP-HO 0.869 0.831 0.889 0.835 0.828
HiMaP-HO+Text 0.880 0.837 0.917 0.834 0.830

Twitter16
Model Acc. T F1 F F1 U F1 D F1
DTC 0.462 0.742 0.335 0.337 0.434
SVM-RBF 0.331 0.442 0.085 0.251 0.219
SVM-TS 0.572 0.809 0.469 0.421 0.494
GRU-RNN 0.649 0.691 0.628 0.719 0.592
TD-RvNN 0.743 0.705 0.772 0.842 0.671
PPC-RNN+CNN 0.863 0.826 0.883 0.810 0.824
HiMaP-FO 0.882 0.842 0.936 0.832 0.843
HiMaP-HO 0.890 0.844 0.921 0.858 0.857
HiMaP-HO+Text 0.913 0.849 0.939 0.854 0.854

• HiMaP-HO: This is the HiMaP model with higher order mutual-
attention, where order O ≥ 2.

• HiMaP-HO+Text: This is the HiMaP model with higher order
mutual-attention, where order O ≥ 2 and we also use an LSTM se-
quence encoder to encode original news text along with propagation
path sequence.
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Table 5.3: Performance of mutual-attention Progression method with
higher orders

Twitter15
Model Acc.
HiMaP-FO (O=1) 0.8631
HiMaP-HO (O=2) 0.8663
HiMaP-HO (O=3) 0.8696
HiMaP-HO (O=4) 0.8696
HiMaP-HO (O=5) 0.8697

Twitter16
Model Acc.
HiMaP-FO (O=1) 0.8828
HiMaP-HO (O=2) 0.8891
HiMaP-HO (O=3) 0.8901
HiMaP-HO (O=4) 0.8908
HiMaP-HO (O=5) 0.8908

Table 5.4: Performance of HiMaP with different node embedding methods

Twitter15
Model Acc.
DeepWalk 0.825
Node2Vec 0.846
APP 0.861
Line 0.869

Twitter16
Model Acc.
DeepWalk 0.850
Node2Vec 0.867
APP 0.889
Line 0.890

4.4 HiMaP Implementation
We use TensorFlow framework to implement 7 our proposed models. We
compute overall accuracy and per class F1 scores as performance metrics
for evaluation and comparison with the state of the art methods. We use
softmax cross entropy with logits as the loss function, learning rate of
0.003 and size of hidden states LSTM units are kept as 100. We tune all
the parameters using random search. We use 50 epochs for each model
and use dropout regularization (keepprob = 0.2) and early stopping if
validation loss does not change for more than 10 epochs. We observe
that the sequence length of 35 gives the optimal performance in both the
twitter datasets.

The user embeddings are learned using various node embeddings methods
namely, DeepWalk [30], Node2vec [19], Line [26] and APP[18]. For
all the node embedding methods, we use prescribed parameters and em-

7https://github.com/rahulOmishra/HiMaP
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bdedding size as 100. From the retweet networks (trees), we extract all
the unique edges and nodes. We assign the weight for each edge as the
number of times it occurs in our network. Similarly in case of follower
network, we extract all the unique edges and nodes and use node embed-
ding methods to train the node embeddings for each node involved in the
network. In case of HiMaP-FO+Text model, we use pretrained GloVe
embeddings of 100 dimensions as word embeddings.

O = 1

O = 2

O = 3

0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

Figure 3: Normalized mutual-attention weight visualization

5 Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the proposed model and analyse the signifi-
cance of attention mechanism.

5.1 Results for Twitter15 and Twitter16 datasets
In Table 5.2, we present the comparison of performance of the proposed
model with several baselines and state-of-the-art methods. We can observe
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that even the basic HiMaP model (HiMaP-FO, where O = 1) outperforms
all the baselines and state of the art models. Among the baseline methods,
we notice that RNN based methods are more effective than other methods.
An intuitive explanation for this trend can be the capability of RNN
models to easily learn the compositional aspects of news content in GRU-
RNN and news propagation sequence in PPC-RNN+CNN and TD-RvNN,
without any or with minimal feature engineering. On the other hand,
PPC-RNN+CNN outperforms TD-RvNN as they use CNN to capture the
local variations within a propagation sequence.

The basic HiMaP model (HiMaP-FO, where O = 1) performs better
than both the state of the arts (PPC-RNN+CNN and TD-RvNN) as it not
only uses LSTM based sequence encoder to capture the compositional
aspects but also utilizes user-user mutuallly-attended representations of
propagation path, which inherently holds the latent cues and patterns
pertaining to influence relationships among users. Therefore we can
conclude that research questions RQ1 and RQ3 are satisfied. The HiMaP-
HO (where O ≥ 2) model outperforms HiMaP-FO model as it uses
mutual-attention progression of higher order, which captures indirect
relationships among all pairs of users present in the propagation path
sequence.

The HiMaP-HO+Text model uses original news text also with propagation
path, which provides additional topical and semantic cues related news
text and outperforms all the other models.

5.2 Analysis of HiMaP with Higher Order mutual atten-
tion

In table 5.3 we show comparison of HiMaP model with different values
of mutual-attention order O. We can observe that performance of HiMaP
in terms of accuracy improves with increase in mutual-attention order,
this means research question RQ2 is answered partially as we know now
that higher order mutual-attention is useful. However, we notice that after
O = 3, accuracy starts to saturate for higher orders in both the datasets,
therefore we can tune the parameter O and omit computation of higher
order mutual-attention. In table 5.2, where we compare HiMaP with
baselines and state of the art models, we use HiMaP results with third
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order of mutual-attention progression where O = 3.

5.3 Analysis of HiMaP with different node embedding
methods

In table 5.4, we show the effect of using different node embedding methods
to learn user embeddings. We observe that the Line method outperforms
all the other node embedding methods in both the datasets. In table 5.2,
where we compare HiMaP with baselines and state of the art models,
we use HiMaP results with Line embeddings. The reason behind the
better performance of the Line method can be the suitability of the Line
method for graphs with low clustering coefficient and transitivity and we
observe for both the Twitter datasets (twitter15 and twitter16), the values
of clustering coefficient and transitivity are low.

5.4 Comparison of Early Detection Accuracy
In Figure 4, we compare the early detection performance of the proposed
models with the state-of-the-art models. We plot the overall accuracy vs
elapsed time since the original tweet is posted. We can observe in Figure
4(a) and 4(b) that for both the twitter15 and twitter16 datasets, HiMaP-HO
outperforms state-of-the-art models at each time step. The better perfor-
mance of HiMaP can be attributed to the learning of additional and useful
propagation patterns due to higher-order mutual-attention progression
method. In Figure 4, we also compare the early detection performance of
HiMaP models with different values of order O. We can observe in 4(c)
that there is significant improvement form O = 2 to O = 3 but there is
not much significant improvement above third order (O ≥ 3).

5.5 Mutual-attention Visualization and Analysis
In this section, we explain the visualization of attention weights from three
levels of mutual-attention progression, for a propagation sequence of a
anecdotal news example. In figure 3, there are 32 users in the propagation
path of news item. Each strip in figure 3, represents a different order of
mutual-attention, first strip is the depiction of attention weights from first
order mutual-attention, where O = 1 and similarly second and third strip
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depict weights from second and third order mutual-attention weights for
the same propagation sequence. The depth of the colors in the rectangles
in each strip represents the distribution of attention weights among users
present in propagation path. We do not reveal the identity of users for
sake of privacy and twitter’s policy. We observe that in the first order
mutual-attention, users with high number of followers get more attention
weights. In contrast to first order mutual-attention, in the second and third
order, some of the users with less followers and prestige also get higher
attention weights (highlighted rectangles with green and red borders). We
also notice that beyond third order mutual-attention O = 3, there are no
significant changes in the attention pattern. We conclude that higher order
mutual-attention captures new, uncovered and significant latent patterns
and hence research question RQ2 is satisfied.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel user to user mutual-attention progression
method to model influence relationships among users, present on news
propagation path to detect fake news. This method allows us to capture
both the direct and indirect (multi-hop) relationships between each pair
of users. Experiment with two publicly available twitter datasets, shows
the effectiveness of our model, compared to state-of-the-art models, in
terms of early detection and overall accuracy. We also notice that higher-
order mutual-attention progression method captures useful new, uncovered
patterns and provides the classifier with the cues pertaining to propagation
of true or fake news. The proposed attention progression trick can also
be useful in other application scenarios such as in case of word to word
attention in sentences.

In future, we plan to conduct an experiment, related to evidence extrac-
tion, using mutual-attention weights from different levels of higher order
mutual-attention. Effectiveness of the Higher-order Attention trick can
also be utilized with recent transformer architectures.
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Abstract:
We present SUMO, a neural attention-based approach that learns
to establish the correctness of textual claims based on evidence in
the form of text documents (e.g., news articles or Web documents).
SUMO further generates an extractive summary by presenting a
diversified set of sentences from the documents that explain its
decision on the correctness of the textual claim. Prior approaches
to address the problem of fact checking and evidence extraction
have relied on simple concatenation of claim and document word
embeddings as an input to claim driven attention weight compu-
tation. This is done so as to extract salient words and sentences
from the documents that help establish the correctness of the claim.
However, this design of claim-driven attention does not capture
the contextual information in documents properly. We improve on
the prior art by using improved claim and title guided hierarchical
attention to model effective contextual cues. We show the efficacy
of our approach on datasets concerning political, healthcare, and
environmental issues.
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1 Introduction
Most of the information consumed by the world is in the form of digital
news, blogs, and social media posts available on the Web. However,
most of this information is written in the absence of facts and evidences.
Our ever-increasing reliance on information from the Web is becoming
a severe problem as we base our personal decisions relating to politics,
environment, and health on unverified information available online. For
example, consider the following unverified claim on the Web:

"Smoking may protect against COVID-19."

A user attempting to verify the correctness of the above claim will often
take the following steps: issue keyword queries to search engines for the
claim; going through the top reliable news articles; and finally making
an informed decision based on the gathered information. Clearly, this
approach is laborious, takes time, and is error-prone. In this work, we
present SUMO, a neural approach that assists the user in establishing the
correctness of claims by automatically generating explainable summaries
for fact checking. Example summaries generated by SUMO for couple of
Web claims are given in Figure 1.

Prior approaches to automatic fact checking rely on predicting the cred-
ibility of facts [12], instance detection [6, 10], and fact entailment in
supporting documents [16]. The majority of these methods rely on lin-
guistic features [12, 8, 24], social contexts, or user responses [18] and
comments. However, these approaches do not help explain the decisions
generated by the machine learning models. Recent works such as [1, 3,
7] overcome the explainability gap by extracting snippets from text docu-
ments that support or refute the claim. [3, 7] apply claim-based and latent
aspect-based attention to model the context of text documents. [3] model
latent aspects such as the speaker or author of the claim, topic of the claim,
and domains of retrieved Web documents for the claim. We observe in our
experiments that in prior works [3, 7], the design of claim guided attention
in these methods is not effective and latent aspects such as the topic and
speaker of claims are not always available. The snippets extracted by such
models are not comprehensive or topically diverse. To overcome these
limitations, we propose a novel design of claim and document title driven
attention, which better captures the contextual cues in relation to the claim.
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In addition to this, we propose an approach for generating summaries for
fact-checking that are non-redundant and topically diverse.

Contributions. Contributions made in this work are as follows. First, we
introduce SUMO, a method that improves upon the previously used claim
guided attention to model effective contextual representation. Second, we
propose a novel attention on top of attention (Atop) method to improve the
overall attention effectiveness. Third, we present an approach to generate
topically diverse multi-document summaries, which help in explaining the
decision SUMO makes for establishing the correctness of claims. Fourth,
we provide a novel testbed for the task of fact checking in the domain of
climate change and health care.

Outline. The outline for the rest of the article is as follows. In Section 2,
we describe prior work in relation to our problem setting. In Section 3,
we formalize the problem definition and describe our approach, SUMO,
to generate explainable summaries for fact checking of textual claims.
In Sections 4 and 5, we describe the experimental setup that includes a
description of the novel datasets that we make available to the research
community and an analysis of the results we have obtained. In Section 6,
we present the concluding remarks of our study.

2 Related work
We now describe prior work related to our problem setting. First, we
describe works that rely only on features derived from documents that
support the input textual claim. Second, we describe works that addition-
ally include features derived from social media posts in connection to the
claim. Third and finally, we describe works that rely on extracting textual
snippets from text documents to explain a model’s decision on the claim’s
correctness.

2.1 Content Based Approaches
Prior approaches for fact checking vary from simple machine learning
methods such as SVM and decision trees to highly sophisticated deep
learning methods. These works largely utilize features that model the
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linguistic and stylistic content of the facts to learn a classifier [23, 15,
24, 13]. The key shortcomings of these approaches are as follows. First,
classifiers trained on linguistic and stylistic features perform poorly as
they can be misguided by the writing style of the false claims, which
are deliberately made to look similar to true claims but are factually
false. Second, these methods lack in terms of user response and social
context pertaining to the claims, which is very helpful in establishing the
correctness of facts.

2.2 Social Media Based Approaches
Works such as [9, 4, 5] overcome the issue of user feedback by using a
combination of content-based and context-based features derived from
related social media posts. Specifically, the features derived from social
media include propagation patterns of claim related posts on social media
and user responses in the form of replies, likes, sentiments, and shares.
These methods outperform content-based methods significantly. In [5],
the authors propose a probabilistic graphical model for causal mappings
among the post’s credibility, user’s opinions, and user’s credibility. In [9],
the authors introduce a user response generator based on a deep neural
network that leverages the user’s past actions such as comments, replies,
and posts to generate a synthetic response for new social media posts.

2.3 Model Explainability
Explaining a machine learning model’s decision is becoming an impor-
tant problem. This is because modern neural network based methods are
increasingly being used as black-boxes. There exist few machine learning
models for fact checking that explain this decision via summaries. Related
works [3, 7] achieve significant improvement in establishing the credi-
bility of textual claims by using external evidences from the Web. They
additionally extract snippets from evidences that explain their model’s
decision. However, we find that the claim-driven attention design used in
these methods is inadequate, and does not capture sufficient context of the
documents in relation to the input claim. The snippets extracted by these
methods are often redundant and lack topical diversity offered by Web
evidences. In contrast, our method enhances the claim-driven attention
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mechanism and generates a topically diverse, coherent multi-document
summary for explaining the correctness of claims.

3 SUMO
We now formally describe the task of fact checking and explain SUMO

in detail. SUMO works in two stages. In the first stage, it predicts the
correctness of the claim. In the second stage, it generates a topically
diverse summary for the claims. As input, we are provided with a Web
claim c ∈ C, where C is a collection of Web claims and a pseudo-
relevant set of documents D = {d1, d2, . . . , dm}, where m is the number
of results retrieved for claim c. The documents d ∈ D are retrieved
from the Web as potential evidences, using claim c as a query. Each
retrieved document d is accompanied by its title t and text body bd, i.e.
(d = 〈t, bd〉). We define the representation of each document’s body as
a collection of k sentences as bd = {s1, s2, ..., sk} and each sentence as
the collection of l words as {w1, w2, ..., wl} ∈W, where W is the overall
word vocabulary of the corpus. By k and l, we denote the maximum
numbers of sentences in a document and the maximum number of words
in a sentence, respectively. We use both WORD2VEC and pre-trained
GloVe embeddings to obtain the vector representations for each claim,
title, and document body. The objective is to classify the claim as either
true or false and automatically generate a topically diverse summary
pieced together from D for establishing the correctness of the claim.

3.1 Predicting Claim Correctness by Neural Attention
We now describe SUMO’s neural architecture (see Figure 3) that helps
in predicting the correctness of the input claim along with its pseudo-
relevant set of documents. The model additionally learns the weights to
words and sentences in the document’s body that help ascertain the claim’s
correctness. First, we need to encode the pseudo-relevant documents that
support a claim. To this end, as a sequence encoder, we use a Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) to encode the document’s body content. Claim and
document’s title are not encoded using sequence encoder; we explain the
method to represent them in detail in upcoming sections.
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Claim-driven Hierarchical Attention., aims to attend salient words that
are significant and have relevance to the content of the claim. Similarly,
we aim to attend the salient sentences at the sentence level attention.
Recent works have used claim guided attention to model the contextual
representation of the retrieved documents from the Web. These approaches
provide claim-guided attention by first concatenating the claim word
embeddings with document word embeddings and then applying a dense
softmax layer to learn the attention weights as follows:

ri = ci ‖ di & ai = tanh(Wari + ba)

α = softmax(ai),
(5.1)

where ci and di are the ith claim and document embeddings. Wa and ba
are the weight matrix and bias and α is the learned attention weight. How-
ever, during experiments, we observe that applying claim-based attention
provides an inferior overall document representation. Therefore, we do
not concatenate the claim and document embeddings before attention
weight computation.

Each claim ci is consists of lmaximum number of words as {w1, w2, ......, wl}.
We represent each claim ci as the summation of embeddings of all the
words contained in it as: Cli =

∑l
j=1 f(wj), where f(wj) is the word em-

bedding of the jth word of claim ci. Claim representation Cli and hidden
states hj from the GRU are used to compute word-level claim-driven
attention weights as:

uj,i = tanh(Wj,ihj + bj,i)

αCj,i = softmax(u>j,iCli),
(5.2)

where Wj,i and bj,i are the weight matrix and bias, αCj,i is the word level
claim driven attention weight vector, and hj = (hj,1, hj,2, ..., hj,l)

> repre-
sents the tuple of all the hidden states of the words contained in the jth

sentence. To compute sentence level claim-driven attention weights,
we use claim representation Cli and hidden states hSj from the sentence
level GRU units as concatenations of both forward and backward hidden
states hSj =

−→
hSj ‖

←−
hSj as follows:
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uj = tanh(Wjh
S + bj,i)

αCj = softmax(u>j Cli),
(5.3)

where Wj and bj are the weight matrix and bias, hS = (hS1 , h
S
2 , ..., h

S
l )
> is

the combination of all hidden states from sentences, and αCj = (αj,1, αj,2, ..., αj,k)
>

is the sentence level claim-driven attention weight vector for the jth docu-
ment.

Title-driven Hierarchical Attention. The objective of using the docu-
ment title is to guide the attention in capturing sections in the document
that are more critical and relevant for the title. Articles convey multiple
perspectives, often reflected in their titles. By title-driven attention, we
attend to those words and sentences that are not covered in claim-driven
attention. Title-driven attention at both word and sentence level can be
computed in a similar fashion as claim-driven attention. Each title ti
is comprised of l maximum number of words as {w1, w2, . . . , wl}. We
represent each claim ti as the summation of embeddings of all the words
contained in it as: Ti =

∑l
j=1 f(wj). Title-driven attention weights for

both words and sentence level can be computed as follows:

uj,i = tanh(Wj,ihj + bj,i)

αTj,i = softmax(u>j,iTi)

uj = tanh(Wjh
S + bj,i)

αTj = softmax(u>j Ti).

(5.4)

Hierarchical Self-Attention. Self-attention is a simplistic form of atten-
tion. It tries to attend salient words in a sequence of words and salient
sentences in a collection of sentences based on the self context of a se-
quence of words or a collection of sentences. In addition to claim-driven
and title-driven attention, we apply self-attention to capture the unattended
words and sentences which are not related to claim or title directly but are
very useful for classification and summarization. Self-attention weights
for both words and sentence level can be computed as follows:
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uj,i = tanh(Wj,ihj + bj,i)

αSlj,i = softmax(u>j,i)

uj = tanh(Wjh
S + bj,i)

αSlj = softmax(u>j ),

(5.5)

where αSlj,i and αSlj are the self-attention weight vectors at word and sen-
tence levels respectively.

Fusion of Attention Weights. We combine the attention weights from
the three kinds of attention mechanisms: claim-driven, title-driven, and
self-attention at both the word and sentence levels. At the word level, we
set:

αj = (αCj,i + αTj,i + αSlj,i)/3 (5.6)

Sj = α>j hj, (5.7)

where αCj,i, α
T
j,i, and αSlj,i are the attention weight vectors from claim, title

and self-attention at the word level. Sj is the formed sentence representa-
tion after overall attention for the jth sentence. At the sentence level, we
set:

αSj = (αCj + αTj + αSlj )/3 (5.8)

doc = α>j h
S, (5.9)

where αCj , αTj , and αSlj are the attention weight vectors from claim, title,
and self-attention at the sentence level, and doc is the formed document
representation after overall attention.

Attention on top of Attention (Atop). Although the fusion of the three
kinds of attention weights as an average of them works well, we realize
that we lose some context by averaging. To deal with this issue, we use
a novel attention on top of attention (Atop) method. We concatenate all
three kinds of attentions αcon and αScon at both the word and sentence
levels correspondingly. We apply a tanh activation based dense layer as a
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scoring function and subsequently, a softmax layer to compute attention
weights for each of three kinds of attention:

At word level: αcon = (αCj,i ‖ αTj,i ‖ αSlj,i)
uwa = tanh(Wwaαcon + bwa)

βw = softmax(uwa)

Sj = βw1 α
C
j,i + βw2 α

T
j,i + βw3 α

Sl
j,i

At sentence level: αScon = (αCj ‖ αTj ‖ αSlj )
usa = tanh(Wsaα

S
con + bsa)

βs = softmax(usa)

doc = βs1α
C
j + βs2α

T
j + βs3α

Sl
j ,

(5.10)

where βw and βs are the learned attention weight vectors for three kinds of
attentions at the word and sentence levels, and doc is the formed document
representation after Atop attention.

Prediction and Optimization. We use the overall document represen-
tation doc in a softmax layer for the classification. To train the model,
we use standard softmax cross-entropy with logits as a loss function, we
compute ŷ, the predicted label as:

ŷ = softmax(Wcldoc+ bcl). (5.11)

3.2 Generating Explainable Summary
Recent works retrieve documents from the Web as external evidence to
support or refute the claims and thereafter extract snippets as explanations
to model’s decision [sadhan9, 7]. However, the extracted snippets from
these methods are often redundant and lack topical diversity. The objective
of our summarization algorithm is to provide ranked list of sentences that
are: novel, non-redundant, and diverse across the topics identified from
the text of the documents. In this section, we outline the method we utilize
for achieving this objective.

Multi-topic Sentence Model: Each sentence in the document that is
retrieved against the claim is modeled as a collection of topics: s =
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〈a(1), a(2), . . . a(k)〉. Let A be the set of topics ai ∈ A across all candidate
sentences from all the pseudo relevant set of documents D for the claim.

Objective. We formulate the summarization task as a diversification
objective. Given a set of relevant sentences R which are attended by
Atop attention in SUMO while establishing the claim’s correctness. We
have to find the smallest subset of sentences S ⊆ R such that all topics
ai ∈ A are covered. This is a variation of the Set Cover problem [26, 28,
29, 25, 33, 32, 31]. However, unlike IA-Select [26] we do not choose to
utilize the Max Coverage variation of the Set Cover problem. Instead,
we formulate it as Set Cover itself [28, 29]. That is, given a set of topics
A, find a minimal set of sentences S ⊆ R that cover those topics [29].
Additionally, the inclusion of each sentence in the subset S has a cost
associated with it, given by:

cost(s) = (Score)−1

Score = (λθs + (1− λ)(Wwa +Wsa)),
(5.12)

where θs is the topic distribution score for sentence s computed using a
topic model (e.g., Latent Dirichlet Allocation [27]), Wwa =

∑l
i=1Wwa(i)

is the average of attention weights of the words contained in sentence s,
Wsa is the attention weight of the sentence s, and λ is a parameter to be
tuned. We briefly describe our adaptation of the Greedy algorithm, which
provides an approximate solution to the Set Cover problem, based on the
discussion in [28, 29, 25, 33, 32, 31].

[t]

4 Evaluation
Datasets. We use two publicly available datasets, namely PolitiFact polit-
ical claims dataset and Snopes political claims dataset [7] for evaluating
SUMO’s capability for fact checking. Dataset statistics for both the datasets
are shown in Table 5.1. In the case of Politifact, claims have one of the
following labels, namely: ‘true’, ‘mostly true’, ‘half true’, ‘mostly false’,
‘false’, and ‘pants-on-fire,’. We convert ‘true’, ‘mostly true’, and ‘half true’
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Algorithm 2 Adaption of the approximate Greedy algorithm for Set Cover
problem from [28, 29, 25, 33, 32, 31] to our topical diversification problem
setting. At each iteration, a sentence is chosen that covers the most number
of topics reflected by topic distribution score and has the highest attention
weights. As an output, we are assured a non-redundant, novel, and a
diversified set of sentences.
Input: A: Set of topics learned from the topic model for diversification.

12 R: Set of sentences, attended by Atop. Output: S ⊆ R: Diversified set of
sentences over A

13 S ← φ ; // S contains diversified sentences

14 A′ ← φ ; // A′ contains topics covered by S
15 while A′ 6= A do

/* identify the sentence that covers the most topics

and is highly relevant for fact-checking */

16 s∗ ← argmin
s∈R\S

cost(s)
|A−T ′| A

′ ← A′ ∪ {as∗} ; // as∗ is the dominant

topic of sentence s∗

17 S ← S ∪ s∗
18 end

Table 5.1: Dataset Statistics

PUBLIC DATASETS

STATISTICS POLITIFACT SNOPES

#CLAIMS 3568 4341
#DOCUMENTS 29556 29242
#DOMAINS 3028 3267

NEW DATASETS

STATISTICS CLIMATE HEALTH

#CLAIMS 104 100
#DOCUMENTS 1050 978
#DOMAINS 97 83

labels to the ‘true’ and the rest of them to ‘false’ label. For the Snopes
dataset, each claim has either ‘true’ or ‘false’ as a label.
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‣ Global warming slowing 
down? 'Ironic' study finds 
more CO2 has slightly cooled 
the planet. 
‣ The ozone layer is healing. 
‣ Deforestation has made 

humans more vulnerable to 
pandemics. 
‣ Historical data of temperature 

in the U.S. destroys global 
warming myth.

‣ New evidence shows wearing face 
mask can help coronavirus enter 
the brain and pose more health 
risk, warn expert. 
‣ Boil weed and ginger for Covid-19 

victims, the virus will vanish. 
‣ Smoking may protect against 

COVID-19. 
‣ Wearing face masks can cause 

carbon dioxide toxicity; can 
weaken immune system.

Figure 3: Examples from climate change and health care dataset

We evaluate SUMO for the task of summarization on PolitiFact, Snopes,
Climate, and Health datasets. The two new datasets, Climate and Health,
are about climate change and health care respectively. We test SUMO only
on the PolitiFact and Snopes dataset for the task of fact checking as they
are magnitudes larger than the new datasets that we release. The climate
change dataset contains claims broadly related to climate change and
global warming from climatefeedback.org. We use each claim as
a query using Google API to search the Web and retrieve external evi-
dences in the form of search results. Similarly, we create a dataset related
to health care that additionally contains claims pertaining to the current
global COVID-19 pandemic from healthfeedback.org. Examples
of claims from these two datasets are shown in Figure 3. We make the new
datasets, publicly available to the research community at the following
URL: https://github.com/rahulOmishra/SUMO/.

SUMO Implementation. We use TensorFlow to implement 8 SUMO. We
use per class accuracy and macro F1 scores as performance metrics for
evaluation. We use bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) with a
hidden size of 200, word2vec [22], and GloVe [21] embeddings with
embedding size of 200 and softmax cross-entropy with logits as the loss
function. We keep the learning rate as 0.001, batch size as 64, and gradient

8https://github.com/rahulOmishra/SUMO/
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clipping as 5. All the parameters are tuned using a grid search. We use
50 epochs for each model and apply early stopping if validation loss does
not change for more than 5 epochs. We keep maximum sentence length
as 45 and maximum number of sentences in a document as 35. For the
task of summarization, we use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [blei]
as a topic model to compute topic distribution scores and the dominant
topic for each candidate sentence.

5 Results

5.1 Setup for the Task of Claim Correctness
We experiment with five variants of our proposed SUMO model and com-
pare with six state-of-the-art methods. The six state-of-the-art meth-
ods are as follows. First, we have the basic Long Short Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) [30]) unit which is used with claim and document con-
tents for classification. Second, we have a convolutional neural network
(CNN) [20] for document classification. Third, we compare against the
model proposed in [19] that uses a hierarchical representation of the docu-
ments using hierarchical LSTM units (Hi-LSTM). Fourth, we compare
against the model proposed in [17] that uses a hierarchical neural atten-
tion on top of hierarchical LSTMs (HAN) to learn better representations
of documents for classification. Fifth, we compare against the model
proposed in [7] that uses a claim guided attention method (DeClarE) for
correctness prediction of claims in the presence of external evidences.
Sixth and finally, we compare against the recent work [3] that improves
on DeClarE method by using latent aspects (speaker, topic, or domain)
based attention.

The proposed five variants of our method SUMO are as follows. First,
we have the SUMO-AW2V variant that corresponds to the basic SUMO

model with word2vec embeddings. Second, we have SUMO-AtopW2V
variant consists of the SUMO model with WORD2VEC embeddings. Fur-
thermore, in SUMO-AtopW2V we use Atop method of attention fusion
rather than a simple average. Third, we have the SUMO-AGlove variant,
which is the basic SUMO model that uses GloVe embeddings. Fourth,
we have the SUMO-AtopGlove variant, that consists of the SUMO model
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Table 5.2: Comparison of the proposed models with various state of the
art baseline models for two publicly available datasets.

POLITIFACT

Model True Accuracy False Accuracy Macro F1

LSTM 53.51 56.32 57.89
CNN 55.92 57.33 59.39
HAN 60.13 65.78 63.44

DeClarE (full) 68.18 66.01 67.10
SADHAN-agg 68.37 78.23 75.69

SUMO-AW2V 67.30 69.22 70.74
SUMO-AtopW2V 67.81 70.09 71.15

SUMO-AGlove 68.03 72.57 72.39
SUMO-AtopGlove 68.93 73.43 72.79

SUMO-AtopGlove+source-Emb 69.33 80.08 77.69

SNOPES

Model True Accuracy False Accuracy Macro F1

LSTM 69.23 70.67 69.89
CNN 72.05 74.29 72.63
HAN 72.89 76.25 73.84

DeClarE (full) 60.16 80.78 70.47
SADHAN-agg 79.47 84.26 80.09

SUMO-AW2V 77.32 80.67 75.56
SUMO-AtopW2V 78.02 81.66 76.86

SUMO-AGlove 78.74 82.03 77.22
SUMO-AtopGlove 78.89 82.46 78.45

SUMO-AtopGlove+source-Emb 81.29 86.82 82.93

with GloVe embeddings. Moreover, in SUMO-AtopGlove, we use Atop
method of attention fusion rather than a simple average. Fifth and finally,
we have the SUMO-AtopGlove+source-Emb variant that is similar to
SUMO-AtopGlove however with additional source embeddings (domains
of retrieved documents).
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5.2 Claim Correctness Task Results

The results for establishing claim correctness are shown in Table 2. We
observe that the basic LSTM based model achieves 57.89% and 69.89%
in terms of macro F1 accuracy in prediction of claim correctness for
POLITIFACT and SNOPES, respectively. The CNN model performs slightly
better than LSTM as it captures the local contextual features better. The
hierarchical attention network outperforms CNN with macro F1 accuracy
of 63.4% and 73.84%. The reason for this improvement is hierarchical
representation using word and sentence level attention. The state of
the art DeClarE model provides significant improvements on baseline
methods with macro F1 accuracy of 67.10% and 70.47%. This gain can
be attributed to claim guided attention and source embeddings. However,
we observe that this design of claim based attention is not very effective.

The more recent work, SADHAN improves on DeClarE, which uses
a similar design for claim-oriented attention and incorporates a more
comprehensive structure by using several latent aspects to guide attention.
SADHAN outperforms DeClarE with macro F1 accuracy of 75.69% and
80.09%, respectively. Interestingly, we observe that the basic SUMO model
with word2vec embeddings performs better than DeClarE with source
embeddings. This observation is a clear indication of the superiority of our
claim- and title-driven attention design. The SUMO with Atop attention
fusion is more effective than a simple average fusion of attention weights,
which becomes apparent from the gain in macro F1 accuracy in both the
datasets.

SUMO with pertained GloVe embeddings outperforms the word2vec ver-
sions of SUMO as the GloVe embeddings are trained on a large corpus and
therefore captures better context for the words. SUMO-AtopGlove+source-
Emb outperforms all the other models and it is statistically significant with
a p-value of 2.79× 10−3 for POLITIFACT and 3.09× 10−4 for SNOPES.
The statistical significance values were computed using a two sample
Student’s t-test. We notice that SUMO could not outperform SADHAN
without source embeddings, as SADHAN uses the very complex structure,
having three parallel models with hierarchical latent aspects guide atten-
tion. However, SADHAN has many drawbacks. First, it is challenging
to train and requires more hardware resources and time. Second, the
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latent aspects are not available for all the Web claims. Therefore, it is
not generalizable. Third, it fails to accommodate new values of latent
variables at the test time.

5.3 Setup for the Task of Summarization

For the evaluation of the summarization capability of SUMO, we create
gold reference summaries for claims. For creating the gold reference sum-
maries, we include all the facts related to the claim, which are important
for the claim correctness prediction, non-redundant, and topically diverse.
We find that the descriptions provided for a claim on fact-checking web-
sites such as snopes.com and politifact.com are suitable for
this purpose. We use cosine similarity score of 0.4 between claims and
sentences of description to filter out irrelevant or noisy sentences. As eval-
uation metrics, we use ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L scores. The
ROUGE-1 score represents the overlap of unigrams, while the ROUGE-2
score represents the overlap of bigrams between the summaries generated
by the SUMO system and gold reference summaries. The ROUGE-L score
measures the longest matching sequence of words using Longest Common
Sub-sequence algorithm.

Standard summarization techniques are not useful in such a scenario as
the objective of summarization with standard techniques is usually not
fact-checking. Hence, we compare the SUMO results with an informa-
tion retrieval (BM25) and a natural language processing based method
(QuerySum). BM25 is a ranking function, which uses a probabilistic
retrieval framework and ranks the documents based on their relevance to
a given search query. We use Web claims as a query and apply BM25
to get the most relevant sentences from all the documents retrieved for
the claim. We also compare the results with the query-driven attention
based abstractive summarization method QuerySum [11], which also uses
a diversity objective to create a diverse summary. We use ROUGE metrics
with a gold reference summary to evaluate the generated summaries.
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Table 5.3: Results for the Task of Summarization.

Model ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

BM25 26.08 14.78 29.98
QuerySum 29.78 16.49 30.16

SUMO 33.89 19.21 35.92

5.4 Comparison of Summarization Results
Results for the task of summarization are shown in Table 3, the QuerySum
method performs significantly better than BM25 with a ROUGE-L score
of 30.16 as it uses query-driven attention and diversity objective, which
results in a diverse and query oriented summary. The proposed model
SUMO outperforms QuerySum with a ROUGE-L score of 35.92. We
attribute this gain to the use of word and sentence level weights, which are
trained using back-propagation with correctness label. We also notice that
in QuerySum some sentences are related to the claim but are not useful for
fact checking. Therefore, they are absent in the gold reference summary.
The results for SUMO are statistically significant (p-value = 1.39× 10−4)
using a pairwise Student’s t-test.

6 Conclusion
We presented SUMO, a neural network based approach to generate explain-
able and topically diverse summaries for verifying Web claims. SUMO

uses an improved version of hierarchical claim-driven attention along
with title-driven and self-attention to learn an effective representation of
the external evidences retrieved from the Web. Learning this effective
representation in turn assists us in establishing the correctness of textual
claims. Using the overall attention weights from the novel Atop attention
method and topical distributions of the sentences, we generate extractive
summaries for the claims. In addition to this, we release two important
datasets pertaining to climate change and healthcare claims.

In future, we plan to investigate the BERT [2] and other Transformer [14]
architecture based embedding methods in place of GloVe [21] embeddings
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for better contextual representation of words.
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Paper IV

Abstract:
Measuring the congruence between two texts has several useful
applications, such as detecting the prevalent deceptive and mis-
leading news headlines on the web. Many works have proposed
machine learning based solutions such as text similarity between
the headline and body text to detect the incongruence. Text simi-
larity based methods fail to perform well due to different inherent
challenges such as relative length mismatch between the news
headline and its body content and non-overlapping vocabulary.
On the other hand, more recent works that use headline guided
attention to learn a headline derived contextual representation of
the news body also result in convoluting overall representation
due to the news body’s lengthiness. This paper proposes a method
that uses inter-mutual attention-based semantic matching between
the original and synthetically generated headlines, which utilizes
the difference between all pairs of word embeddings of words
involved. The paper also investigates two more variations of our
method, which use concatenation and dot-products of word embed-
dings of the words of original and synthetic headlines. We observe
that the proposed method outperforms prior arts significantly for
two publicly available datasets.
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1 Introduction

In the age of the prevalence of smart handheld devices, most of the
information consumption is digital. This paradigm shift in the way people
consume information has also brought forth several new challenges, such
as misinformation and deceptive content. News headlines that incorrectly
represent the content of the news body are called incongruent or click-
baits. A deceptive and misleading news headline can result in false beliefs
and wrong opinions. News titles play an essential role in making first
impressions to readers and thereby deciding the viral potential of news
stories within social networks [2]. Most users rely only on the news title
content to determine which news items are significant enough to read
[19]. The curse of deceptive content gets amplified by several magnitudes
when people share it without reading news body content [19]. Consider
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Figure 1: Examples of Incongruent Headlines related to politics and
health-care.
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an example of an incongruent headline in Figure 1 taken from CNN
(cnn.com).9 The headline states that “Trump says GOP working on tax
plan for middle class" whereas body content mentions that “It’s unclear
what tax proposal Trump was referring to on Saturday" which contradicts
with the headline.

In another example in Figure 1,10 the headline reads “The Scary New
Science That Shows Milk Is Bad For You" but a part of the body text
clearly states that “The study was small, to be sure, and it included no
women." The headline radically generalizes the claim made in the study
and exaggerates it.

Many machine learning based solutions have been investigated previously
in the literature to detect click-baits and news headline incongruence.
Some initial works [18][14] use sentence matching based methods to
compute similarity or dissimilarity between the web claims and news
headlines to detect incongruence. Researchers [21][12] have also utilized
different classification methods and used linguistic and stylistic features
to learn a classifier to identify the incongruity between news titles and
news body. The authors in [5] propose neural attention-based methods to
find the entailment between the news items’ title and body. Some recent
works [7] have identified the significance of generative methods such as
generative adversarial networks for incongruence detection.

Previous methods applied to click-bait detection that use natural language
processing techniques are not suitable for the detection of headline incon-
gruence as this problem requires more facets and aspects to be covered
than just stylistic features [10]. The methods that use a text similarity
based approach to detect incongruence perform poorly because of the long
text content of the news body. Text similarity schemes work well in case
of short texts.

This paper proposes a semantic matching technique based on inter-mutual
attention that uses a synthetically generated headline corresponding to the
news body content and original news headline to detect the incongruence.

9https://edition.cnn.com/2018/10/20/politics/donald-tru
mp-tax-middle-income/index.html

10https://www.motherjones.com/environment/2015/11/dairy-
industry-milk-federal-dietary-guidelines/
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The proposed inter-mutual attention technique is inspired by some recent
works, which use the intra-mutual word to word attention within a sentence
to detect sarcasm [9] and intra-mutual user to user attention within a
retweet propagation path sequence to detect misinformation [3].

In sum, the major contributions of this work are as follows:

(1) We are the first to use inter-mutual attention based semantic match-
ing to detect incongruent news headlines. The key idea is to get
the pairwise difference between word embeddings of original and
synthetic headlines and compute a mutual attention matrix after
applying a dense layer. Subsequently, row-wise max-pooling can
be used to compute the attention scores, to be used for the classifi-
cation.

(2) We use synthetic headlines generated from various generative ad-
versarial networks based schemes using news body content to get
the effective, contextual, and low dimensional representation.

(3) We also investigate two additional variants of the proposed model,
which incorporate addition and concatenation of word embeddings
of the word pairs of original and synthetic headlines.

(4) We combine all the three variants of word embedding operations in
a clubbed model, which outperforms the three variants individually.

(5) We conduct experiments with two publicly available datasets, which
show the effectiveness of the proposed models to detect incongruent
news headlines.

2 Related Works
Most of the literature’s initial works propose using linguistic and statistical
features based classifiers to detect click-baits and incongruent headlines.
The authors of [22] suggest to perform lexical and syntactic analysis for
the identification of the click-baits. In [17], authors use linguistic features
to learn support vector machine (SVM) based classifier to detect click-
baits, and they also release a manually annotated dataset. Authors of [20]
use text features and meta-information of tweets to learn a classifier to
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detect click-baits.

On the other hand, some works [18][14] deal with sentence matching
based stance classification which is a closely related problem to headline
incongruence. These methods are not suitable directly for headline incon-
gruence due to some challenges such as relative length mismatch between
the news headline and its body content and non-overlapping vocabulary.
Authors in [15] propose to use a co-training approach with myriad kinds
of features such as, e.g., sentiments, textual, and informality. Some very
recent works such as [5] use neural attention [1] based approach to achieve
headline guided contextual representation of the news bod text. This head-
line guided attention also results in convoluting the body content’s overall
representation due to its lengthiness.

We propose an improved semantic matching between the news headline
and its body text via inter-mutual attention. The inter-mutual attention
based matching is performed between the original and a synthetically
generated headline, rather than between original news headline and its
body content. The synthetic headline is generated via state-of-the-art gen-
erative adversarial methods using the body contents of the news item. The
generative adversarial techniques have been very successful in generating
realistic artificial images [4], videos [13][6] and text [11] contents. One
of the pioneer work in artificial text generation is [16], which solves the
problem of generator differentiation by updating the gradient policy di-
rectly. The authors of [11] introduce a GAN based text generation method,
which uses a third module, called MANAGER, which helps the generator
network to utilize some leaked feature information from the discriminator
network. In [7], authors introduce a synthetic headline generation method
based on style transfer and generative adversarial network.

The key idea behind the inter-mutual attention method is inspired by
two recent contributions [9][3]. There are some significant differences
between these works and the proposed model. Firstly, they use intra-
mutual word to word or user to user attention, which builds on word
embedding pairs or user embedding pairs occurring within a sentence or
retweet path sequence correspondingly to compute the attention scores.
In contrast, the proposed model uses pairs of word embeddings of words
that belong to two different sentences, i.e., original and synthetic headline.
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Secondly, these previous methods use a concatenation of embedding
vectors to form an overall pair embedding representation. In contrast, the
proposed method uses the difference between the word embeddings to
form an overall pair embedding representation. The intuition behind these
differences is evident as we detect incongruence between two pieces of
texts (headline and body), and computing the difference between word
embedding pairs results in capturing the cues related to semantic similarity
or dissimilarity between the two.

3 Problem Definition and Proposed Model
This section introduces the problem definition and presents the overall
architecture of the proposed model MuSeM in detail. We describe the
synthetic headline generation schemes, and then we provide details of the
inter-attentive semantic matching technique. We also present two more
variants of MuSeM model and devise a clubbed model, which combines
all the three variants.

3.1 Problem Definition
Given a news item ni ∈ N , having headline hi and body content bi,
we need to predict whether there is incongruence between hi and bi by
classifying the news as either “Congruent(C)” or “Incongreunt(I).” The
news headline hi consists of a sequence of l words denoted as hi =
{wh1, wh2, ..., whl} ∈ W , and the news body content bi consists of a
sequence of m words denoted as bi = {wb1, wb2, ..., whm} ∈ W .

3.2 Word Embedding Layer
For a news item ni, the corresponding headline hi of length l and body con-
tent bi of length m are represented as hi = {f(wh1), f(wh2), ..., f(whl)}
where ∀j, f(whj) ∈ Rd is a word embedding vector of dimension d for
the jth word in headline hi, and bi = {f(wb1), f(wb2), ..., f(whm)} where
∀k, f(wbk) ∈ Rd is a word embedding vector of dimension d for the
kth word in body content bi. We experiment with pre-trained GLOVE

embeddings for the evaluation.
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3.3 Synthetic Headline Generation
As discussed in the introduction, the semantic similarity between the
headline and news body content is the most significant incongruence indi-
cator. Text similarity schemes work well in case of short texts. However,
the major bottleneck to compute such a similarity measure is the news
body’s text length. For this reason, the methods which use a text similarity
based approach to detect incongruence perform poorly. Generative ad-
versarial networks (GANs) are recently getting much traction for various
application scenarios, from the generation of realistic artificial images
to compositions of meaningful poems. We utilize GANs based text gen-
eration techniques to generate a short synthetic headline for each of the
news items using respective news body contents. The resulting synthetic
headline is a low dimension contextual representation of the news body
content.

3.3.1 Generative Adversarial Network

A typical generative adversarial network [24] comprises two neural nets, a
discriminator and a generator. Both of these sub neural nets compete with
each other. The generator network tries to maximize the classification
error, while the discriminator network tries to minimize it. Both the
generator and discriminator converge together and reach an equilibrium
state.

3.3.2 Sequence Generative Adversarial Nets (SeqGAN)

SeqGAN[16] is a sequence generation method based on generative adver-
sarial networks. The key difference between standard GANs and SeqGAN
is that SeqGAN bypasses the generator differentiation problem associated
with original GANs by directly performing a gradient policy update using
a reinforcement learning (RL) based approach. In the θ-parameterized
generative model Gθ and start state s0, the expected end reward for output
y1 is defined as:

J(θ) = E[RT |s0, θ] =
∑
y1∈Y

Gθ(y1|s0) ·QGθ
Dφ

(s0, y1), (5.1)
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where QGθ
Dφ

(s0, y1) is an action-value function. A recurrent neural network
(RNN) is used for the generative model for sequences, and a convolutional
neural network (CNN) is used as the discriminator. We refer to the
respective paper for more details.

3.3.3 Stylized Headline Generation (SHG)

Since incongruent headlines and click-baits usually follow a certain catchy
and deceptive writing style, it can be advantageous to generate synthetic
headlines that mimic these similar writing styles. Authors of very recent
work SHG[7] propose a style transfer based headline generation approach,
which uses a generative adversarial network with style discriminator. A
gated recurrent unit (GRU) based recurrent neural network (RNN) is used
as a generator that tries to minimize the following negative log-likelihood:

LG(θG) = E(x,h)∈S[− logPG(h|yL, z)]. (5.2)

Three variants of discriminators are used, one for distinguishing the styles
of the original and generated headline, a second one to maintain the
aligned distributions in both the original and generated headlines, and a
third for making sure that headline and body pairs are correctly classified.
Again, we refer to the respective paper for more details.

3.4 Inter-mutual Attentive Semantic Matching
We now discuss the proposed semantic sentence matching scheme in
detail. Our key idea is to model the relationships between all possible
pairs of the words occurring in both the sentences, which captures the
inherent semantic similarity between the sentences. We use pretrained
word embeddings vectors and apply a novel inter mutual attention tech-
nique to model the similarity or dissimilarity relationship between pair of
sentences.

3.4.1 Word to Word Inter Mutual Attention

We compute mutual attention scores between a pair of sentences, of which
first hoi = {f(who1), f(who2), ..., f(whol)} where ∀j, f(whoj) ∈ Rd is the
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original headline of the news item, represented in terms of a sequence
of word embeddings, and second hsi = {f(whs1), f(whs2), ..., f(whsp)}
where ∀j, f(whsj) ∈ Rd is the synthetically generated headline for news
item ni, represented in terms of a sequence of word embeddings. Here, l
and p are lengths of the original headline hoi and the synthetic headline hsi ,
respectively.

First of all, we compute the difference between word embedding vectors
of each candidate word pair Wq,Wr. Candidate pairs are formed by
selecting all possible combinations of the inter sentence word pairs, such
as Wq,Wr, where Wq and Wr are the qth word of the original headline hoi
and the rth word of the synthetic headline hsi , respectively. Now we use a
dense layer to project the difference of candidate embedding pairs into a
scalar score:

Cqr = θdiff ([f(whoq)− f(whsr)]) + bdiff , (5.3)

where θdiff ∈ Rd×1 is a weight matrix and bdiff ∈ R a bias term. The score
matrix C = (Cqr) is of dimension l×p. We use row-wise avg-pooling and
apply softmax to compute inter mutual attention scores for the original
headline:

Ao = Softmax(avgC
row

), (5.4)

where Ao is the learned inter-mutual attention weight vector for original
headline. We use column-wise avg-pooling and apply softmax to compute
inter mutual attention scores for synthetic headline.

As = Softmax(avgC
col

), (5.5)

where As is the learned inter-mutual attention weight vector for synthetic
headline. Subsequently, inter-mutual attended representations for original
headline MAo and for synthetic headline MAs can be computed as:
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MAo =
l∑

i=1

f(whoi)A
o
i

MAs =

p∑
i=1

f(Whsi)A
s
i,

(5.6)

where f(whoi) and f(Whsi) are the word embeddings of the ith word of
the original and synthetic headline, respectively. Now, we compute the
overall inter-mutual attended representation MA as:

MA =MAo +MAs (5.7)

3.4.2 Variants of Inter Mutual Attention

Although the MuSeM model with difference of word embeddings of
candidate word pair works well, we also investigate and experiment with
two other versions of MuSeM that use the dot product of candidate word
embedding pairs and concatenation of word embedding pairs, similar to
[8]. We notice that the dot-product and concatenation variants do not
perform better than the difference-oriented variant in our experiments. We
also combine all three operations, namely difference, dot-product, and
concatenation, which performs slightly better than the purely difference
oriented model. Attention scores for the dot-product and concatenation
oriented models can be computed in a very similar fashion to the difference
model, except for equation (5.3), which needs to be replaced by:

Cqr = θdot([f(whoq) · f(whsr)]) + bdot

Cqr = θcon([f(whoq) ‖ f(whsr)]) + bcon.
(5.8)

For the sake of brevity, we do not repeat all the other equations.

3.4.3 Clubbed Model

We also experiment with a combined model in which all three variants
namely difference based, dot-product based and concatenation based
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methods are used in parallel and resulted overall embedding representation
is used for computing attention scores.

F dot
qr = [f(whoq) · f(whsr)]

F con
qr = [f(whoq) ‖ f(whsr)]

F diff
qr = [f(whoq)− f(whsr)]

Cqr = θdpc([F
dot
qr ‖ F con

qr ‖ F diff
qr ]) + bdpc,

(5.9)

where Cqr is overall attention score, θdpc is the weight matrix and bdpc is
the bias term for the clubbed model.

News 

Headline

News Body

Synthetic 

Headline 


Generation

Dot-product of 
Word 


Embeddings

Difference of 

Word 


Embeddings

Rest of the MuSeM 

Network

Concatenation

of Word 

Embeddings

Concatenation

Dense Layer

Figure 3: Clubbed Model Architecture

3.5 LSTM based Sequence Encoder

We concatenate the sequence of word embeddings of the words of the
original headlines and words of the synthetically generated headline and
use long short-term memory unit (LSTM) [26] to encode this overall
sequence by using the standard LSTM equations as follows:
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ft = σ(Wf .[ht−1, xt] + bf )

it = σ(Wi.[ht−1, xt] + bi)

C̃t = tanh(WC .[ht−1, xt] + bC)

Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t
ot = σ(Wo.[ht−1, xt] + bo)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct),

(5.10)

where ht−1 is previous hidden state and xt is the current input. We use
the last hidden state of LSTM as the encoded representation of the overall
sequence ME .

3.6 Classification
We learn a joint representation M of inter-mutual attended representation
MA and encoded representation of the overall sequence ME using a
nonlinear transformation layer with ReLU activation. Subsequently, we
use a softmax layer to predict the label:

M = ReLU(Wt([MA,ME] + bt)

ŷ = Softmax(WclM + bcl),
(5.11)

whereWcl, bcl, and ŷ are the weight matrix, the bias term, and the predicted
label, respectively. We use softmax cross-entropy with logits as loss L:

L = −
∑m

i=1
log

ew
T
yi
xi+byi

n∑
j=1

ew
T
j xi+bj

. (5.12)

4 Experimental Setup
We implement 11 the proposed models within the TensorFlow framework.
For the evaluation and comparison, we use Macro F1 and AUC scores as

11https://github.com/rahulOmishra/MuSem
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evaluation metrics. All the parameters are tuned using a grid search. As a
result, we keep learning rate as 0.001, batch size as 100, hidden states of
LSTM as 100, and pretrained GloVe[25] embeddings of 300 dimensions.
We use softmax cross-entropy with logits as the loss function, maximum
sentence length as 50, dropout rate as 0.2, and the number of epochs as
10. For the synthetic headline generation, we use the default parameter
values used in the papers mentioned above.

4.1 Dataset Statistics
We use two publicly available datasets, NELA1712 and Click-bait Chal-
lenge13 for the evaluation and comparison of the proposed model with the
baseline methods. The NELA17 dataset is provided by [5]. Although they
do not evaluate their model with it, they provide a script14 to generate the
dataset from an original news collection dataset. It contains 91042 news
items in total, of which 45521 news items are congruent, and 45521 news
items are non-congruent. The Click-bait Challenge dataset is a collection
of social media posts, which are annotated as click-bait or non-click-bait
using a crowd-sourcing platform via majority voting. It contains 21033
social media posts in total, of which 16150 posts are congruent, and 4883
posts are non-congruent.

Table 5.1: Dataset Statistics

Statistics NELA17
Total 91042
Non-congruent 45521
Congruent 45521

The NELA17 dataset is balanced but the Click-bait Challenge dataset has
class imbalance problem. We use the class_weight15 parameter to adjust

12https://github.com/BenjaminDHorne/NELA2017-Dataset-v1
13http://www.clickbait-challenge.org/
14https://github.com/sugoiii/detecting-incongruity-datas

et-gen
15https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/structured_data/

imbalanced_data.
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Statistics Click-bait Challenge
Total 21033
Non-congruent 4883
Congruent 16150

the imbalance in the dataset.

5 Evaluation and Discussion
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed models with
state of the art methods and baseline models on two publicly available
datasets. Subsequently, we also provide some explanations on the dif-
ferences in the performance of the analyzed models. We also discuss a
potentially useful trick from [3], which can improve the incongruence
detection accuracy by capturing the newly uncovered cues.

We compare the proposed model with these baselines:

• SVM:[27] In this method, we use handcrafted linguistic and other
statistical features to learn a classifier with support vector machine
technique.

• LSTM:[26] In this method, we use long short term memory unit
to encode both headline and body pair and apply softmax for the
classification.

• Hi-LSTM:[23] This technique uses an LSTM based hierarchical
encoder, which first encodes words and then uses another LSTM
encoder to form the sentence representations.

• Yoon:[5] This is a state of the art, hierarchical dual encoder based
model which uses headline guided attention to learn the contextual
representation.

We experiment with four variants of the proposed MuSeM model.

• MuSeM_diff_SeqGAN: This is the MuSeM model with the dif-
ference between word embeddings, and synthetic headlines are
generated using SeqGAN method.
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• MuSeM_dpc_SeqGAN: This is the MuSeM model which uses
a combination of all three operators, namely difference, concate-
nation, and dot-product between word embeddings and synthetic
headlines are generated using SeqGAN method.

• MuSeM_diff_SHG:This is the MuSeM model with the difference
between word embeddings, and synthetic headlines are generated
using SHG method.

• MuSeM_dpc_SHG: This is the MuSeM model which uses a com-
bination of all three operators, namely difference, concatenation,
and dot-product between word embeddings and synthetic headlines
are generated using SHG method.

Table 5.2: Comparison of the proposed models with various state of the
art baseline models for the NELA17 Dataset.

NELA17 Dataset

Model Macro F1 AUC.
SVM 0.622 0.637
LSTM 0.642 0.663
HiLSTM 0.651 0.672
Yoon 0.685 0.697
MuSeM_diff_SeqGAN 0.713 0.720
MuSeM_dpc_SeqGAN 0.719 0.727
MuSeM_diff_SHG 0.740 0.753
MuSeM_dpc_SHG 0.752 0.769

5.1 Results for NELA17 Dataset
In the case of the NELA17 dataset, the SVM model with linguistic and
statistical features achieves 0.622 and 0.637 in terms of Macro F1 and
AUC, respectively. The LSTM model outperforms SVM with Macro F1
as 0.642 and AUC as 0.663. This gain can be attributed to the suitability
of LSTM to learn the contextual representation of text sequences. The Hi-
erarchical LSTM (Hi-LSTM) performs slightly better than simple LSTM
with Macro F1 as 0.651 and AUC as 0.672. The probable reason for this
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Table 5.3: Comparison of the proposed models with various state of the
art baseline models for the Click-bait challenge 2017 Dataset.

Click-bait challenge 2017 Dataset

Model Macro F1 AUC.
SVM 0.618 0.629
LSTM 0.630 0.641
HiLSTM 0.642 0.656
Yoon 0.660 0.678
MuSeM_diff_SeqGAN 0.677 0.683
MuSeM_dpc_SeqGAN 0.690 0.698
MuSeM_diff_SHG 0.729 0.734
MuSeM_dpc_SHG 0.735 0.747

improvement is the better representation learned by H-LSTM, in the form
of the documents’ hierarchical structure. Since the Yoon model uses a
dual hierarchical encoder, which encodes words and paragraphs of the
new body text separately using an attention mechanism guided by news
headline, it outperforms the Hi-LSTM with significant gains. The Yoon16

model works well for long texts as it selects important paragraphs from
the long body text, which reduces the effective size of the document. On
the other hand, SVM, LSTM, and Hi-LSTM models do not scale well for
long text sequences.

We compare the baselines and state-of-the-art models with four variants of
the proposed model MuSeM. The MuSeM_diff_SeqGAN model performs
better than the Yoon model with 0.713 and 0.720 in terms of Macro
F1 and AUC. This performance improvement can be credited to low
dimension representation of the news body content in the form of synthetic
headline and inter-mutual attention based semantic matching. Although
the headline guided attention to select relevant paragraphs in the Yoon
model reduces the effective document length, the resultant document
representation is still not of very low dimension. In contrast, the MuSeM
model uses a very low dimensional representation of news body content
in the form of a synthetic headline, which is more effective in semantic

16https://github.com/david-yoon/detecting-incongruity
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matching.

MuSeM captures both compositional aspects and latent cues related to
similarity and dissimilarity relationships among the words using LSTM
based sequence encoder and inter-mutual attention based semantic match-
ing. The MuSeM_dpc_SeqGAN model performs slightly better than
MuSeM_diff_SeqGAN due to additional patterns pertaining to similarity
relationship among words, captured by the combination of all three vari-
ants, i.e., difference based, dot-product based, and concatenation based
methods. The MuSeM_diff_SHG model, which uses a style transfer based
headline generation method, outperforms both variants of the MuSeM
models with SeqGAN by a large margin. This performance improvement
can be attributed to a better headline generation by stylized headline gen-
eration (SHG) method. The MuSeM_dpc_SHG model outperforms all
the other models by achieving 0.752 and 0.769 in Macro F1 and AUC,
respectively.

5.2 Results for Click-bait Challenge Dataset
In the case of the Click-bait Challenge dataset, we observe very similar
trends as with the NELA17 dataset. The deep learning based methods
perform significantly better than the handcrafted feature based SVM
model. With 0.660 and 0.678 in Macro F1 and AUC, the Yoon model
outperforms both the LSTM and Hi-LSTM models. All variants of the
MuSeM model perform better than all the baseline methods, whereas
MuSeM_dpc_SHG model achieves 0.735 and 0.747 in terms of Macro F1
and AUC, beating all the other variants.

5.3 Higher Order Inter-mutual Attention
Authors in [3] propose a variant of mutual attention which can be used to
model higher-order relationship among the candidate words. Essentially,
the proposed inter-mutual attention only models the relationship between
two words at a time individually, and the presence of other words in the
sentences are not taken into account. If we can also reckon the presence of
other words during the computation of the inter-mutual attention, we can
capture the additional contextual cues related to similarity or dissimilarity
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relationship. The higher-order mutual attention trick allows us to model
such relationships.

There are certain challenges to be taken care of before the application of
higher order mutual attention to incongruence detection problem. Firstly,
the original higher order mutual attention is designed for a single se-
quence as it uses intra-mutual attention within a sequence, while headline
incongruence detection involves two sentences or sequences. Secondly,
higher order mutual attention is achieved by applying a square or cube
of the attention score matrix, which is possible only if the original score
matrix is a square matrix. In the headline incongruence detection task,
the score matrix may or may not be a square matrix because original and
synthetically generated headlines may have different lengths.

6 Conclusion
This paper proposes inter-mutual attention based semantic matching
(MuSeM) to detect incongruence in news headlines. We also investi-
gate a different variant of MuSem, which combines three operations on
word embedding pairs to compute inter-mutual attention scores. The
proposed models outperform all the baselines in experiments with two
publicly available datasets. We notice that the performance of inter-mutual
attention based semantic matching greatly depends on the accuracy of
synthetic headline generation step.

In future research, we plan to use the higher order word to word attention
trick used in [3] to model and capture the indirect relationships between
the word pairs. We plan to investigate and devise an end to end version
of MuSeM model, where synthetic headline generation and semantic
matching steps are seamlessly integrated. We also plan to conduct an
analysis of the efficacy of the attention mechanism by visualizing the
attention weights.
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Paper V

Abstract:
Automatic detection of click-baits and incongruent news headlines
is crucial to maintain the reliability of the Web and has raised
much research attention. However, most existing methods perform
poorly when news headline contains contextually important car-
dinal values such as a quantity or an amount. In this work, we
focus on this particular case and propose a neural attention based
solution, which uses a novel cardinal Part of Speech (POS) tags
pattern based hierarchical attention network, namely POSHAN,
to learn effective representations of sentences in the news article.
In addition, we investigate a novel cardinal phrase guided atten-
tion, which uses word embeddings of the contextually important
cardinal value and neighbouring words. In the experiments con-
ducted on two publicly available datasets, we observe that the
proposed method gives appropriate significance to cardinal val-
ues and outperforms all the baselines. An ablation study of the
POSHAN, shows that the cardinal POS-tag pattern based hierar-
chical attention is very effective for the cases in which headline
contains cardinal values.
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Body: These projections show that new 
immigrants and their descendants will drive 
most U.S. population growth in the coming 
50 years, as they have for the past half-
century. Among the projected 441 million 
Americans in 2065, 78 million will be 
immigrants and 81 million will be people 
born in the U.S. to immigrant parents.

Headline:  Immigration Expert : US Will Have 
100 Million New Immigrants in Next 50 Years. 

Figure 1: Example of an Incongruent Headline. The headline says, in
the next 50 years, there will be 100 million new immigrants but the news
body quotes about only 78 million new immigrants.

1 Introduction
News titles expose the first impression to readers and decide the viral
potential of news stories within social networks [2]. Most of the users
only rely on the news title to decide what to read further [19]. A deceptive
and misleading news title can lead to false beliefs and wrong opinions.
It becomes inversely worse when users share the news on social media
without reading the news body but only skimming through the news title.
The news headlines, which are ambiguous, misleading, and deliberately
made catchy to lure the users to click, are called incongruent headlines or
click baits [15]. Figure 1 illustrates an example.

There is a line of study that has been investigated and analyzed in the
literature [22, 17, 21, 18, 14, 15, 9, 7], witnessed by different techniques
such as linguistic feature based methods [22], generative adversarial
networks[9, 3], and hierarchical neural attention networks Yoon. For
example, Yoon et. al.[7] propose a headline text guided neural attention
network to compute an incongruence score between the news headline
and the corresponding body text. They introduce a hierarchical attention
based encoder, which encodes words of news body text at the word
level to form paragraph representations and encodes paragraphs to form
document representation. However, we observe that these prior works
fail to generalize and perform adequately in cases where news headlines
contain a significant numerical value. The numerical values can be in the
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form of a currency amount, counts of people, months, years or objects,
etc. For instance, in Figure 1 an excerpt from a news item is shown,
in which the news headline “Immigration Expert : US Will Have 100
Million New Immigrants in Next 50 Years.”, contains two contextually
important numerical figures i.e. “100 Million”,“50 Years.”. The headline
mentions, there will be 100 million new immigrants, but the news body
quotes only 78 million new immigrants. The headline is deliberately made
contradictory and exaggerating to look more sensational. It’s apparent
from this example that numerical and cardinal values are useful and crucial
cues of the congruence of the news headlines.

All of the prior works suffer from not giving enough importance to numer-
ical values. The headline guided attention-based methods such as Yoon,
fail to attend relevant words related to cardinal phrases as they do not
treat them specifically. On the other hand, generative adversarial network-
based methods, which generate a synthetic headline from news body text
to augment the dataset or to use them for similarity matching with original
headlines, also miss cardinal aspects in the synthetically generated head-
lines. Clearly, the news headlines having numbers are not trivial cases
for incongruence detection, and in this paper, we try to deal with news
headline incongruence detection with special focus to such cases.

The objective of this work is to devise an incongruence detection method,
which not only performs better than previously proposed techniques but
also resolves the deterioration of classification accuracy with the news
items in which the headline contains cardinal values. In specific, we
leverage a novel Cardinal Part-of-Speech Tag patterns to drive the hier-
archical neural attention to capture salient and contextually important
words and sentences at the word and sentence levels correspondingly.
The key idea of using cardinal pos patterns such as (NN : CD : JJ) or
(V BD : CD : CD) is to use them as latent features associated with news
headlines and learn the contextual embeddings based on data samples
containing the same cardinal pos patterns. The embeddings are used at the
test time to drive the attention and capture the salient words and sentences,
which are significant for cardinal values. In addition, we investigate a car-
dinal phrase guided attention mechanism and combine both with standard
headline guided attention. To utilize the better contextual representation
of words, we fine tune the pre-trained BERT model and extract the word
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embeddings, which are fed to a Bi-LSTM based sequence encoder.

We conduct experiments with the subset of two publicly available datasets
and achieve state-of-the-art performance. The proposed model POSHAN
not only outperforms all the other methods in original datasets but also
its performance does not deteriorate much compared to other models,
with derived datasets, containing only those data samples, which have
numerical values in the news headlines. We visualize the Cardinal POS
Pattern embeddings and overall attention weights to further analyse the
effectiveness of the proposed model. We observe that the Cardinal POS
Patterns have formed clearly separated clusters in embedding space, which
connote the congruence and incongruence labels. It is apparent from the
visualization of overall attention weights, that POSHAN model success-
fully attends the contextually important cardinal phrases in addition to
other significant words. In nutshell, the major contributions of this work
are:

• We focus on the news headline incongruence detection when news
headlines containing numbers, and propose the cardinal POS pattern
guided attention (Section 3.4) baseline.

• We propose a cardinal phrase guided attention (Section 3.6) mecha-
nism and combine the both cardinal POS pattern and cardinal phrase
attention with standard headline guided attention (Section 3.7) in a
joint model (Section 3.8).

• We incorporate the proposed hierarchical attention methods on
top of a Bi-LSTM based sequence encoder (Section 3.3) which
encodes the sequence of fine-tuned (Section 5.2) pre-trained BERT
embeddings (Section 3.2) of the words.

• In the evaluation with two publicly available datasets (Table 5.4
and 5.5 ), the proposed techniques outperform the baselines and
state-of-the-art methods.

• We visualize the Cardinal POS Pattern embeddings and overall
attention weights and conduct error analysis to analyze the effec-
tiveness of the proposed model, and verify the effectiveness.
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2 Related Work

Detection and prevention of misinformation and deceptive content online
has gained lots of traction recently. Incongruent news and click-baits are
very common forms of deception and misinformation. Naturally, most of
the prior works in this area have treated the click-baits or news incongru-
ence detection task as a standard text classification problem. Majority of
the initial works are feature engineering heavy [16], exploiting diverse
features such as linguistic features, lexicons, sentiments and statistical fea-
tures. The authors of paper [17] use linguistic and syntactic features such
as sentence structure, word patterns, word n-grams and part-of-speech
(POS) n-grams etc. and learn a classifier using support vector machine
(SVM) to detect click-baits. Potthast et. al.[21] use text features and meta-
information of tweets such as entity mentions, emotional polarity, tweet
length and word n-grams to learn a classifier, experimenting with methods
such as random forest, logistic regression etc.to detect click-baits. Yimin
et. al.[22] propose to conduct lexical and syntactic analysis and advocate
to utilize image features and user-behavior features for the identification
of the click-baits. These methods are outperformed by the recent deep
learning based methods[8, 13], in which hand crafted feature engineering
is not required. News headline incongruence is closely related to a number
of tasks such as sentence matching based stance classification [18, 14].

Sentence pair classification task using fine tuned pre-trained language
models such as BERT [4] and RoBERTa [5] has received a great trac-
tion from the community and it is a closely related problem to headline
incongruence. Sentence pair classification typically consists a pair of
sentences, while in headline incongruence systems, we need to deal with
a sentence and a large news body content in order to form the evidence for
congruence. The sentence matching and lexical similarity based methods
[20] are not a good fit for headline incongruence problem due to inherent
challenges such as relative length and vocabulary mismatch between the
news headline text and its body content. Therefore, these tasks share the
advancement of the development of the techniques. For example, Wei
et. al.[15] introduce a co-training based approach with myriad kinds of
features such as sentiments, textual, and informality. Recent works such
as [7] use neural attention [1] based approach to achieve headline guided
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contextual representation of the news body text and also release a Korean
and an English dataset for headline incongruence.

Although some recent works such as [7] have achieved state-of-the-art
performance, most of the existing approaches do not perform well in the
case of the headline containing cardinal numbers because no additional
emphasis is given to the cardinal numbers. [9] use a generative approach
to augment the dataset by additionally generating synthetic headlines.
Mishra et. al.[3] use an inter-mutual attention-based semantic matching
between the original and a synthetically generated headlines via genera-
tive adversarial network based techniques, which utilises the difference
between all the pairs of word embeddings of words involved and computes
mutual attention score matrix. These generative methods are also not very
useful in the task at hand as the news headlines, generated using news
body content, usually miss the cardinal information. Focusing on the
quantity cases, we propose a neural attention mechanism in which, we
use novel cardinal POS triplet and cardinal phrase guided attention in
addition to standard headline guided attention. This technique makes sure
to have two contextual information: firstly, by using headline guided at-
tention, all the keywords of the headline are utilized in forming the overall
attention oriented representation. Secondly, by applying cardinal POS
triplet and cardinal phrase guided attention, we ensure that cardinal value
is emphasized and overall representation contains the effect of cardinal
value.

3 Problem Definition and Proposed Model

In this section, we formally introduce the problem definition. Then we
present the overall architecture of the proposed model POSHAN sequen-
tially, see Figure 2. In specific, we first discuss the embedding layer,
which outputs the vector representations of the words and cardinal pos-
tag patterns. Secondly, we describe the cardinal pos-tag pattern guided
hierarchical attention in detail for both word and sentence level. Thirdly,
we introduce cardinal phrase guided and headline text guided hierarchical
attention. In the end, we explain a method to fuse all the three attention
types to get the overall attention scores.
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3.1 Problem Definition
Given a news item ni ∈ N , where N is the set of all news items,
which has a headline hi and body content bi, news title incongruence
detection aims to predict the news as “Congruent (C)” or “Incongre-
unt (I)’, where incongruence denotes a mismatch between hi and bi by
content. News headline hi and news body content bi are comprising of
sequence of l words as hi = {wh1, wh2, ..., whl} ∈ W and m words as
bi = {wb1, wb2, ..., wbm} ∈ W correspondingly, where W is the overall
vocabulary set.

3.2 Embedding Layer
In Figure 2, for a news item ni, the corresponding headline hi of length l
and body content bi of lengthm are represented as hi = {f(wh1), .., f(whl)}
where f(whj) ∈ Rd is a word embedding vector of dimension d for
J th word in headline hi and bi = {f(wb1), f(wb2), ..., f(wbm)} where
f(wbk) ∈ Rd is a word embedding vector of dimension d for Kth word in
body content bi. We use pre-trained contextual BERT embeddings, ex-
tracted using bert-as-service [12] tool to get the embeddings of the size of
768 dimensions for each word. Each headline is associated with a cardinal
pos-tag pattern of form (POSp POSq POSr), where POSp, POSq and
POSr are the pos-tags corresponding to the cardinal phrase (Wp Wq Wr).
We describe the cardinal pos-tag pattern and cardinal phrase in detail in
sections 3.4 and 3.6 respectively. We also create the vector representation
~PP for each of the cardinal pos-tag patterns of the size of 100 dimensions

and initialize them with uniformly random weights. We learn weights for
these cardinal pos-tag pattern embeddings jointly in the POSHAN model
via backprop of error, as shown in the Figure 3.

3.3 Sequence Encoder
The pre-trained contextual BERT embeddings of the words of the news
body text bi = {f(wb1), f(wb2), ..., f(wbm)} are fed to a Bi-directional
Long short term memory (Bi-LSTM) unit [27] based encoder, which
encodes the news body text using standard LSTM equations. The output
from Bi-LSTM units are the concatenations of forward and backward
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hidden states for each word, i.e., HSi,j =
−−→
hsi,j ‖

←−−
hsi,j . Where

−−→
hsi,j and

←−−
hsi,j are the forward and backward hidden states of Bi-LSTM units. HSi,j
is the overall hidden state for the ith word of the jth sentence.

3.4 Cardinal POS Triplet Patterns

The idea of utilizing POS-tag Patterns to capture the intended context in
natural language text is inspired by prior works [30, 25]. [30] propose and
utilize 7 handcrafted part-of-speech (POS) patterns to extract significant
and useful phrases from a long unstructured text. We utilize part-of-
speech patterns containing cardinal POS tag ‘CD’ and call it cardinal
POS triplet patterns. A cardinal POS triplet pattern can be defined as
(∗ : CD : ∗), where in place of wildcards, there can be (JJ,NN, V B)
etc., e.g. (NN : CD : JJ). In contrast to [30], we do not handcraft a list
of the viable POS patterns rather we use the all possible combination of
POS patterns of length 3, containing POS tag ‘CD’. We apply a neural
attention layer in which, these cardinal POS triplets are used to guide the
attention to select salient words and sentences which are significant for
the POS pattern.

3.5 Cardinal POS Triplet Pattern Guided Hierarchical
Attention

The objective of the Cardinal POS Triplet Pattern attention is to attend
or select salient words that are significant and have some connotation
with the cardinal phrase of the headline. Similarly, we aim to attend
the salient sentences at the sentence level attention. Yoon have used
headline guided attention to model the contextual representation of the
news body text. However, we observe that the headline guided attention
is not sufficient and effective, in case of headlines containing cardinal
values. During experiments, we noticed that only headline-based attention
convolutes the effective representation and fails to capture the influence
of cardinal phrases on the overall document representation. We take a
different and more logical design decision, in which we use part-of-speech
patterns contained in each headline hi to guide the attention. We learn
an embedding ~PP for each cardinal POS triplet pattern as discussed in
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section 3.2.

Computing Word Level Attention weights: We use the embedding of
cardinal POS triplet pattern ~PP to compute the attention scores given to
each hidden state of the Bi-LSTM encoder.

Sj =
l∑

i=1

αpijHSij (5.1)

Where HSij is the hidden state for the ith word of jth sentence and l is
maximum number of words in a sentence. αpij is the attention weight. Sj

is the formed sentence representation of jth sentence after attention scores
are applied. The attention score αij can be defined as:

αpij =
exp(e(HSij, ~PP ))∑l
k=1 exp(e(HSik,

~PP ))
(5.2)

Where e is a tanh based scoring function, which is used to compute the
attention scores. ~PP is the POS-Tag pattern vector. The scoring function
e(HSij, ~PP ) can be defined as:

e(HSij, ~PP ) = (vw)
T tanh(WwhHSij +WwP

~PP + bw) (5.3)

Where vw is weight vector at the word level. Wwh and WwP are the weight
matrices for hidden state and aspect vector and bw is bias at the word level
respectively.

Computing Sentence Level Attention weights: To compute sentence
level POS-Tag pattern driven attention weights, we use POS-Tag pattern
vector representation ~PP and hidden states HSSj from the sentence level
BI-LSTM units as concatenations of both forward and backward hidden
states HSSj =

−→
hsSj ‖

←−
hsSj as follows:

D =
o∑
j=1

βpjHSj (5.4)
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Where HSj is the hidden state for jth sentence and βpj is the attention
weight. o is the maximum no of sentences in a news body text. D is
the formed document representation after the attention scores are applied.
The attention score βj can be defined as:

βpj =
exp(e(HSj, ~PP ))∑o
k=1 exp(e(HSk,

~PP ))
(5.5)

Where e is a tanh based scoring function, which is used to compute the
attention scores. ~PP is the POS-Tag pattern vector. The scoring function
e(HSj, ~PP ) can be defined as:

e(HSj, ~PP ) = (vs)
T tanh(WshHSj +WsP

~PP + bs) (5.6)

Where vs is weight vector at the sentence level. Wsh and WsP are the
weight matrices for hidden state and aspect vector and bs is bias at the
sentence level respectively.

3.6 Cardinal Phrase Guided Hierarchical Attention
We deal with the incongruence detection for the news headlines containing
cardinal numbers, therefore the most significant information and cue is
the cardinal number itself and neighbouring words. For each headline, we
extract a word triplet of form ∗ : Numerical − value : ∗, where in place
of wildcards, there can be any words., E.g. Loan 1million. We call these
word triplets as cardinal phrases. We use these cardinal phrases to drive
attention to select salient words and sentences at word level and sentence
level correspondingly. To do that, we represent each cardinal phrase CP
as the summation of embeddings of all three words of word triplet as:

~CP = f(Wp) + f(Wq) + f(Wr) (5.7)

In a very similar fashion to cardinal POS triplet pattern guided attention,
we use ~CP to compute the attention weights at both the word and sentence
levels.
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αcij =
exp(e(HSij, ~CP ))∑l
k=1 exp(e(HSik,

~CP ))
(5.8)

βcj =
exp(e(HSj, ~CP ))∑o
k=1 exp(e(HSk,

~CP ))
(5.9)

3.7 Headline Guided Hierarchical Attention
The objective of the headline driven attention is to select words and
sentences in the news body text, which are relevant and topically aligned
with headline content. The cardinal POS-tag pattern and cardinal phrase
carry useful information regarding cardinal values but to capture the whole
context of the headline and it’s influence on news body text, we can not
get rid of headline driven attention. We represent each headline ~h as the
summation of embeddings of all the words contained in it as:

~h =
l∑

x=1

f(wx) (5.10)

In a very similar fashion to cardinal POS triplet pattern guided attention,
we use ~h to compute the attention weights at both the word and sentence
levels.

αhij =
exp(e(HSij,~h))∑l
k=1 exp(e(HSik,

~h))
(5.11)

βhj =
exp(e(HSj,~h))∑o
k=1 exp(e(HSk,

~h))
(5.12)

3.8 Fusion of Attention Weights and Classification
We compute the overall attention weights from three kinds of attention
mechanisms: POS-pattern-driven, Cardinal-phrase-driven, and headline
driven attention at both the word and sentence levels. At the word level:
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Table 5.1: Gist of attention schemes

Attention Hierarchical Driven by Text based Linguistic based

Cardinal POS Pattern X POS tag triplet X

Cardinal Phrase X Word triplet X

Headline X All words of headline X

αi,j = (αpi,j + αci,j + αhi,j)/3 (5.13)

Sj =
l∑

i=1

αijHSij (5.14)

where αpi,j , α
c
i,j and αhi,j are the attention weight vectors from POS-pattern,

Cardinal-phrase and headline-attention at the word level. Sj is the formed
sentence representation after overall attention for the jth sentence. At the
sentence level:

βj = (βpj + βcj + βhj )/3 (5.15)

D =
o∑
j=1

βjHSj (5.16)

where βpj , βcj , and βhj are the attention weight vectors from POS-pattern,
Cardinal-phrase and headline-attention at the sentence level, and D is the
formed document representation after overall attention. The document
representation D is used with a Softmax layer with softmax cross-entropy
with logits as loss function for the classification. We compute the predicted
label ŷ as:

ŷ = softmax(WclD + bcl) (5.17)

Where Wcl and bcl are the weight matrix and bias term.

4 Dataset Creation
For evaluation, we create the datasets driven by two publicly available
datasets, NELA17 and Click-bait Challenge17 (cf. Table 5.2). Yoon

17http://www.clickbait-challenge.org/
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provide a script18 to create the NELA17 dataset from an original news
collection NELA17 dataset19. The NELA17 dataset comprises of 45521
congruent and 4551 incongruent news headline-body pairs. The Click-bait
Challenge dataset is created via crowd-sourcing based annotation of a
collection of social media posts. The Click-bait Challenge dataset contains
16150 and 4883 social media posts, which are annotated as congruent and
incongruent correspondingly. Using NELA17 and Click-bait Challenge
datasets, we derive two new datasets, in which all the news headlines in
NELA17 and all the social media posts in Click-bait Challenge, contain
a numerical value. We call these two new datasets as Derived NELA17
dataset and Derived Click-bait Challenge dataset. We create the new
datasets using these steps:

(1) We use POS tagger to get the words in headlines tagged with one
of the corresponding Penn Treebank POS Tag Set.

(2) We keep all the headline-body pairs in which pos-tag CD (cardinal)
appears in headline.

The statistics of these datasets are reported in Table 5.3. We also extract
two new features for each headline-body pair:

• A pos-tag triplet of form ∗ : CD : ∗, where in place of stars, there
can be JJ, NN, VB etc. E.g. NN : CD : JJ . We call this pos-tag
triplet as Cardinal POS-tag Pattern. For a vector representation
for each of the cardinal pos-tag pattern, we create a trainable em-
beddings of the size of 100 dimensions and initialize them with
uniformly random weights. The weights for these embeddings are
learned jointly using hierarchical attention in the POSHAN model.

• A word triplet of form ∗ : Numerical − value : ∗, where in place
of stars, there can be any words. E.g. Loan 1 million. We call this
word triplet as Cardinal Phrase.

18https://github.com/sugoiii/detecting-incongruity-datas
et-gen

19https://github.com/BenjaminDHorne/NELA2017-Dataset-v1
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Table 5.2: Dataset Statistics for NELA17

Statistics NELA17 Derived NELA17

Incongruent 45521 6234
Congruent 45521 7766
Total 91042 14000

5 Experimental Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Details
5.1.1 Baselines

We compare our model with the following baselines:

SVM [29] : We start with feature-based methods utilizing support vector
machine (SVM) by considering both linguistic and statistical features. In
specific, we use word tri-grams, four-grams, and part-of-speech bi-grams
and tri-grams as features to learn a classifier using SVM. Usually, a click-
bait headline contains word phrases like “what happens if” and “You will
Never Believe”, which can be easily captured by tri-grams and four-grams.
Besides, POS tag combinations such as “PRP WD RB” are more frequent
in incongruent headlines than incongruent ones, therefore, part-of-speech
bi-grams and tri-grams are used to learn this distinguishing feature.

LSTM [27] : We use long short term memory unit to encode both
headline and body pair and apply softmax for the classification. We
use pretrained GloVe embeddings of size 100 and the size of the hidden
states of the Bi-LSTM unit is kept at 200. The concatenation of the news
headline and the body text is used as input to the Bi-LSTM based encoder.

POSAt : We propose a baseline method called as POS-tag guided At-
tention (POSAt) and compare the performance of our proposed approach
POSHAN, as this method uses POS tags to give importance to certain
words. This method is inspired by a recent work [11]. We use NLTK POS
tagger to tag each word in the news headline/body pairs and maintain
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Table 5.3: Dataset Statistics for Click-bait Challenge

Statistics Click-bait Challenge Derived Click-bait Challenge

Incongruent 4883 754
Congruent 16150 2681
Total 21033 3435

the mapping between words and corresponding POS tags using an index.
POS tags are categorized into 6 semantic categories for sake of simplicity
and brevity.

(1) Noun chunk: NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS

(2) Verb chunk: VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ

(3) Adjective chunk: JJ, JJR, JJS

(4) Pronoun chunk: WP, WP

(5) Adverb chunk: WRB

(6) Cardinal numbers chunk: CD

The POS tags for each word is represented as a 6-dimensional vecotr
g(xi) ∈ R6 of length 6. The weights of these embedding vectors are
initialized in two ways.

(1) Initialize with very less value, close to zero: In case of all zeros
initialization, model performs well.

(2) Initialize with random weights: In case of random weight initial-
ization performance of the model degrades.

These POS tag vector sequences are fed into a fully connected POS tag
embeddings layer so that their weights are also trainable. Each part-of-
speech category is assigned with one attention weight θi, which will be
learned during training. In this way, each word is represented byf ′(wi) =
f(wi)× θi. We train a small neural network with only single hidden layer
to learn weights for each POS tag category and then we use a custom
lambda layer to reshape the POS weight tensor into a compatible shape so
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Figure 4: Depiction of the POS tag guided attention model. From left
to right, the sequence of words of the news item and corresponding part-
of-speech tags go through word embedding and POS embedding layers.
Attention scores are computed for each POS tag via a dense layer with
ReLu activation. The resultant weight score matrix is multiplied to the
word embedding sequence matrix. Attended representation is fed to a Bi-
LSTM unit. Lastly, the resultant document representation from Bi-LSTM
is used with a softmax layer for classification.

that we can boost each word vector with it’s corresponding POS weight
vector.

In very similar fashion to LSTM baseline, pretrained GloVe embeddings
of size 100 are used to represent the word vectors and hidden states of the
LSTM unit is kept at 200. The nltk library20with MaxEnt POS Tagger
[28] is used to tag the concatenation of the news headline and the body
text.

20https://pypi.org/project/nltk/
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Yoon [7] : This is a state of the art method for news headline incongru-
ence detection. It uses a hierarchical dual encoder based model which
uses headline guided attention to learn the contextual representation. The
original [7] paper uses a Korean news collection as dataset for evaluation
but they also release an English version of the dataset called as NELA17.
We use their model with NELA17 dataset, keeping all the settings as
prescribed in [7].

BERT-Sent_Pair [4] : We fine tune a pretrained BERT model for se-
quence pair classification task. We utilize the Hugging face transformers
and dataset libraries to download pre-trained model. We use pre-built
"BertForSequenceClassification", provided by Hugging face library. Head-
lines and body pairs are packed together into a single sequence with
adequate padding.

MuSem [3] : This is a very recent work related to title incongruence
detection, which uses both the NELA17 and Click-bait challenge datasets
for evaluation. The authors propose a method that uses inter-mutual
attention-based semantic matching between the original and a synthetically
generated headlines via generative adversarial network based techniques,
which utilises the difference between all the pairs of word embeddings of
words involved and computes mutual attention score matrix.

5.2 POSHAN Implementation Details
The POSHAN model is implemented 21 using TENSORFLOW 1.10.022

platform. For performance evaluation, Macro F1, and Area Under the
ROC Curve (AUC) scores are used as performance metrics. We keep
the size of hidden states of bi-directional Long Short-term Units (LSTM)
as 300, the size of embedding dimensions of pretrained BERT [4] em-
beddings as 768. We use softmax cross-entropy with logits as the loss
function. We keep the learning rate as 0.003, batch size as 128, and
gradient clipping as 6. The parameters are tuned using a grid search. We
use 50 epochs for each model and apply early stopping if validation loss

21https://github.com/rahulOmishra/POSHAN_CIKM
22https://www.tensorflow.org/install/source
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Table 5.4: Comparison of the proposed model POSHAN with various
state-of-the-art baseline models for NELA17 Dataset. The results for
POSHAN are statistically significant (p− value = 1.32e−2 for NELA17
Dataset using pairwise student’s t-test

Derived NELA17 Dataset

Model Macro F1 AUC.
SVM [29] 0.608 0.610
LSTM[27] 0.627 0.639
POSAt 0.624 0.637
BERT-Sent_Pair [4] 0.642 0.658
Yoon [7] 0.653 0.659
MuSeM[3] 0.703 0.721
POSHAN 0.748 0.763

Original NELA17 Dataset

Model Macro F1 AUC.

SVM [29] 0.622 0.637
LSTM [27] 0.642 0.663
POSAt 0.648 0.669
BERT-Sent_Pair[4] 0.677 0.683
Yoon [7] 0.685 0.697
MuSeM[3] 0.752 0.769
POSHAN 0.765 0.783

does not change for more than 5 epochs. We keep maximum words in a
sentence as 45 and maximum number of sentences in a news body text as
35.

Handling the multiple cardinal values : There are some cases where
news headlines contain multiple cardinal values such as in fig 1. At the
training time, to utilize the context of all cardinal values present in the
headline, we replicate the news headline and body pair for each cardinal
value in train set. At the test time however, we concatenate all the learned
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Table 5.5: Comparison of the proposed model POSHAN with various state-
of-the-art baseline models for click-bait challenge dataset. The results for
POSHAN are statistically significant (p− value = 2.29e−3 for click-bait
challenge dataset using pairwise student’s t-test.

Derived Click-bait challenge Dataset

Model Macro F1 AUC.

SVM [29] 0.596 0.608
LSTM [27] 0.604 0.617
POSAt 0.614 0.620
BERT-Sent_Pair[4] 0.637 0.649
Yoon [7] 0.646 0.659
MuSeM[3] 0.698 0.717
POSHAN 0.739 0.748

Click-bait challenge Dataset

Model Macro F1 AUC.

SVM [29] 0.618 0.629
LSTM [27] 0.630 0.641
POSAt 0.636 0.649
BERT-Sent_Pair[4] 0.653 0.662
Yoon [7] 0.660 0.678
MuSeM[3] 0.735 0.747
POSHAN 0.743 0.761
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cardinal POS tag vectors pertaining to the same news headline and use
this overall POS tag vector to guide the attention.

Extraction of BERT Embeddings [12] : We use bert-as-service, which
utilizes extract_features.py file from original BERT implementation, to
extract the word embeddings from pretrained BERT model. We fine tune
uncased_L-12_H-768_A-12 pretrained BERT model for sentence pair
classification task. We set pooling_strategy argument to NONE and use
our own tokenizer. We use fine tuned BERT model to extract embeddings
of 768 dimensions for each word.

5.3 Results
In this section, we compare the results of the POSHAN model with the
baselines and state-of-the-art methods.

5.3.1 Results for NELA17 Dataset

In Table 5.4, we observe that in case of Derived NELA17 dataset, all the
deep learning based methods outperform the non-deep learning method
such as SVM model, which uses linguistic features and gets 0.608 and
0.610 in terms of Macro F1 and AUC. The POSAt model with Macro
F1 score as 0.624 and AUC as 0.637, performs comparable with vanilla
LSTM model. In our experiments, we introspect that the design decision
in POSAt model to apply POS-tag guided attention at the POS-tag chunk
level, does not result in effective representation and provides very less
intended effects of POS types on words. This way of POS-tag guided
attention learns the attention score at the POS category level only as
discussed in Section 5.1.1 such as Noun chunk, Verb chunk etc.

The BERT-Sent_Pair with Macro F1 as 0.642 and AUC as 0.658, out-
performs the POSAt model with significant difference. This gain can be
attributed to the better contextual representation of words, learned in form
of transformer based BERT embeddings. On the other hand, Yoon model
[7] performs slightly better than BERT-Sent_Pair with Macro F1 as 0.653
and AUC as 0.659. In addition to hierarchical encoder, which captures the
complex structure of the news body content, having inherent hierarchical
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nature, Yoon model also uses a headline driven hierarchical attention,
which not only selects salient and relevant words and sentences but also
reduces the effective length of the news body. In contrast, vanilla LSTM,
POSAt and even BERT-Sent_Pair model did not scale well for long text
sequences. The MuSem model uses generative adversarial network based
synthetic headline generation methods to generate a very low dimensional
headline corresponding to news body and applies a novel mutual atten-
tion based semantic matching for incongruence detection. The MuSem
model achieves significant gains over Yoon model, due to low dimensional
representation of news body and effective semantic matching technique.

The proposed POSHAN model beats all the other methods achieving
0.748 and 0.763 as Macro F1 and AUC, respectively. The potential reason
behind this better performance is superior document representation learned
due to proposed attention mechanisms, which give adequate importance
to significant cardinal values present in headline. In contrast, both Yoon
and MuSem models fail to capture cues pertaining to cardinal patterns
and phrases.

In case of Original NELA17 Dataset, we notice a very similar trend as
with original NELA17 dataset, however performance of all the models
improved with a significant margin. On the other hand, POSHAN happens
to yield more improvement in performance compared to other models
for original dataset as a bonus. These gains can be attributed to cardinal
POS-tag pattern based attention and cardinal phrase guided attention in
addition to headline guided attention significantly.

5.3.2 Results for Click-bait Challenge Dataset

In case of both the derived and original click-bait challenge dataset also,
we see a very similar performance chart. All the deep learning based
methods outperform the non-deep learning method such as SVM model
With 0.596 and 0.608 in Macro F1 and AUC. The MuSem model with
0.698 and 0.717 in Macro F1 and AUC, outperforms all the other base-
lines. The proposed model POSHAN performs better than MuSem model
with significant gains and these gains can be explained by very similar
reasoning, as provided in Section 5.3.1.
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5.4 Ablation Study
In Table 5.6, we report an ablation study of POSHAN using Derived NELA
17 Dataset. We used derived dataset for ablation study rather than original
dataset because we want to asses the importance of different components
of the POSHAN with major focus of this paper, which is news headlines
with important numerical values. In the ablation version 1), we remove
the cardinal POS-tag pattern guided attention and keep the other two
methods of attention intact and this step results in significant decrease in
performance, which proves the usefulness and effectiveness of the cardinal
POS-tag pattern guided attention. This corroborates with our original
hypothesis and intuition. In the ablation version 2), we remove cardinal
phrase attention and observe very similar decrease in performance. In the
ablation version 3), we replace headline guided attention with headline
encoder, in which we encode the words of news headlines in addition
to news body words and concatenate the overall encoded sequence. We
observe that without headline guided attention, model performs poorly
because just a simple concatenation of encoded body and headline word
sequences does not result in contextually important representation.

We can conclude from 1), 2) and 3), that although all the three attention
mechanism are effective individually too but combination of all the three
becomes more effective. In the ablation version 4), we replace the pre-
trained BERT embbedings with GloVe [24], due to which the performance
degrades drastically. The reason behind such a drop in the results is
that the BERT embeddings provide superior contextual information than
GloVe pretrained embeddings. We do not see much change in results in
ablation version 5) as Bi-GRU [23] and Bi-LSTM perform pretty much
the same with our dataset. The performance of the model decreases a bit
with replacement of Bi-LSTM with LSTM units in ablation version 6)
and the obvious reason behind this better context learned by Bi-LSTM
compared to LSTM units.

5.5 Error Analysis
We conduct an error analysis of MuSem [3] and POSHAN model with
Derived Click-bait challenge dataset in Table 5.7. In the case of MuSem
model, we observe 235 false negatives(FN) and 201 false positives (FP),
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Table 5.6: Ablation study of POSHAN and Yoon[7] model con-
ducted on derived NELA 17 Dataset.

Derived NELA 17 Dataset

Scenario Macro
F1

AUC.

Original POSHAN 0.748 0.763

1) Remove Cardinal POS Att 0.726 0.742
2) Remove Cardinal Phrase Att 0.731 0.749
3) Replace Headline Att with Headline Enc 0.648 0.669
4) Replace BERT with Glove 0.716 0.736
5) Replace Bi-LSTM with Bi-GRU 0.746 0.761
6) Replace Bi-LSTM with LSTM 0.741 0.759

Derived NELA 17 Dataset

Scenario Macro
F1

AUC.

Original Yoon 0.653 0.659

1) Remove Headline Att 0.593 0.595
2) Replace para to sent level Att 0.649 0.653
3) Replace Glove with W2V 0.610 0.618
4) Replace Bi-LSTM with Bi-GRU 0.652 0.657
5) Replace Bi-LSTM with LSTM 0.641 0.648

on the other hand, POSHAN produces 207 false negatives and 179 false
positives. We notice that the major improvement with POSHAN model,
occurs in false negatives from 235 to 207, and most of these incorrectly
predicted samples were related to important cardinal figures mentioned
in the news headlines such as ‘Indiana couple admits to stealing 1.2 Mil-
lion dollars from Amazon’. We also observe some incorrectly predicted
false-positive cases by POSHAN model because of the wrong POS-tag
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Table 5.7: Error Analysis of Yoon model [7] and POSHAN with Derived
Click-bait challenge Dataset

Model False Positives False Negatives

MuSem 201 235
POSHAN 179 207

Figure 5: Visualization of Cardinal POS Pattern Embeddings

assignment by POS tagger and due to this POSHAN misses out on the
opportunity to consider those cardinal POS patterns and cardinal phrases.

5.6 Visualization of Cardinal POS Pattern Embeddings
In the Figure 5, we present a visualization of cardinal pos-tag patterns. To
visualize the learned embeddings of the cardinal pos-tag patterns, we use t-
Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [26] with parameters
as perplexity = 10, learning rate = 0.1 and iterations = 1000. The t-SNE
method produces the visualization in a low dimensional space. We observe
that the Cardinal POS Patterns have formed clearly separated clusters
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in embedding space, which connotes the congruence and incongruence
labels. We also observe that cardinal POS patterns with similar tags such
as (NN : CD : JJ) and (NNS : CD : JJ) are closer in embedding
space and on the other hand the patterns with disjoint tag combinations
such as (NN : CD : JJ) and (V BG : CD : CD) are farther apart from
each other.

5.7 Visualization of Attention Weights

Figure 6: Attention weight visualization: Word level attention weights
from Yoon Model and POSHAN model for an anecdotal example are
presented by highlighting the individual words (Best viewed in color).
The depth of the color represents the strength of the attention weights.

In Figure 6, to analyse the interpretability of our model POSHAN and to
showcase the effectiveness of the proposed attention mechanism in form-
ing the contextually important representations, we visualize the attention
maps and compare it with Yoon model. In Figure 6, we use distribution
of word level attention weights learned from both POSHAN and Yoon
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model for an anecdotal example by highlighting the individual words.
The depth of the color highlights represents the distribution of attention
weights. Despite of common headline driven attention in both the models,
we observe some clear differences between attention maps of Yoon model
and POSHAN model due to additional cardinal pos-tag pattern and cardi-
nal phrase guided attention mechanisms in POSHAN model. The Yoon
model successfully attends some words such as ‘immigrants’, ‘growth’
and ‘projections’ etc. relevant to headline context but fails to capture any
words pertaining to significant cardinal phrases such as ‘78 million’ and
‘50 years’ etc. On the other hand, POSHAN model not only gives the
importance to the words captured by Yoon model but also, it focuses on
important cardinal phrases, which is in concert with our intuition about
modeling the POS-tag pattern and cardinal phrase based attention.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we introduce a novel task of incongruence detection in the
news when the news headline contains significant cardinal values. The
existing methods fare poorly as they fail to capture the context, pertaining
to cardinal values. We present a joint neural model POSHAN, which uses
three kinds of hierarchical attention mechanisms, namely cardinal POS-tag
pattern guided, cardinal phrase guided and news headline guided attention.
In the ablation study, we found that cardinal POS-tag pattern guided
attention is very significant and effective in forming the cardinal quantity
informed document representation. In the evaluation with two publicly
available datasets, we notice that POSHAN outperforms all the baselines
and state-of-the-art methods. Visualization of cardinal POS-tag pattern
embeddings and overall attention weights establish the effectiveness of
the proposed model, decipher the model’s decisions and make it more
interpretable and transparent.

In the future, we plan to model the degree of importance of cardinal values
in news headlines and also we envisage an assessment of the applicability
of the proposed model in case of textual entailment and fact verification
tasks such as FEVER [10] dataset, in presence of cardinal values.
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